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Purpose of this guide  

The purpose of this guide is to contribute to the development of a common understanding of the 

eight key competencies specified in the National Curriculum Framework. The success in 

incorporating the key competencies into the curriculum depends on the development of a shared 

understanding and therefore this guide aims to:  

 

• provide a brief definition of the key competencies. 

• unpack the key competencies and demonstrate ways to implement the key 

competencies, in practical classroom applications, to emphasise their holistic nature.  

• propose suggestions on how the key competencies could be developed through school-

wide activities. 

• suggest different ways to monitor and assess how the students develop the key 

competencies. 

 

The suggestions and ideas in this guide is not an exhaustive list of activities but they provide 

guidance to schools and teachers. Schools are recommended to provide a wide range of experiences 

to the students that are relevant to their local community. 
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1. Introduction to the Key Competencies 

The National Curriculum specifies eight key competencies which are essential for individuals to live, 

learn and contribute as active members of our nation and the world. These key competencies 

provide the basis for lifelong learning and employability in a progressive and challenging world. Each 

key competency is built on a combination of cognitive and practical skills, knowledge, values, 

attitudes, dispositions and other social and behavioural components. 
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1.1 How are the Key Competencies developed in students? 

 

Developing the key competencies need a whole school approach which involves all the aspects of 

planning and teaching. The key competencies are relevant to all the key learning areas and they are 

developed simultaneously with the content areas of the curriculum.  

 

Teachers need to support students in identifying the key competencies in use, its value and purpose 

in real life. Students also need to know how effectively they personally are using the key 

competencies and identify how the key competencies can be used more effectively.  

 

Furthermore, students need to be presented with various opportunities throughout their whole 

learning experience, which challenge them to acquire and strengthen these eight interrelated key 

competencies. Schools need to encourage an active and creative attitude to learning, and a 

collaborative effort between students and teachers. Key competencies require teachers to notice 

not just what students are learning, but how they are learning and their capacity to continue 

learning. Co-operative and collaborative activities are a great platform for teachers to build students 

personal and team key competencies. Students should be capable of using these key competencies 

in diverse contexts- at school, in the community, at home and in all learning areas. 
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1.2 How do the Key Competencies contribute to achieve the vision? 
 

The integration of key competencies in teaching and learning change the teachers’ and students’ 

roles in the classroom and the learning activities have a more student centered approach to 

teaching. For instance, classrooms where key competencies are applied, students have an active role 

in decision making related to their learning and they are given choices in learning. Teachers in such 

classrooms respond to learner needs, provide quality feedback to students and show themselves as 

learners. Additionally, the learning activities employed would make learning meaningful by taking 

students to authentic contexts.  These types of learning experiences ultimately lead to have 

individuals who are motivated to learn, think critically, manage themselves, build and maintain 

positive relationships. 

 

Practicing Islam 

Understanding & 

managing self 

Living a healthy 

life 

Relating to people 

Thinking critically 

& creatively 

Making meaning 

Using technology 

& media 

Using sustainable 
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 -މި ޤބާލިއިޔްތަގުެ ތރެގޭއަި ހމިނެނެީ:

 ެންވުތި ޤރުއްާން ކޔިެކރީި ންތަޖވްީދުގެ ޙކުުމްތަކަށް ރިޢޔާަތްކޮށްގ. 

  ިއާއި ރައކްާތެރިކަން އެނގުން ފއަިދާ ސރޫަތްތަކއާި އާޔަތްތަކނުް ލބިޭ ޤރުއްާނުގެ ބއަެއްކީރިތ.  

 ަނެ ޢަމލަުކރުުން. ވިސްނއަި ޢބިރްަތް ލިބިގަމެދު އި އޭގެ ޢލިްމާއާ ޤރުްއނާުގެ މާނ 

 ާކރީިތި ރަސޫލަމާއެކު ދިރިއުޅުމގުައި ބނޭުންހިފނުްޘްތައް މާނއަާއކެު ދަސކްރުުދީގެ ބއަެއް ހ. 

 ީއް ދެނގެަނެ އސިްލާމީ ޢޤަީދާ ހަރުދނަާކރުުން. މާނކްަމުގެ ރކުުންތައ 

 ަގުން ދރިިއޅުުން.އނިްސާނީ ޙަޔާތުގއަި ދމިާވާ މައްސަލަތއަް ހައްލކުރުަން އެނގި ޞައްޙަ މ 

 ާކރީިތި ރަސޫލަާބިގަނެ އއެާއި އއެްގޮތަށް ދރިިއޅުުން ތުން ޢބިރުަތް ލިގެ ސރީަތާއި، އިސްލމާީ ތރާޚީާއި ޙަޟރ

 ޓނަް ކރުުން.ބައް

 ްތަކނުްނަށް އޯގާތެރިވެ ހެޔޮގޮތގުައި މުޢާމަލާތކްރުުން. ނގެ ހެއދްެވި އނެްމެހއަި ޚަލްޤުއާއި އެކަލާالله މާތ 

 

 ޢމަލަކުރުނުް އސިލްމާދްނީށަް. 2

 މި މއަިގަނޑު ޤާބިލއިްޔަތކަީ )ކކީމޮޕްެޓެނސްއީަކީ( ކީރިތި ޤރުއްާނާއި އސިްލމާދްީނަށް ޢމަަލކުުރުން

 ބާރއުޅަާ ގާބލިއިްޔަތކެެވެ. މއަްޗަށް ބިނކާުރމުަށް އިނސްާނާ ކުރާ ޢމަލަުތަށް އޭގެ ސުންނތަަށް ތަބވާެ،

އސިްލމާްދނީުގެ ރިވތެި އުޞޫލގުމެަތގީއަި ދިރއިޅުުން ހރަުދނަާ ކރުމުަށް ބޭނމުކަީ މި ޤާބިލއިްޔަތގުެ 

ބޭނުނވްާ ރވިެތި އދާަތކައާި، ދިރއިޅުުން ރާވއަި ހިނގްމުަށް މަގފުަހކިޮށދްޭ ހުނަރުތކައާި، 

ދުނިޔއެއާި އާޚިރަތގުެ ހެޔވޮސިްނމުގުެ ޤާބިލކުަން ދަރވިަރނުްގެ ކިބއަގިއަި ހަރލުއެްވމުވެެ. އދަި 

ބއާޖްަވެރކިަނލްިބޭނޭ މަންހޖަަކީ ޤުރއްާނއާި ސުންނަތކްމަުގއަި ދރަިވރަުން ބަލއަގިަނެ އެގޮތގުެ މަތގީައި 

 ސާބިތވުެ ތބިުމަށް ބާރއުޅެމުެވެ.
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2.1 Progression of Practising Islam across key stages 

  ފއަނުޑްޝޭނަް (  3-1) 1ކސީްޓޖޭް  (6 – 4) 2ކސީްޓޖޭް  ( 8 – 7)  3ކސީްޓޖޭް  ( 10 – 9) 4ކީ ސޓްޖޭް  (12 – 11)  5ކސީްޓޖޭް 

 ްސރޫތަުލް  ސރޫތަުލް ބަޤރަާއިނ

ދުގެ ޔޫސފުްގެ ނޔިަލށަް ތަޖްވީ

ޙކުުމތްކަށަް ރޢިާޔތަކްށޮް 

 ބަލައިގެން ކިޔެވުން

  ްސރޫތަުއް ރަޢުދުން ސރޫތަުލ

ދުގެ ތަޖްވީޙައްޖުގެ ނޔިަލށަް 

ރޢިާޔތަކްށޮް ޙކުުމތްކަށަް 

 ބަލައިގެން ކިޔެވުން

  ްސރޫތަުލް މުއުމިނނޫް އިނ

ތުއް ލުޤްމާންގެ ނޔިަލށަް ސރޫަ

ދުގެ ޙކުުމތްކަށަް ތަޖްވީ

 ރޢިާޔތަކްށޮް ބަލައިގެން ކިޔެވުން

 ޫރތަުލް ސރޫތަުއް ސަޖިދައިން ސ

ދުގެ ޙަދީދްގެ ނޔިަލށަް ތަޖްވީ

ޙކުުމތްކަށަް ރޢިާޔތަކްށޮް ބަލައިގެން 

 ކިޔެވުން

 ްއނިް ތރިީގެ  މުޖާދަލާ ސރޫތަުލ

ދުގެ ޙކުުމތްކަށަް ސރޫތަތްައް ތަޖްވީ

 ރޢިާޔތަކްށޮް ބަލައިގެން ކިޔެވުން

 ްފތާިޙާ އާއި ސރޫތަުލް  ސރޫތަުލ

 ފަލަޤި އޚިްލާޞްއާއި ސރޫތަުލް

ރތަުއް ނާސް އަދި އާއި ސޫ

ޞައްޙަމަގުން  އާޔތަުލް ކރުުސި

 ކިޔުން

 

 ުމުގެ ބަލިމަޑކުަމނުް ރައކްތާރެިވ

ގތޮުން ކިޔުމށަް ހަދީޘްގައި 

ވާރިދުވފެައިވާ ދޢުާ އޙެާލތަުގައި 

  ކިޔުން 

 ުމުގެ ބަލިމަޑކުަމނުް ރައކްތާރެިވ

ގތޮުން ކިޔުމށަް ހަދީޘްގައި 

ވާރިދުވފެައިވާ ދޢުާ އޙެާލތަުގައި 

  ކިޔުން 

  ެހދެުނާއި ހަވރީު، ވިރުދުގ

ގތޮުގައި ކިޔުމށަް ޙަދީޘްގައި 

 ވާރިދުވފެައިވާ ދޢުާ ކިޔުން

  ،ާަމެދުވރެިވާ ތފަތާު ޙާލތަތްކ

ކރުކާަނތްކަާ ގުޅިގެން ކިޔުމށަް 

 ދޢުާވާރިދުވފެައިވާ ޙަދީޘްގައި 

އޙެާލތަތްކަުގައި ކިއުން )މިސާލު: 

ޢައިބުހރުި  ހުވފަެނފްެނުމނުް، ބޮޑތެި

ދރެަވކާަމެއް  ފެނުމުން، އިންސނާކަު

މިސކްތިށަް ވަންނަމނުް  ،ދިމާވމުުން

 ތުގައި(ގެގާނކިުންނމަުން، ބަލިމީހާ

  ،ާަމެދުވރެިވާ ތފަތާު ޙާލތަތްކ

ކރުކާަނތްކަާ ގުޅިގެން ކިޔުމށަް 

 ގައި އައިސފްައިވާ ދޢުާ ޙަދޘީް

ކިއުން )މިސާލު: ގުގރުީގެ 

 މނުް(އޑަުއިވުމުން، ދރެަވު

  ،ާަމެދުވރެިވާ ތފަތާު ޙާލތަތްކ

ކރުކާަނތްކަާ ގުޅިގެން ކިޔުމށަް 

 ގައި އައިސފްައިވާ ދޢުާ ޙަދޘީް

ކިނބިހި ކިއުން )މިސާލު: 

އެޅުމނުް، އފާރުުމުން، ކިޔާދޢުާ 

ޓޗީރަު ކިޔައިދީ އޙެާލތަތްކަުގައި 

 ދޢުކާިޔުމށަް އާދކަރުުވުން

 

 

  ިހނިައިގަންނަނޖްެހޭ ޙާލތަުގައ

ޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެމތަީން 

 ހނިައިގތަުން

  ިހނިައިގަންނަނޖްެހޭ ޙާލތަުގައ

ޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެމތަީން 

 ހނިައިގތަުން

 ްޙާލތަުގައި  ޖެހޭހނިައިގަންނަނ

ޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެ މތަީން 

 ހނިައިގތަުން

 ްޙާލތަުގައި  ޖެހޭހނިައިގަންނަނ

ޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެ މތަީން 

 ހނިައިގތަުން

  ިދރަިވރަުގެ ހށަިގަނޑާއި ފރޭާމާއ

އަދި ގެންގުޅޭ ތކަތެި ސފާކުށޮް 

 ބެލެހެއްޓުން 

  ިދރަިވރަުގެ ހށަިގަނޑާއ

ފރޭާމާއި އަދި ގެންގުޅޭ ތކަތެި 

 ސފާކުށޮް ބެލެހެއްޓުން 

ފތޮް،  ،: ފައިވނާް)މިސާލު

 ޔުނފިޯމް(

 

 ްލމާީޤަޟާޙޖާާ ކރުުމުގައި އިސ 

 އަދަބތުކަާ އެއްގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން 

 ީޤަޟާޙޖާާ ކރުުމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

 އަދަބތުކަާ އެއްގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން 

 ަފާޚާނާގައި  ޅކުޮޓަރީގައި/ވ

އެއްގތޮށަް  އަދަބތުކަާ އިސްލާމީ

: ޢަމަލކުރުުން )މިސާލު

އަޑުގަދކަށޮް،  ފެންވރަާއރިު

އިނދެ  ތށަިމތަީފާޚާނާ

ގެ اللهވާހކަކަިޔައި ނުހެދނުް، 

އިސްމފުުޅު ލިޔފެައި ނުވތަަ 

އާޔތަާއި ޙަދޘީް ލިޔފެައިވާ 

 ިއިސްލާމީ ޤަޟާޙޖާާ ކރުުމުގައ 

އެއްގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން  އަދަބތުކަާ

ފާޚާނާއށަް ވނަުމުގެ  :)މިސާލު

ކރުިން ދޢުކާިޔައި ވަނުމުގައި 

ވތާފުައި އިސކްރުުން، ނކިތުުމށަް 

 ކަނތާފުައި އިސކްރުުން( 

 ީޤަޟާޙޖާާ ކރުުމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އެއްގތޮށަް  އަދަބތުކަާ

: ޢަމަލކުރުުން )މިސާލު

ން، ފާޚާނައިގައި ފތޮްނކުިޔު

 ނކުުމެ ދޢުކާރުުން( ންފާޚާނާއި

 ީޤަޟާޙޖާާ ކރުުމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އެއްގތޮށަް  އަދަބތުކަާ

 ފާޚާނާ :ޢަމަލކުރުުން )މިސާލު

އށަް ވަނުމށަް ވތާފުައި 

އިސކްރުުން، ވަނުމުގެ ކރުިން 

 އޙެާލތަުގައކިިޔާ ދޢުކާިޔުން(
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  އެއްޗެއް ހފިައިގެން ނުވަނނުް(

  ފައުންޑޝޭަން (  3-1) 1ކީސްޓޭޖް  (6 – 4) 2ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 8 – 7)  3ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 10 – 9) 4ކީ ސްޓޭޖް  (12 – 11)  5ކސީްޓޖޭް 

  ްަފެންބޭނުނކްރުުމށ

ޛރުުވރެިވެއްޖެ ނަމަ ޝރަޢުީ އު

 ހމަތަކަުން ތަޔައްމަމކުރުުން

  ްަފެން ބޭނނުކްރުުމށ

ނަމަ ޝރަޢުީ އޛުރުުވރެިވެއްޖެ

 ހމަތަކަުން ތަޔައްމަމކުރުުން

  ުުފެން ބޭނނުކްރުުމށަް އޛުރ

ޝރަޢުީ ނަމަ ވރެިވެއްޖެ

 ހމަތަކަުން ތަޔައްމަމކުރުުން

  ިވުޟކޫރުުމުގެ މތާކްަމާއ

ވުޟކޫރުަންޖެހޭ  މތަިވރެކިަންދެނެ،

ޙާލތަތްކަުގައި ޝރަޢުީ 

 ންހމަތަކަުގެމތަީން ވުޟކޫރުު

  ްޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެމތަީނ

ނމަާދށަް ތައްޔރާުވުމށަް 

ކރުާނކެަނތްައް ދެނެގތަުން 

)މިސާލު: ވުޟކޫރުުން، 

 ތަޔައްމަމކްރުުން(

  ްވުޟޫގެ ޙރަކަތާތްައް ތރަތުީބުނ

 ކރުުން

 

  ްޮފރަުޟުޙާލތަށަް ރޢިާޔތަކްށ 

: ނމަާދކުރުުން )މިސާލު

ދތަރުުމތަީ ނަމާދު 

ޖމަޢްކުރުުމާއި ޤަޞރްކުރުުން، 

 ހަނގރުާމައިގެ ޙާލތަުގައި ޚަވފްު

 ނމަާދކުރުުން(

 ްޮފރަުޟު ޙާލތަށަް ރޢިާޔތަކްށ 

ދި ސުންނތަް އަ، ނމަާދު

: ނމަާދކުރުުން )މިސާލު

ވރާފޭެން  ދތަރުުގެ ޙާލތަުގައި،

ދތަިވުމުން، ހަނގރުާމައިގެ 

 ޙާލތަުގައި(

  ުޖމަޢާތަުގައި ކރުެވޭ  ފރަުޟ

 ހަމތަކަުގެ ޝރަޢުީތައް ނމަާދު

)މިސާލު:  ން ކރުުންމތަި

 ފަސްނަމާދު ހކުރުު ފރަުޟު

 ނމަާދު، ކށަު ނމަާދު، ޢީދު

 ނމަާދު(

 ާުފރަުޟު ޖމަޢާތަުގައި ކރ 

ނަމާދުގެ  ދާއި އަދި ފރަުޟުނމަާ

ކރުިންނާއި ފަހުނކްރުާ ރަވތާިބު 

 ހަމތަކަުގެ ޝރަޢުީސުނންތަް 

 ން ކރުުންމތަި

  ްޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެ މތަީނ

 ފރަުޟު ފަސްނަމާދު ކރުުން

  ިނމަާދުގެ ޙރަކަތާތްކަާއ

އެއްގތޮށަް ތރަތުީބުން ނަމާދުގެ 

 މައިގަނޑު ޙރަކަތާތްައް ކރުުން

 

  ިރޯދަ ހފިަންޖެހޭ ހިނދު އަދ

ޙައްޖުވހާިނދު ޝރަޢުީ ހަމައިން 

 އެދެ އަޅކުަން އަދކާރުުން

  ިރޯދަ ހފިަންޖެހޭ ހިނދު އަދ

ހިނދު ޝރަޢުީ  ޙައްޖުވާ

ހމަައިން އދެެ އަޅކުަން 

 އަދކާރުުން

  ިރޯދަ ހފިަންޖެހޭ ހިނދު އަދ

ޙައްޖުވހާިނދު ޝރަޢުީ 

ހމަައިން އދެެ އަޅކުަން 

 އަދކާރުުން

  ިރޯދަ ހފިަންޖެހޭ ހިނދު އަދ

ޙައްޖުވހާިނދު ޝރަޢުީ ހަމައިން 

 އެދެ ފރަުޟު އަދކާރުުން

 ްރޯދަހފިުމށަް ފރަތިކަރުުނ  --------- 

 

 ީކެއިންބުއިމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އަދަބތުކަށަް ތަބާވުން )މިސާލު: 

ބަޔށަް ކެއުން،  3/1ބަޑުގެ 

ބރަކަތާށަް އެދި ދޢުކާށޮފްައި 

އށަް الله ކައިނމިިގެން  ،ކެއުން

ޙަމްދކުށޮް ކާންދިނުމުގެ 

ފރަތާށަް  ސބަަބކަށަް މެދުވރެިވި

 ރަޙުމތަްލެއްވުމށަް ދޢުކާރުުން(

 ީކެއިންބުއިމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އަދަބތުކަށަް ތަބާވުން )މިސާލު: 

ބަޔށަް ކެއުން،  3/1ބަޑުގެ 

ބރަކަތާށަް އެދި ދޢުކާށޮފްައި 

އށަް الله ކައިނމިިގެން  ،ކެއުން

ޙަމްދކުށޮް ކާންދިނުމުގެ 

ފރަތާށަް  ސބަަބކަށަް މެދުވރެިވި

 ރަޙުމތަްލެއްވުމށަް ދޢުކާރުުން(

 ީކެއިންބުއިމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އަދަބތުކަށަް ތަބާވުން 

ބަޔށަް  3/1ބޑަުގެ )މިސާލު: 

ކެއުން، ބރަކަތާށަް އެދި 

 ،ދޢުކާށޮފްައި ކެއުން

އށަް الله ކައިނިމިގެން 

ޙަމްދކުށޮް ކާންދިނުމުގެ 

 ސބަަބކަށަް މެދުވރެިވި

ފރަތާށަް ރަޙުމތަްލެއްވުމށަް 

 ީކެއިންބުއިމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އަދަބތުކަށަް ތަބާވުން )މިސާލު: 

ބަޔށަް ކެއުން،  3/1ބަޑުގެ 

ބރަކަތާށަް އެދި ދޢުކާށޮފްައި 

އށަް الله ކައިނމިިގެން  ،ކެއުން

ށް ކާންދިނުމުގެ ޙަމްދކުޮ

ފރަތާށަް  ސބަަބކަށަް މެދުވރެިވި

 ރަޙުމތަްލެއްވުމށަް ދޢުކާރުުން(

 ީކެއިންބުއިމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އަދަބތުކަށަް ތަބާވުން )މިސާލު: 

ތިމާއާގތާފްރަތާުން  ތށަީގެ

 ކެއުން، ކެއުމުގެ ކރުިންނާ

ފަހުން އތަްދޮވުން، ފށެުމުގައި 

ދޢުކާށޮް ނިންމފާައި ޙަމްދކުށޮް 

 ރިވުން(ޝކުރުުވެ

 ީކެއިންބުއިމުގައި އިސްލާމ 

އަދަބތުކަށަް ތަބާވުން )މިސާލު: 

ކަނތާުނކްެއުން، އށިީދެގެން 

އެއންޭވާއިން ފެނތްށަި ، ކެއުން

 ބޮއިނުލުން(
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 ދޢުކާރުުން(

 

  ފައުންޑޝޭަން (  3-1) 1ކީސްޓޭޖް  (6 – 4) 2ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 8 – 7)  3ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 10 – 9) 4ކީ ސްޓޭޖް  (12 – 11)  5ކސީްޓޖޭް 

  ްަނިދނަް އށޮތޯުމށ 

ތައްޔރާުވުމުގެ ގތޮުންނާއި އަދި 

ނިދމުުގައި ބަހނަްޓަންވީ ޝރަޢުީ 

 އަދަބތުކަށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން

ވުމާއކެު، ހޭލެ : ނިދިން)މިސާލު

 اللهތީ ފރުާނަ އަނބރުާ ދެއްވީ

 މްދކުރުުން(އށަް ޙަ

  ްަނިދނަް އށޮތޯުމށ 

ތައްޔރާުވުމުގެ ގތޮުންނާއި އަދި 

ނިދމުުގައި ބަހނަްޓަންވީ ޝރަޢުީ 

 އަދަބތުކަށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން

ވުމާއކެު، ހޭލެ : ނިދިން)މިސާލު

 اللهތީ ފރުާނަ އަނބރުާ ދެއްވީ

 މްދކުރުުން(އށަް ޙަ

  ްަނިދނަް އށޮތޯުމށ 

ތައްޔރާުވުމުގެ ގތޮުންނާއި އަދި 

ނިދމުުގައި ބަހނަްޓަންވީ 

 ޝރަޢުީ އަދަބތުކަށަް

 : ނދިިން)މިސާލު ޢަމަލކުރުުން

ވުމއާކެު، ފރުާނަ އަނބރުާ ހޭލެ

ށް އަ اللهތީ ދެއްވީ

 މްދކުރުުން(ޙަ

  ްަތައްޔރާުވުމުގެ  ނިދނަް އށޮތޯުމށ

ގތޮުންނާއި އަދި ނދިުމުގައި 

ބަހނަްޓަންވީ ޝރަޢުީ އަދަބތުކަށަް 

 : ނދިިން)މިސާލު ޢަމަލކުރުުން

ފރުާނަ އަނބރުާ  ތެދުވެވުމުން

 މްދކުރުުން(ޙަ އށަް اللهދެއްވތިީ 

  ްަނިދނަް އށޮތޯުމށ 

ތައްޔރާުވުމުގެ ގތޮުންނާއި އަދި 

ނިދމުުގައި ބަހނަްޓަންވީ ޝރަޢުީ 

 އަދަބތުކަށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން

: ދތަްއުނގުޅުން )މިސާލު

ވުޟކޫރުުން ކަނތާް ފރަތާައް 

 އތޮުން އށޮތޯުމށަް ކިޔައިދޢުާ

 އާއި ޛކިރުތުައް ކިޔުން(

 ިދނަް އށޮތޯުމށަް ނ 

ތައްޔރާުވުމުގެ ގތޮުންނާއި އަދި 

ނިދމުުގައި ބަހނަްޓަންވީ ޝރަޢުީ 

 އަދަބތުކަށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން

: ދތަް އުނގުޅުން )މިސާލު

ކަނތާް ފރަތާައް އތޮުން، 

އާއި  އށޮތޯުމށަް ކިޔައިދޢުާ

 ޛކިރުތުައް ކިޔުން(

 

 ްގޮވަންޖެހޭ  ސަލާނ

ޙާލތަތްކަުގައި ސަލާން ގޮވުމއާި 

 ދޭންޖހެޭގެ ޖަވާބު އަދި ސަލާމު

ޙާލތަުގައި ޝރަޢުީ މަގުން 

 ގެ ޖަވާބުދިނުންސަލާމު

 ްގޮވަންޖެހޭ  ސަލާނ

އި ގޮވުމާ ޙާލތަތްކަުގައި ސަލާން

 ގެ ޖަވާބު ދޭންޖހެޭއަދި ސަލާމު

ޙާލތަުގައި ޝރަޢުީ މަގުން 

 ގެ ޖަވާބުދިނުންސަލާމު

 ްގޮވަންޖެހޭ  ސަލާނ

 ޙާލތަތްކަުގައި ސަލާން

ގެ ޖަވާބު ގޮވުމާއި އަދި ސަލާމު

ޙާލތަުގައި ޝރަޢުީ  ޖެހޭދޭން

 ގެ ޖަވާބުދިނުންމަގނުް ސަލާމު

 ްގޮވަންޖެހޭ ޙާލތަތްކަުގައި  ސަލާނ

 ހަމތަކަުގެމތަިން ސަލާން ޝރަޢުީ

: ގޮވުމާއި ސަލާނކްރުުން )މިސާލު

ހިނގާމީހުން އށިޭދެ 

ތިބިމީހުނންށަް، މަދުމީހުން 

 ގިނމަީހުންނށަް...(

 ްގޮވަންޖެހޭ   ސަލާނ

 ޙާލތަތްކަުގައި ޝރަޢުީ

ސަލާން  ންހމަތަކަުގެމތަި

ބަލައިގތަުން  ގޮވުމާއި ސަލާން

)ގެއށަްވަންނަ ހިނދު، 

السلام  ކުލާހށަްވަންނަ ހިނދު، 

ގޮވުން، މހީކަު    عليكم

  السلام عليكمތިމާއށަް 

  السلام و عليكمގޮވައފިިނަމަ 

 މިގތޮށަް ޖަވާބުދިނނުް(

 ްގޮވަންޖެހޭ  ސަލާނ

ގޮވުން  ޙާލތަތްކަުގައި ސަލާން

: މައިންބފަައިންނާ )މިސާލު

 السلام عليكمބައްދަލުވާ ހިނދު 

 ގޮވުން(

 

 ާއށަް ލިބޭއެއޗްކަުން ފަހށަް ތިމ

ކރުުމާއި ޚަރަދކުރުުމުގައި އކްާރަ

 އިސރްފާު ނކުރުުން 

 ިމާއށަް ލިބޭއެއޗްކަުން ފަހށަް ތ

ކރުުމާއި ޚަރަދކުރުުމުގައި ކާއްރަ

 އިސރްފާު ނކުރުުން 

 ާލިބޭއެއޗްކަުން އށަް ތިމ

ކރުުމާއި އކްާފަހށަް ރަ

އިސރްފާު ޚަރަދކުރުުމުގައި 

 ދޭނކުރުުން )އިންޓަވަލށަް

ފައިސާ އިން ބޭނުންޖހެޭ 

 ތކަތެި ގތަުމށަް ބކާކީރުުން(

  ިެކރުކާަނކްަމާއި، ބޭނުންވތާކަތ

ހދޯުމާއި ކުލާހށަް ގެންނތަކަތެި 

ނައމުުގައި މެދމުިން ގެ

ށް ކރުުން އަދި ލިބޭމނިްވރަައިޚތްިޔރާު

 ފުއްދުން

 ާއށަް ލިބޭއެއޗްކަުން ފަހށަް ތިމ

ގައި ކރުުމާއި ޚަރަދކުރުުމުއކްާރަ

 :އިސރްފާު ނކުރުުން )މިސާލު

ލިޔެ ހުސންުވެ ހނުްނަ  ފތޮް 

ފަންސރުު ފަހުން ބނޭުނކްރުަން 

ބެހެއްޓނުް، ބޭބެ/ދައތްަ 

 ޭއެއޗްކަުން ފަހށަް  ތިމާއށަް ލިބ

ގައި ކރުުމާއި ޚަރަދކުރުުމުކާއްރަ

 :އިސރްފާު ނކުރުުން )މިސާލު

ލިޔެ ހުސންުވެ ހނުްނަ  ފތޮް 

ފަންސރުު ފަހުން ބނޭުނކްރުަން 

 ބެހެއްޓނުް(
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ބޭނުނކްރުި ހަލކާުނުވެ ހުންނަ 

 ފތޮް ބޭނުނކްރުުން(ޓް ޓކެްސް

 

  ފައުންޑޝޭަން (  3-1) 1ކީސްޓޭޖް  (6 – 4) 2ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 8 – 7)  3ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 10 – 9) 4ކީ ސްޓޭޖް  (12 – 11)  5ކސީްޓޖޭް 

  ހެއދްެވި ދރިުންހރުި الله

ކރުުމާއި އިޙތުރިާމު ތކަެއޗްށަް

ތތްައް އެފަދަ ފރަާ

 :ރައކްތާރެކިރުުން )މިސާލު

ތިމާގެ ރށަް، ރށަށަް އައިސްއުޅޭ 

އެހނެް ދނީތްކަުގެ މީހުންނާ 

ޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެ މތަީން 

ހެޔޮގތޮުގައި މޢުާމަލތާް 

ކރުުމާއި، މިސކްީނުންގެ 

 ޙައްޤތުައް ރައކްކާރުުން(

  ހެއދްެވި ދރިުންހރުި الله

ކރުުމާއި އިޙތުރިާމު ތކަެއޗްށަް

ތތްައް އެފަދަ ފރަާ

 :ރައކްތާރެކިރުުން )މިސާލު

ތިމާގެ ރށަް، ރށަށަް އައިސްއުޅޭ 

އެހނެް ދނީތްކަުގެ މީހުންނާ 

ޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެ މތަީން 

ހެޔޮގތޮުގައި މޢުާމަލތާް 

ކރުުމާއި، މިސކްީނުންގެ 

 ޙައްޤތުައް ރައކްކާރުުން(

  ހެއދްެވި ދރިުންހރުި الله

ކރުުމާއި އިޙތުރިާމު ތކަެއޗްށަް

ތތްައް އެފަދަ ފރަާ

 :ރައކްތާރެކިރުުން )މިސާލު

ތިމާގެ ރށަް، ރށަށަް 

އައިސްއުޅޭ އެހެން ދީނތްކަުގެ 

މހީުންނާ ޝރަޢުީ ހަމތަކަުގެ 

މތަީން ހެޔޮގތޮުގައި މޢުާމަލތާް 

 މިސކްީނުންގެ، ކރުުމާއި

 (ޙައްޤތުައް ރައކްކާރުުން

  ހެއްދެވި ދރިުންހރުި ތކަެއޗްށަްالله 

ކރުުމާއި އެފަދަ އިޙތުރިާމު

ތތްައް ރައކްތާރެކިރުުން ފރަާ

ން ދުވަސްވީ ޢުމރުު )މިސާލު

ނކުުޅެދޭމހީުން، ތިމާވށެި ، މހީުން

ޙިމާޔތަކްރުުން، އފެރަތާތްކަުގެ 

 (ޙައްޤތުައް ރައކްތާރެކިރުުން

  ހެއދްެވި ދރިުންހރުި الله

އިޙތުރިާމކުރުުމާއި  ތކަެއޗްށަް

އެފަދަ ފރަތާތްައް 

 :ރައކްތާރެކިރުުން )މިސާލު

މައނިްބފަައިން، ޓޗީރަުން، ދޫނި 

 ސފޫާސފޫި، ގަސްގަހާގެހި(

  ހެއދްެވި ދރިުންހރުި الله

އިޙތުރިާމކުރުުމާއި  ތކަެއޗްށަް

އެފަދަ ފރަތާތްކަުގެ ހައްޤތުައް 

ރކިރުުމށަް އެހތީރެިވުން ރައކްތާެ

މައިންބފަައިން،  :)މިސާލު

ޓޗީރަުން، ދޫނި ސފޫާސފޫި، 

 ގަސްގަހާގހެި(

 

 ިކޮންޓރްޯލް  ރުޅިއައުމުން ރުޅ

ކރުުމށަް ދީނުގައި އައިސފްައިވާ 

 ޢަމަލކުރުުންގތޮށަް 

 ިކޮންޓރްޯލް  ރުޅިއައުމުން ރުޅ

ކރުުމށަް ދީނުގައި އައިސފްައިވާ 

 ގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން

 ިކޮންޓރްޯލް  ރުޅިއައުމުން ރުޅ

ކރުުމށަް ދީނުގައި 

އައިސފްައިވާ ގތޮށަް 

 ޢަމަލކުރުުން

 ިކޮންޓރްޯލް  ރުޅިއައުމުން ރުޅ

ކރުުމށަް ދީނުގައި އައިސފްައިވާ 

 ގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން

 ިކޮންޓރްޯލް  ރުޅިއައުމުން ރުޅ

ކރުުމށަް ދީނުގައި އައިސފްައިވާ 

ގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުން )މިސާލު: 

އށިީނުން، އށިީދެ  ،ވުޟކޫރުުން

ކޮޅަށް ، އިނންަމަ ތެދުވުން

ތުން، ށ  ހުރިނަމަ އިށީނުން، އޮ 

 މހާައުލު ބަދަލކުށޮްލުން(

  ިދިމާވާ ކނަކްަމުގައ

 ކުދނިްނށަް ރުޅިމަޑކުށޮް، އެހެން

 ށް، ކތެތްރެިވުން މފާކުޮ

 

  ްބާވާލެއްވި ފތޮތްކަުގެ ތރެެއިނ

ޤރުްއާނުގެ މތަިވރެކިަން 

އިޙްސާސކްރުެވި ޤރުްއާނށަް 

 ލޯބިޖެހނުް

  ެކރީތިި ޤރުްއާނުގ

ޞައްޙކަަމާމެދު އތިުބރާުބޮޑުވެ 

ގެ ކަލާމފްުޅކުަން اللهއެއީ ހަމަ 

 ކށަަވރަުވުން

 رعايةތކަށަް  حكمގެ  تجويد 

ކިޔަވަން  قرآنކރީތިި  ކށޮް

 މަސައކްތަކްރުުން.

  ްޮތަޖްވީދުގެ ޙކުުމތްކަށަް ރޢިާޔތަކްށ

ކރީތިި ޤރުްއާން ކިޔަވަން 

 މަސައކްތަކްރުުން

  ތކަށަް ރޢިާޔތަް ގެ ޙކުުމްتجويد

އާން ކިޔަވަން ކށޮް ކރީތިި ޤރުް

 މަސައކްތަް ކރުުން 

  ްسورةރޭގަނޑު ނިދުމުގކެރުިނ 

 ،فلق ،إخلاصއާއި  الفاتحة

ކިޔެވުމުގެ  الكرسي آيةއާއި ناس

 އާދަ ހރަުލުން

 

 --------------  --------------   ުރޯދަމަހުގެ މތާކްަން ޤބަޫލ

ކރުެވި ޚާއްޞކަށޮް 

 ްާގެ ކުޅަދުންވަނތްކަަމުގެ الله މތ

 ބޮޑކުަން އިޙުސާސކްރުެވުން

  ެކރީތިި ރަސޫލާ )ޞ(ގ

މތަިވރެކިަން މތާކްަމާއި 

  ެކރީތިި ޤރުްއާން ކިޔެވުމުގ

 ޤުއުފެދނުްއުޝަ
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އެމހަުގައި އަޅކުަމުގައި 

ދެމހިރުުމުގެ ޝައުޤުވރެކިަން 

 އުފެދުން

 އިޙްސާސކްރުެވުން

  ފައުންޑޝޭަން (  3-1) 1ކީސްޓޭޖް  (6 – 4) 2ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 8 – 7)  3ކީސްޓޭޖް  ( 10 – 9) 4ކީ ސްޓޭޖް  (12 – 11)  5ކސީްޓޖޭް 

  ިސުނންތަުގެ މަޤާމު ހތިށަްގެނެވ

އެއާ އެއްގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުމުގެ 

 އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ުސުނންތަުގެ މަޤާމ

ހތިށަްގެނެވި އެއާ އެއްގތޮށަް 

 ޢަމަލކުރުުމުގެ އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ްސުނންތަާނުލައި ޤރުްއާނ

ދެނނެުގަނެވޭނކެަން 

ޤބަޫލކުރުެވި ޤރުްއާނާއި 

ސުނންތަުގެ އަލީގައި 

އިސްލާމްދނީް ދެނެގތަުމުގެ 

 އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ިސުނންތަުގެ މަޤާމު ހތިށަްގެނެވ

އެއްގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުމުގެ އެއާ 

 އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ްަސުނންތަުގެ މަޤާމު ހތިށ

ގެނެވި އެއާ އެއްގތޮށަް 

 ޢަމަލކުރުުމުގެ އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ުރަސޫލާ )ޞ( ބަސފްުޅ

 ދެނެގތަުމުގެ ޝައުޤުއުފެދުން

 

  ްއަޅކުަމުގެ މުހިންމކުަނ

އިޙްސާސކްރުެވި ހރުިހާ 

އށަް الله ޙާލތަެއްގައި މތާް 

އަދކާރުުމުގެ ކިޔަމަނތްރެކިަން 

 އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ްއަޅކުަމުގެ މުހިންމކުަނ

އިޙްސާސކްރުެވި ހރުިހާ 

އށަް الله ޙާލތަެއްގައި މތާް 

ކިޔަމަނތްރެކިަން އަދކާރުުމުގެ 

 އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ްއަޅކުަމުގެ މުހިންމކުަނ

އިޙްސާސކްރުެވި ހރުިހާ 

އށަް الله ޙާލތަެއްގައި މތާް 

ކިޔަމަނތްރެކިަން އަދކާރުުމުގެ 

 އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ްއަޅކުަމުގެ މުހިންމކުަނ

އިޙްސާސކްރުެވި ހރުިހާ ޙާލތަެއްގައި 

އށަް ކިޔަމަނތްރެކިަން الله މތާް 

 އަދކާރުުމުގެ އާދަ ހރަުލުން

  ްއަޅކުަން ކރުުމުގެ ޝައޤުުވރެކިަނ

 އުފެދުން  

  ްއަޅކުަން ކރުުމުގެ ޝައޤުުވރެކިަނ

 އުފެދުން  
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2.2 Weaving Practicing Islam into teaching and learning 

 

 ސކްލޫް( ފއަނުޑްޝޭނަް ސޓްޖޭް )ޕރްީ  

 އިންޑކިޭޓަރ  ހރަަކތާްތއަް 

ނޑއާި ތމިގާެ ހށަގިަ ލނެގްވުޖޭް އނެްޑު ކމޮއިނުކިޝޭަން ކރުއިޓޭވިް އޓާސުް ނގްހލެްތު އނެްޑް ވލެބްީ

އި އޅުތޭނަް އދަި ފރޭމާާ

ށް ސކްލޫު ސފާކްޮ

ބހެއެޓްމުގުެ 

 ޒނިމްނާގެނުް

  ުސާފުތާހރިވުމުަށް ދރަވިރަުން ކރުާ ކަންތއަްތަކގުެ ޓބޭަލއެް ހދައަި ކޮނމްެ ދވުަހަކ

 ކރުާކަންތއަް ފާހގަަކރުުން

 ބރުާސްފަތި ބދުަ އަނގްރާަ ހމޯަ އދާއިްތަ  

 ދަތއްގުޅުުން

     

 ފެނވްރެުން

     

 
 އަތދްވޮުން

     

      ކެޑުންނިޔަފަތި

      އަންނއަުނދުވޮުން
 

  ާވާހަކއަގިއަި އބެުނާ ހަޑގިއިްލ

 ހުންނާނގެޮތް ކރުެހުން

  ަައވެާހަކއަގިއަި ސިފަކުރާފދ

ކދުިންނަށް ކުލާހގުއަި  ދމިވާދެާނެ 

 ކަންތއަް ތމަްސީލުކޮށް ދއެްކުން

އދަި ސާފުތާހރިުކޮށް ހރުމުގުެ 

 މުހއިމްުކމަމާދެު މޝަވްރަާކރުުން

  ިަހަޑިކއުޖްގާެ ސިފަތއަް "ހަޑގިއިްލވާާހަކަ" އަޑއުަހއ

ކިޔއަދިިނުން. ހަޑގިއިްލާ ފދައަިން ނުތާހިރުކޮން އޅުމުުން 

ލބިޭނެ ޞއިޙްީ ގއެްލމުާ މދެު އެކދުިނގްެ މދެގުއަި ޚިޔާލު 

 ބދަަލުކރުުން
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 (3-1)ގރްޑޭް   1ކސީްޓޖޭް   

 އިންޑކިޭޓަރ  ހރަަކތާްތއަް 

މސުލްމިނުް  ކރުއިޓޭވިް އޓާސުް ޢލިމްުއޖިްތމިޢާީ  ލނެގްވުޖޭް އނެްޑު ކމޮއިނުކިޝޭަން

ޙބަޝަކްރައަށަް 

 ހޖިރްަކރުނުް
  ްމުސްލމިުން ކޅުަ ދެ ހޖިރްއަގިެ މަޢުލމޫާތު އއެްކޮށް ކޮނމްވެެސ

 ޞޙަބާއީއެގްެ ހޖިރްއަާ ބެހގޭޮތުން ވާހަކއައެް/ މަޒމުޫނއެްލިޔުން

  .ްދުނިޔގޭެ ޗާޓުން ޙބަޝަާ އޮންނަތއަް ފާހގަަކރުުނ

ޖަޒރީގާެ ރަށަކަށް ނގުޮސް  އދަި ޢރަބަި

ރަށަކަށް މޅުިނއްެހެން ބއަރްއެގްއަި އޮތް 

ހޖިރުަކުމަށް ނިނމްވެި ސބަބަމާދެު ޓީޗރަގުެ 

 މޝަވްރަާކރުވެދިާނވެެ. އެހގީއަި

 

  ެުމއަްކދާޫކޮށް މުސްލމިުން އެފރްިކާ ބއަރްގ

ރަށަކަށް ހޖިރްަކރުަން ޖެހުނު އޖިްތަމާޢީ 

 ސބަބަު ހމާވަާ ޑރްމާއާއެް އުފއެދްުން
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 (6-4)ގރްޑޭް   2ކސީްޓޖޭް   

 އިންޑކިޭޓަރ  ހރަަކތާްތއަް 

ޖހިދާު ފރަޟުވުމުއާި  ކރުއިޓޭވިް އޓާސުް ލނެގްވުޖޭް އނެްޑު ކމޮއިނުކިޝޭަން ސޕްރިިޗއުލަޓިީ އނެްޑު އސިލްމާް

ރސަލޫގާެ ޒމަާނގުއަި 

ގފާއަވިާ ބއައެް ހނި

ބދަރުު، ހނަގރުމާަތއަް )

އޙުދުު، ޚނަދްޤަު، 

 މއަކްާފތަޙަަ އދަި ތބަކޫު(

  ްދވެިފއަވިާ ހަނގރުާމަތއަް ހިނގާފއަވިާ ގޮތް އަޑއުަހައިފއަި އއެިނ

ކޮނމްވެެސް އއެް ހަނގރުމާައަކުން ލބިގިަންނަނވްީ ފިލވާޅަުތައް 

 ނޯޓުކރުުން

 

 

 ުބަލއަގިެން  މއެްހަނގރުމާއަގިެ ޙާލަތު، ކރުެހ

 ދރަވިރަަކު ބަޔާންކޮށދްިނުން 

  ެުވާހަކަ އެހމުަށްފަހު އެހެނދްރަވިރަުން އދެރަވިރަގ

 ލިޔމުުން ބަޔާންކޮށް ހުށަހޅެުން

 

  ުއިސްލމާި ތރާޚީގުއަި އޙުުދ

ހަނގރުމާއަގިެ ޙދާިޘާ ހިނގާދިޔގަޮތް އަޑު 

 އަހާފއަި ނވުަތަ އެކމަގާޅުޭ ކުޑަ

ޑރްމާއާއެް ބަލއަި  ހަނގރުާމަ 

 ހިނގާދިޔގަޮތް ކރުެހުމަކުން ދއެްކުން
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 (8-7)ގރްޑޭް   3ކސީްޓޖޭް   

 އިންޑކިޭޓަރ  ހރަަކތާްތއަް 

އމުރުފުރުއަގާޅުގޭތޮނުް  ލނެގްވުޖޭް އނެްޑު ކމޮއިނުކިޝޭަން އނެވްރާު މނެޓްް ސއަނިސްް އނެޑްް ޓކެންލޮޖޮީ  ނގްހލެްތު އނެްޑް ވލެބްީ

ބނޭނުވްމާނިވްރަށަް 

ނޖަސިތްކަތެި އނެގި 

އތެކަތެިން 

ރއަކްާތރެވިނާގެތޮް 

 ދނެގެތަނުް

 ުތާހރިވުމުަށް އިސްލމާދްީނގުއަި ބރާއުޅައުވްާފއަވިާސާފ 

މިނވްރައާި ތމިގާެ ހަށގިަނޑއާި ފރޭމާއާި ދރިއިޅުޭތަން 

ފއަދިާތއަް  ސާފުތާހރިުކޮށް ބެހއެްޓމުގުެ ސއިޙްީ

ދރަވިރަުންލވަާ )އެކދުިނގްެ ފެނވްރަގުއަި( 

 ދރިާސާކރުުން

 

 

  ިަހމިެނޭ ތަކެތގީއަި އިސްލމާދްީނގުއަި ނުތާހރިު އއެްޗެހގީެ ގޮތގުއ

ޖރަާސމީް ހުންނަކަން ސއަިންސގްެ އާލާތްތަކުން ތޖަރްބިާކރުވުުން 

 އުލުމާހަ އދަި ނޖަިސްތަކއެްޗއާި ނުތާހރިުކމަުން ތމިާ ދރިއިޅުޭ

ރއަްކާތރެިނުކޮށްފިނމަަ ތމިވާއެްޓަށް ކއޮްފާނެ ނދޭވެޭ އަސަރުތއަް 

 ދރަވިރަުން ލއަވްާ ފާހގަަކރުުން

 

 ްކަންކމަުންތަކއާި އެނޖަިސްތަކެތގީެ ނަނ 

ރއަްކާތރެި ވުމަށް އިސްލމާދްީނގުއަި 

ބރާއުޅައުވްާފއަވިާ މިނވްރައާި ރއަްކާތރެި 

ނވުއެޖްެނމަަ ލބިދިާނެ ގއެްލުންތއަް 

ލިޔމުއެް ކިޔމުަށްފަހު ޚުލޞާާ އަނގްއަދިޭ 

 ކުލާހަށް ހުށަހޅެުން 
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 (10-9)ގރްޑޭް   4ކސީްޓޖޭް   

 އިންޑކިޭޓަރ  ހރަަކތާްތއަް 

ވޔިފަރާގީެ ތރެގޭއަި  ލނެގްވުޖޭް އނެްޑު ކމޮއިނުކިޝޭަން މނެޓްް ސއަނިސްް އނެޑްް ޓކެންލޮޖޮީއނެވްރާު    ނގްހލެްތު އނެްޑް ވލެބްީ

ހމިނެޭ ހއުދްަ 

މޢުމާލަާތތްކައާި ހއުދްަ 

މޢުމާލަތާތްއަް،  ނނޫް

ސބަބައާި އގޭެ 

 ޙކިމުަތއާެކު ދނެގެތަުން

 

  ިަޢއާމްުކޮށް ދވިެހި މުޖްތަމަޢގުއަި ބޭނުންކރުވެޭ ވިޔަފރާގީއ

ތަކެތގީެ ތރެއެިން އއެަށް ރއަްކާތރެި ނވުއެޖްެނމަަ 

ޞއިޙްގީޮތުން ގއެްލުން ލބިިދާނެފދަަ ތަކއެްޗަކީ ކބޮއަިކމަާ 

އއެިންލބިޭ ގއެްލުންތއަް ކުޑަކރުވެދިާނެ ގޮތްތަކަކީ 

 ކބޮައިކަން ފާހގަަކރުުން

 

 

 ިސިފދަެނގެަތމުއާި އގޭެ ޔަފރާގީއަި ތަކެތގީެ ވ

އއެބްަސވްުންތއަް އިންޓރަނެޓް މދެވުރެިކޮށް ކރުިޔަށް 

ގެނދްވެދިާނެ ގޮތްތއަް ދރަވިރަުނގްެ މދެގުއަި މޝަވްރަާކޮށް 

   ފާހގަަކރުވުުން

 

 ިޔަފރާިކރުމުގުއަި ކރުީޒމަާނގުއަި ވ

ލުތަކއާި މިހރާގުެ ޞޫގެނގްޅުުނު އު

ލުތަކާހރުި ތަފާތު )މިޒމަާނގުއަި ޞޫއު

ގުން ކރުއިރަައިފއަވިާ މިނވްރަު( މރިޮ

 ލއިުން ހމާަކޮށް މަޒމްޫނއެް
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 (12-11)ގރްޑޭް  5ކސީްޓޖޭް   

 އިންޑކިޭޓަރ  ހރަަކތާްތއަް 

 ގޅުގޭތޮނުް އމުރުފުރުއަާ ލނެގްވުޖޭް އނެްޑު ކމޮއިނުކިޝޭަން އނެވްރާު މނެޓްް ސއަނިސްް އނެޑްް ޓކެންލޮޖޮީ    ނގްހލެްތު އނެްޑް ވލެބްީ

މިނވްރަށަް  ބނޭނުވްާ

ނޖަސިތްކަތެި އނެގި 

އތެކަތެިން 

ރއަކްާތރެވިނާގެތޮް 

 ދނެގެތަނުް

 

  ްالله އިންސާނުންނއާި އެހެނިހެން ދރިޭ ތަކެތި ހއެދްވެީ މާތ

އިންސާނުންނަށް ރޙަްމަތއެގްެ ގޮތުންކަން ވމީާ 

އިންސާނުނގްެ ސއިްޙަތަށް މިތަކެތިން ލިބޭފއަދިާތަކއާި 

ނުކރުވެއިޖްެނމަަ ލބިދިާނެ  ރަނގޅަު ގޮތގުއަި ބޭނުން

 ޞއިޙްީ ގއެްލުންތއަް ދރަވިރަުންލއަވްާ ލިސްޓުކރުވުުން 

 

 

 ްކަނއްަނގްއަދިޭ ޤރުއްާނގުެ الله އެނމްެހާ ތަކެތި ހއެދްވެީ މާތ

ތަފާތު ދަލީލުތއަް ހުށއަޅެމުަށް ދރަވިރަުންނަށް އަނގްއަި 

ސއަިންސގްެ އަލގީއަި ދިރޭތަކެތި އުފދެުނގުޮތމާދެު 

މދެގުއަި މޝަވްރަާކޮށް މިކމަގާޅުވުއަި އިސްލމާީ ދރަވިރަުނގްެ 

ޢޤަދީާ ހރަދުަނވާާނެ ގޮތގުެ ނުކުތާތަކއެް ފާހގަަކރުވުުން އދަި 

ކަންތއަްތަކމާދެު  އެތަކެތި ޙމިާޔަތްކރުުމަށް ކރުވެދިާނެ

 ޔާލބުދަަލުކރުުން މދެގުއަި ޚި ދރަވިރަުނގްެ

 ްއުފދެމުމާދެު  އިސްލމާދްީނގުއަި ދރިުނ

ނޫން  އިސްލމާދްީން އަނގްވަާފއަވިގާޮތާ

އެހެނދްީންތަކގުެ އަހުލވުރެިން ގެނގްޅުޭ 

ފަލްސަފއާއާި މުލްހދިުނގްެނގްޅުޭ ފިކރުާ 

މދެު ލިޔެފއަވިާ  މަޒމްޫނއެް ދޭހއައެގްެ 

ގޮތގުއަި ދރަވިރަުންނަށް ދިނުން އދަި 

ދރަވިރަުންނަށް އއެިނދްޭހވަި މިނވްރަމާދެު 

މދެގުއަި މޝަވްރަާކޮށް  ދރަވިރަުނގްެ

 ދަލުކރުުންޚިޔާލބުަ
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3  Understanding and managing self 

 This key competency helps young people become more self-directed, 

so they can manage their learning in the long term. To do this they 

become more aware of themselves, identify their personal strengths 

and weakness, their interests and their limitations. It also develops 

students ability to set goals, implement plans, organise their time 

and evaluate their performance. Through this key competency young 

people learn to see themselves as capable, responsible and 

independent learners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Through the key competency young people learn to: 

 understand oneself  

 maintain a positive self-image 

 manage their behaviour in a range of situations 

 set goals and review them 

 organise and plan how to go about a task  

 locate information from a range of sources 

 manage time 

 take responsibility for their learning 

 ask for help  
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3.1 Progression of Understanding and Managing Self across key stages 
 

 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- UMS.KS3.04 
Identify how character 
traits, interests, abilities, 
and achievement relate 
to attaining personal 
goals and identify ways 
on how to overcome the 
obstacles to make goals 
achievable. 

UMS.KS4.04 
Analyse why certain 
goals are achievable 
while others are not. 

UMS.KS5.04 
Evaluate on given scenarios 
and think of ways on how to 
overcome obstacles to make 
goals achievable. 

UMS.FS.04 
Set simple goals and 
work towards achieving 
it with support (eg: put 
away toys after play).  
 

UMS.KS1.04 
Set realistic short-term 
goals and demonstrate 
skills related to achieve 
them with support. 

UMS.KS2.04 
Set realistic short-term 
goals and demonstrate 
skills related to achieve 
them. (e.g., follow the 
steps involved in goal 
setting) 

UMS.KS3.05 
Set realistic short-term 
goals, make plans for 
achieving it and monitor 
its progress regularly in 
order to make continued 
improvement.  

UMS.KS4.05 
Set short and long-term 
goals, make plans for 
achieving it and monitor 
its progress regularly in 
order to make continued 
improvement. 

UMS.KS5.05 
Set a goal with action steps, 
timeframes, and criteria for 
evaluating achievement. 

UMS.FS.05 
Focus, sustain attention 
and persist with tasks 

UMS.KS1.05 
Focus and maintain 
concentration over a 
reasonable amount of 
time with tasks, despite 
distractions and 
interruptions. 

UMS.KS2.05 
Understand the 
importance of individual 
effort, hard work, and 
persistence.   

UMS.KS3.06 
Focus, sustain attention, 
and work with 
persistence to complete 
a task. 

UMS.KS4.06 
Demonstrates interest 
and enthusiasm towards 
achieving personal and 
life goals. 

UMS.KS5.06 
Demonstrates interest and 
enthusiasm towards 
achieving personal and life 
goals. 

UMS.FS.06 
Organise work area (e.g., 

keeping their belongings 

neatly in place) 

UMS.KS1.06 
Organise and plan their 

school and homework 

effectively. 

UMS.KS2.06 
Demonstrate good 

organizational skills (eg 

organizing books, 

coming to class 

prepared)   

UMS.KS3.07 
Organise and plan on 

how to go about a task. 

UMS.KS4.07 
Demonstrate the ability 

to plan and organise a 

given task.  

UMS.KS5.07 
Plan and organise events/ 

activities effectively. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

UMS.FS.07 
Use a variety of 

resources available 

within the home and 

school to complete a 

given task. 

UMS.KS1.07 
Use their own and 

others’ ideas to locate 

sources of information 

available within the 

school and home. 

UMS.KS2.07 
Use a variety of 

resources including 

books, internet, peers, 

tutors and people in the 

wider community to 

locate information. 

UMS.KS3.08 
Locate information from 

a range of sources and 

identify which type is the 

most appropriate to 

complete a task and use 

them effectively 

UMS.KS4.08 
Locate information from 

a range of sources and 

identify which type is the 

most appropriate to 

complete a task and use 

them effectively  

UMS.KS5.08 
Locate information from a 

range of sources to complete 

a task and adapt to new 

technologies and situations 

when needed 

UMS.FS.08 
Follow daily routines 
effectively. 

UMS.KS1.08 
Follow daily routines 
effectively. 

UMS.KS2.08 
Describe the importance 
of making daily schedule 
and following them for 
time management. 

UMS.KS3.09 
Identify and discuss the 

strategies for using time 

efficiently. 

UMS.KS4.09 
Evaluate how effective 
time management 
affects their daily life. 

UMS.KS5.09 
Explore and express ways 

how to manage time more 

effectively. 

UMS.FS. 09 
Complete a simple task 
on time. 

UMS.KS1.09 
Complete a task on time. 

UMS.KS2.09 
Follow a sequence of 

activities and complete a 

task on time 

UMS.KS3.10 
Plan and organise a 

sequence of activities, 

managing resources if 

necessary. 

UMS.KS4.10 
Plan and organise 

different tasks, 

prioritising and 

reallocating resources in 

order to meet competing 

deadlines.  

UMS.KS5.10 
Plan and organise different 

tasks, prioritising and 

reallocating resources in 

order to meet competing 

deadlines. 

UMS.FS.10 
Take responsibility for 
own learning and 
behaviour within a 
supervised environment. 
 

UMS.KS1.10 
Take responsibility for 
own learning and 
behaviour within a 
supervised environment. 
 

UMS.KS2.10 
Take responsibility for 
own learning and 
behaviour within a 
supervised environment. 

UMS.KS3.11 
Demonstrate 
responsibility for actions 
to ensure a successful 
transition from lower 
secondary to secondary 
level. 

UMS.KS4.11 
Take responsibility for 
continuing academic 
development and 
behaviour 
 

UMS.KS5. 11 
Use resilience in all areas of 
life (e.g., reflect on learning/ 
behaviour and identify areas 
of improvement and work 
out their next learning goal).   
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

UMS.FS.11 
Ask for help when 

needed. 

UMS.KS1.11 
Seek help when needed. 

UMS.KS2.11 
Identify situations 
requiring adult/ 
professional help and 
seek advice when 
necessary. 

UMS.KS3.12 
Identify situations 

requiring adult/ 

professional help and 

seek advice when 

necessary. 

UMS.KS4.12 
Identify situations 
requiring adult/ 
professional (e.g., 
counsellor/ psychologist) 
help and seek advice 
when necessary. 

UMS.KS5.12 
Identify situations requiring 
adult/ professional (e.g., 
counsellor/ psychologist) 
help and seek advice when 
necessary. 

UMS.FS.12 
Accepts change, 
difficulties, and responds 
to them positively. 

UMS.KS1.12 
Accepts change, 
difficulties, and responds 
to them positively. 

UMS.KS2.12 
Accepts change, 
difficulties, and responds 
to them positively. 

UMS.KS3.13 
Accepts change, 
difficulties, ups and 
downs as part of life and 
responds to them 
positively. 

UMS.KS4.13 
Accepts change, 
difficulties, ups and 
downs as part of life and 
responds to them 
positively. 

UMS.KS5.13 
Accepts change, difficulties, 
ups and downs as part of life 
and responds to them 
positively. 

 

UMS.FS.13 
Understand the value of 

good manners and apply 

skills in real life 

situations. 

UMS.KS1.13 
Demonstrate good 

manners and respectful 

behavior towards self 

and others. 

UMS.KS2.13 
Demonstrate good 
manners and respectful 
behavior towards self 
and others. 

UMS.KS3.14 
Demonstrate self-
discipline and respectful 
behavior towards self 
and others and become 
a role model for others. 

UMS.KS4.14 
Demonstrate self-
discipline and respectful 
behavior towards self 
and others and become 
a role model for others. 

UMS.KS5.14 
Demonstrate self-discipline 
and respectful behavior 
towards self and others and 
become a role model for 
others. 
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3.2 Weaving Understanding and managing self into teaching and learning 

 Foundation Stage (Kindergarten) 
INDICATOR SOME SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UMS.FS.01 
Identify and talk 

about own likes, 

dislikes, needs, 

wants, strength and 

weaknesses 

HEALTH & WELLBEING CREATIVE ARTS SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 Say things about self: 

 Eg: I am__________                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

(name) 

 I can _____________ 

I'm happy to be me!  

List (orally) and draw 5 things they 

can do.  

(eg: I can draw me. 

I can build with blocks. 

I can play with my friends. 

I can sing songs.) 

 Make a self-portrait (face) using a paper plate.    

 Make life-size self-portraits:  

 Sing simple songs and rhymes related to self and personal 

uniqueness. E.g: Sing Everybody Says and I am different 

 Write their name on a strip of paper. 

And say something special about 

oneself or make an “I am special” book  

 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY MATHEMATICS 

 Sing “Allah made me” song*
1
 

 Talks about and appreciates Allah’s 

creations (uniqueness of 

individuals) and know that 

individual abilities and skills given 

to them are gifts of Allah  (SWT) 

and we have to be thankful to 

Allah (SWT) and use them in 

appropriate ways. 

 Looks at one-self in a full-length mirror. Discuss their total 

appearance and how they are alike or different from their 

parents and/or other children. Observe and compare their 

body features, colour, hair texture etc.) with the help of 

teacher 

 In pairs, blindfold and one at a time feel the face and hair of 

classmates and then feel their own face and hair. They will 

find that people feel different. (links with Visual art) 

 Measuring body parts using non- 

standard units. Make hand and foot 

prints and compare them with the 

others in the classroom. 

 Compare their height with their 

classmates and stand according to the 

height order. 

                                                           
1
 Refer to appendix  
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 Key  Stage 1 (grade 1-3) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UMS.KS1.02 
Describe a range of 

emotions and 

discuss the 

situations that 

cause them 

HEALTH & 
WELLBEING 

CREATIVE ARTS LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

SOCIAL SCIENCES ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY 

 Perform role-play 
and storytelling 
using puppets  

 Pretend that 
something sad 
had happened to 
a friend and tell a 
story about how 
it happened and 
what you did to 
show you cared.  

 

 Express different emotions 
through role plays, 
storytelling, gestures, facial 
expressions and miming. 

 Create a dance using 
different emotions to 
express how students feel. 
(Refer to appendixes)  

 Create movements that 
represent feelings/ 
emotions. 

 Create artworks to show 
emotions (draw sleepy line, 
angry line, a surprised line, 
happy line).  

 Create an art work using 
colours to convey 
emotions/ mood (e.g.,  red- 
anger) 

 Create word cards to show 
positive and negative 
emotions.   

 Make emotion graphics 

   
 Read, tell, listens to stories 

related to emotions/mood 
and behaviour.  

 Express different emotions 
through simple activities 
(e.g., creative movement, 
facial expressions, 
gestures,  role plays, 
storytelling, choral 
speaking, show and tell, 
rhymes, poems and songs) 

 Label emotions and 
talk about some 
things that have 
happened to the 
student/s which make 
them feel happy, sad 
or angry. 

 

 Discuss when and why 
students have felt 
these emotions and if 
their feelings changed 
at some point, discuss 
why it changed. 

 

 Create scenarios where 
students have to describe 
a range of emotions, and 
discuss the situations and 
coping strategies (e.g., 
practise saying special 
dua’s in different 
situations such as loss of a 
family member, when one 
gets angry, lonely, sad etc) 

 Listens to Islamic moral 
stories related to these 
topics. 

 Talk about the importance 
of helping a person in 
need (when someone is 
sad) and sharing 
happiness or success of 
another (from an Islamic 
perspective). 
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 Key  Stage 2 (grade 4-6) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UMS.KS2.10 
Take 

responsibility 

for own 

learning and 

behaviour 

within a 

supervised 

environment. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING CREATIVE ARTS LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 Make choices about food, 

clothes and other objects. 

Write the reason for their 

choices. Make slogans:  

e.g., “Always make valid 

choices”. 

“Think before you 

choose”  

 Make own decision about 

the selection of materials/ 

equipments to create a 

particular music. 

 

 Create an artwork using 

materials, subject matter, 

colour etc of their own 

choice and discuss why a 

particular choice has been 

made.  

 Choose a controversial 

topic related to “Choices 

in our lives” Debate/ 

discuss the reasons for 

the choices they have 

made. 

 

 Brainstorm a list of decisions they have made during 

the day or week. Who made each decision? How was 

the decision made (i.e., made by one person, by voting, 

by several people agreeing to it, by being told to by 

another person, because of a rule or law)? The teacher 

may choose to introduce words like autocratic, 

democratic, and consensus. Discuss, and give additional 

examples of the various types of decision-making 

processes. Divide the class into groups, give them each 

some relevant situations, and ask them to determine 

what kinds of decision-making processes might be used 

in each. Give reasons for choices. Report to class.  
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Key  Stage 3 (grade 7-8) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UMS.KS3.04 
Identify how 

character traits, 

interests, abilities, 

and achievement 

relate to attaining 

personal goals 

and identify ways 

on how to 

overcome the 

obstacles to make 

goals achievable. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING SOCIAL SCIENCES SCIENCE 

 Take a self- evaluation and decide whether he/she is a 

responsible person. 

Eg: personal responsibilities: 

o I do what needs to be done 

o I am reliable and dependable 

o I never make excuses or blame others for my actions 

o I always follow through on my commitment. 

o Social responsibilities: 

o I do my part for the common good 

o I volunteer in my school or community 

o I participate in community service 

o I do what I can to help take care of the environment 

o I think I am/am not a responsible person 

because……………………………………………… 

o For each question, rate yourself on a scale of one to five 

(1=awful, and 5=terrific). For each of these behaviors 

give an example of how you are either responsible or 

not, and what you could do to improve. 

 Take a self-evaluation on a social science 

project (eg: booklet/ PowerPoint 

presentation) done on a relevant topic. 

 Rate on a scale of 1 to 5 (1=Not achieved,  

3= developing  and  5= Outstanding) 

o For knowledge gained on the topic 

(1=not achieved and 5= can 

accurately portray all related facts). 

Information search (1= limited 

interesting/ important information 

and 5= Information interesting and 

important. Relevancy of information 

evident. Visual presentation (1= 

formatting and organization of 

materials are confusing and 5= 

Exceptionally attractive formatting 

and well organized information. 

 Take a self-evaluation on a 

science project completed.  

 Rate on a scale of 1 to 5 (1=Not 

achieved,  3= developing  and  

5= Outstanding) 

 Content accuracy (1= no 

knowledge of the facts and its 

consequences and 5= All the 

facts are correct. Can 

accurately portray all related 

facts and its consequences. 

 Oral presentation (1= No effort 

shown in presentation and 5= 

Excellent effort shown in 

presentation.  
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 Key  Stage 4 (grade 9-10) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UMS.KS4.08 
Locate information 

from a range of 

sources and identify 

which type is the 

most appropriate to 

complete a task and 

use them effectively 

MATHEMATICS CREATIVE ARTS LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Gathers and organize data 

to create and interpret 

tables and graphs. 

 

 

 

 Gathers information about types of 

calligraphic art in different cultures. 

 Search the internet and make a poster 

on art related careers. 

 Questions a visiting artist about the 

lifestyles and the roles of art in the 

society. 

 Finds and reads online (e.g., CD-ROM, internet, intranet, 

newsgroups) and traditional sources (e.g., encyclopedia, books, 

periodicals) to answer an inquiry arising from class or personal 

activities. 

 Use various forms—direct quotation, paraphrase, summary—to 

incorporate information from research into own writing. 

 Use a variety of sources to confirm spelling of commonly misspelled 

words (e.g., lists, editing activities, word walls, reference materials, 

computers). 

SOCIAL SCIENCES ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 

TECHNOLOGY 

HEALTH & WELLBEING 

 Selects sources useful for 

finding information on the 

past (eg: oral, written and 

verbal sources, including 

maps, graphs and tables, 

objects, buildings, 

monuments, museums) 

 

 Interviews a historian or elderly 

person from the community to find 

additional information on the 

environmental issues of Maldives 20 

years back. 

 Gathers information about the impact 

of technology on society and science. 

 Make Student Newsletters: Work in small groups to create a weekly 

or monthly newsletter for classmates and their families. Include 

health information, Q and A interviews, a “Dear -------”, illustrations, 

and related resources and websites. Consult and work with the 

school language and technology teachers for an integrated project. 

 Gathers information on various health topics assigned. Cite at least 

three valid sources for health information. 
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Key  Stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UMS.KS5.05 
Set a goal with 

action steps, 

timeframes, and 

criteria for 

evaluating 

achievement. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 Write letters of advice for your future children to read 

when they reach the age you are right now. Tell them 

about the goals you had at this age, and what those 

goals did for you. Tell them about taking risks, what 

kind of risks are good/ bad. And tell them about how 

to deal with failure and disappointment so they won’t 

be discouraged when things don’t work out the way 

they want. 

 Practice some goal setting exercises. Eg: Stop violence 

on the school grounds, Raise money to help kids with 

disabilities etc.  

 Think of three things you’d like to achieve in 

the next several months. These have to be 

things that are really important to you and 

within your power to make it happen. For 

each one describe in detail what you will 

need to do in order to succeed and lay out a 

plan for doing it, including deadlines. Make 

criteria for evaluating your achievement.  

 Writes about a time when you succeeded at 

something because you made it a goal and 

committed to it. Describe what happened, 

how that made you feel and what did you 

learn from the experience.  

 

 Use simple goal setting strategies to 

identify areas for improvement (e.g., 

Primary Planning Sheet: Three 

strengths; two things I’d like to get 

better at; my goal[s] for the next 

quarter; things I’ll do to work on my 

goal[s]). 

 Establishes personal and learning goals 

related to career and life interests 
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4  Living a Healthy Life 

This key competency helps students to acquire the knowledge and understanding, skills, capabilities 

and attributes they need in order to maintain their mental, emotional, social and physical wellbeing 

now and in the future. Participation in a wide range of health related activities at school enable 

students to better understand the factors that contribute to the wellbeing of themselves, others and 

the community.  

 

 

Through this key competency young people learn to: 
 

 identify factors that affect their safety  

 maintain a healthy life style 

 maintain personal hygiene  

 use plans to manage time and priorities  

 use effective strategies to maintain positive relationships 

 make decisions that enhance their physical, social and mental 

wellbeing.  
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4.1 Progression of Living a Healthy Life across key stages 
 

 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

LHL.FS.01 
Identify safe and unsafe 
situations at school, 
home, and community 
and recognise some 
local, national and 
international signs and 
symbols associated with 
safety (e.g., Stop signs, 
danger). 

LHL.KS1. 01 
Recognise the purpose 
of safety rules and 
describe actions to 
promote personal 
safety (e.g., follow road 
safety rules while 
crossing the road). 

 

LHL.KS2.01 
Explain what an 
emergency is and who 
can provide help during 
these situations (e.g., 
accident requiring first 
aid, emergency phone 
numbers). 
 

LHL.KS3.01 
Reflect on the 
effectiveness of 
strategies and language 
used in responding to 
an emergency. 

 

LHL.KS4.01 
Analyse situations that are 
dangerous to personal 
safety and recognise how 
to deal with such situations 
(e.g., gang violence, 
violence in relationships). 

LHL.KS5.01 
Evaluate the effectiveness of 
laws and policies that lead to 
personal and community safety 
(e.g. driving age). 

 

LHL.FS.02 
Demonstrate 
appropriate use of rules 
and routines (e.g., use 
equipment safely). 
 
 
 

LHL.KS1. 02 
Follow safety 
procedures in the 
home, school, and 
community (e.g., 
electrical safety, 
schoolyard rules.  

LHL.KS2. 02 
Practise some safe 
behaviours associated 
with roads for bicycles 
and pedestrians (e.g. 
walk on the pavement). 

LHL.KS3. 02 
Use appropriate 
strategies to prevent 
and reduce risks and 
promote well-being. 

LHL.KS4. 02 
Apply safe practice, rules, 
procedures in all activity 
settings, and take initiative 
to encourage others to do 
the same. 

LHL.KS5. 02 
Apply strategies to improve or 
maintain personal, family and 
community health by examining 
influences, rules and legal 
responsibilities that affect 
decisions. 

 

LHL.FS1.03 
Identify factors that 
affect growth process 
and describe simple life 
cycles of plants and 
animals. 

LHL.KS1.03 
Recognise that people 
go through similar life 
stages and develop at 
different rates. 
 

LHL.KS2.03 
Describe the physical 
changes at puberty 
(e.g., growth of body 
hair, changes in body 
shape). 

LHL.KS3.03 
Explain some major 
physical, social and 
emotional changes that 
have occurred in their 
life. 

LHL.KS4.03 
Analyse how body systems 
work and can be enhanced 
through health knowledge, 
nutrition and training. 

LHL.KS5.03 
Describe and analyse the 
physical, mental, emotional and 
sexual changes that occur over a 
lifetime, from birth to death. 

 

LHL.FS. 04 
Show positive attitudes 
toward own and others 
safety. 

LHL.KS1. 04 
Show positive attitude 
toward keeping 
themselves and others 
safe. 

LHL.KS2. 04 
Avoid behaviours that 
are harmful and risky to 
self and others. 

LHL.KS3. 04 
Follow appropriate 
behaviours and actions 
to enhance health in 
social environments. 

LHL.KS4. 04 
Show awareness of risk 
management measures 
established in the 
community (e.g., safe 
practices while travelling). 

LHL.KS5. 04 
Show  awareness of risk 
management measures 
established in the community 
(e.g., safe practices while 
travelling) 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

LHL.FS. 05 
Identify some 
substances around the 
home that may be 
harmful (e.g., 
detergent). 

LHL.KS1. 05 
Identify medicines and 
household products 
that are harmful to the 
body (e.g., from their 
symbols and labels) 

LHL.KS2. 05 
Identify some of the 
harm associated with 
certain substances (e.g., 
tobacco) 
 

LHL.KS3. 05 
Analyse the effects of 
addictive drugs on body 
systems (e.g., alcohol, 
tobacco, and illegal 
drugs 
 

LHL.KS4. 05 
Evaluate the effects of use 
and abuse of tobacco and 
addictive drugs (e.g., 
interpersonal, legal, 
economic). 

LHL.KS5. 05 
Outline the possible and 
negative consequences of 
substance use and abuse (e.g., 
alcohol syndrome, effects of 
steroid use). 
 

 

LHL.FS.06 
Describe a personal 
problem and identify 
who could provide help. 

LHL.KS1. 06 
Describe types of verbal 
and physical violence 
(e.g., name calling, 
kicking, hitting). 

LHL.KS2. 06 
Identify people and 
resources available in 
the community that can 
help someone 
experiencing 
harassment. 

LHL.KS3. 06 
Describe harassment 
and identify ways to 
dealing with it (e.g., by 
expressing the feelings 
and reporting incidents 
of harassment). 
 

LHL.KS4. 06 
Explore causes and 
consequences of violence  
in the community and how 
to minimise them (e.g., 
sexual harassment) 
 

 

LHL.KS5. 06 
Explore how the law and legal 
procedures prevent or protect 
people who experience 
harassment. 

 

LHL.FS.07 
Make healthy food 
choices (e.g., choose to 
eat healthy food during 
recess time). 

LHL.KS1. 07 
Make connections 
between particular 
foods and their health 
benefits. 

LHL.KS2. 07 
Set a personal healthy 
eating goal. 

LHL.KS3. 07 
Analyse factors 
affecting healthy body 
weight (e.g., food 
intake, growth spurts, 
and physical activity). 

LHL.KS4. 07 
Analyse personal eating 
habits in a variety of 
situations (e.g., at home, in 
school, in restaurants). 

LHL.KS5. 07 
Compare and contrast 
nutritional needs across a life 
span. 
 

LHL.FS.08 
Be aware that health 
information and 
services are available in 
the school and the 
community. 

LHL.KS1.08 
Identify examples of 
health information and 
services available in the 
community. 
 
 

LHL.KS2. 08 
Access health services 
in the local community.  

LHL.KS3. 08 
Locate valid health 
information, products 
and services. 
 

LHL.KS4. 08 
Demonstrate ways to 
obtain medically accurate 
information (e.g., from 
family members, school 
personnel, health 
professionals and other 
responsible adults). 

LHL.KS5. 08 
Evaluate the effects of media, 
technology and other factors on 
personal, family and community 
health. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

LHL.FS.09 
Try to maintain personal 
hygiene and maintain 
the neatness of 
personal belongings 
(e.g., washing hands, 
brushing teeth). 

LHL.KS1. 09 
Follow good hygiene 
practices to improve 
and maintain personal 
health.  

LHL.KS2. 09 
Follow good hygiene 
practices to improve 
and maintain personal 
health. 

LHL.KS3. 09 
Follow good hygiene 
practices to improve 
and maintain personal 
health.  

LHL.KS4. 09 
Follow good hygiene 
practices to improve and 
maintain personal health. 

LHL.KS5. 09 
Follow good hygiene practices to 
improve and maintain personal 
health.  

   

LHL.KS3. 10 
Participate in moderate 
to vigorous physical 
activity regularly and set 
personal goals to 
improve fitness and 
well-being. 

LHL.KS4. 10 
Participate in a wide 
variety of activities, 
including games, sports 
and lifetime physical 
activities. 

LHL.KS5. 10 
Participate in a variety of 
appropriate physical activities 
with personal goals, during and 
outside of school that develop 
physical fitness level. 

LHL.FS1.11 
Participate in small and 
large group activities, 
interacting 
cooperatively with one 
or more children. 

LHL.KS1. 11 
Practise cooperation in 
group tasks. 

 

LHL.KS2. 11 
Practise actions that 
promote positive 
relationships. 

 

LHL.KS3. 11 
Demonstrate skills to 
maintain positive 
relationships. 

 

LHL.KS4. 11 
Analyse how specific 
behaviours, attitudes and 
values can influence 
adolescent relationships. 

LHL.KS5. 11 
Apply positive characteristics of 
relationships and skills, attitudes 
and values needed to maintain 
or modify them (e.g., 
communicating, listening, 
valuing, respecting and 
empathising) 

LHL.FS.12 
Practise simple 
decision- making skills 
with teacher guidance.  
(e.g., use the decision 
making process to 
decide on an activity the 
class can do). 
 

LHL.KS1.12 
Use decision-making 
skills in familiar 
situations (e.g., decide 
on a date and place to 
have a class party). 

LHL.KS2.12 
Use decision-making 
and self-management 
skills (e.g., identify all 
options in a situation 
before making a 
decision). 

LHL.KS3.12 
Apply a decision-making 
process to address 
issues related to friends 
and family 
relationships. 

LHL.KS4.12 
Apply the steps of a 
decision-making process to 
deal with different 
situations related to 
personal health and well-
being (e.g., substance use 
or abuse). 

LHL.KS5.12 
Make informed decisions and 
accept responsibility for 
consequences (e.g., 
consequences of smoking). 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

LHL.FS.13 
Use effective 
communication skills 
(e.g., interact with 
people, express needs 
and opinions, and 
interrupt appropriately). 

LHL.KS1.13 
Use effective 
communication skills 
(e.g., express own 
feelings by using 
assertive 
communication skills) 

LHL.KS2.13 
Use effective 
communication skills 
(e.g., active listening, 
understand non-verbal 
communication) 

LHL.KS3.13 
Use effective 
communication skills 
(e.g., refusal skills, 
active listening to deal 
with various situations) 

LHL.KS4.13 
Use effective 
communication skills (e.g., 
refusal skills and active 
listening skills) to deal with 
various relationships and 
situations. 

LHL.KS5.13 
Use effective communication    in 
a variety of situations. 

LHL.FS.14 
Use age-appropriate 
strategies to prevent 
and manage conflict 
(e.g., how to react when 
friends have different 
opinions). 

LHL.KS1.14 
Use age-appropriate 
conflict resolution 
strategies and engage in 
developing solutions 
and work to resolve 
conflicts (e.g., seek help 
from adults) 

LHL.KS2.14 
Use assertive 
communication skills to 
manage conflict (e.g., 
express personal needs 
and let the other person 
to do the same). 

LHL.KS3.14 
Use assertive 
communication skills to 
manage conflict(e.g., 
state the effects of the 
other person’s 
behaviour with 
appropriate verbal & 
non-verbal cues using 
“I” messages) 

LHL.KS4.14 
Use assertive 
communication skills to 
manage conflict (e.g., use a 
five step process for 
assertive behaviour). 

LHL.KS5.14 
Use assertive communication 
skills to manage conflict (e.g., 
use a five step process for 
assertive behavior). 

 

LHL.FS.15 
Believe that rest, food, 
and exercise   affect   
the body. 

LHL.KS1.15 
Value the importance of  
food, exercise and 
physical activity for a 
healthy body. 

LHL.KS2.15 
Have a positive attitude 
towards healthy active 
living. 

LHL.KS3.15 
Value the importance of 
a balanced life. 
 

LHL.KS4.15 
Value the importance of a 
balanced life. 
 

LHL.KS5.15 
Value the importance of a 
balanced life. 
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4.2 Weaving Living a Healthy Life into teaching and learning 

 Foundation Stage  

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
LHL.FS.07 
Make healthy food 

choices (e.g., choose 

to eat healthy food 

during recess time). 

HEALTH & 
WELLBEING 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY 

LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

CREATIVE ARTS  
 

 Sort out food 

according to ‘healthy 

food’ and ‘junk food’. 

 

 Teacher reads a story 

from the life of Prophet 

SAW which tells about 

diet and healthy food. 

 

 Make a poster of fruits 

and vegetables. 

Fruits   vegetables 

  

 

 

 Read the story of 

‘Maakumbe’ as a shared 

experience, draw and 

label pictures of food 

‘Maakumbe’ should eat. 

 

 Make a food print 

using different fruits 

and vegetables. 
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Key  Stage 1 (grade 1-3) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

LHL.KS1.03 

Recognise that 

people go through 

similar life stages 

and develop at 

different rates. 

 

LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION MATHEMATICS ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

 Use one’s own photographs and write a 
biography. 

or  

 Take different animal roles and 
interview animals to find out about their 
growth and development. 
E.g.  

o What were you called when you 

were a baby? 

o What did you eat when you were a 

baby? 

o When did you start to search for 

food on your own? 

 

 Measure the height/weight of 
different students in the class to 
be aware that people grow at 
different rates. 
 

 

 

 Talk about different stages of the growth and 
development of humans. 
E.g., babyhood, childhood, adolescence, 

adulthood. 

 Use pictures to understand the growth and 
development of humans while focusing on the 
following points: 
o the relative length of each stage 
o differences in capabilities at different 

stages 
o dependence on parents 
o eating habits 

    

 

or  

 Use life cycle sequence cards and explain life 
cycles of different living things. 
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 Key  Stage 2 (grade 4-6) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

LHL.KS2.12 
Use decision-making 

and self-management 

skills (e.g., identify all 

options in a situation 

before making a 

decision). 

HEALTH & 
WELLBEING 

ENVIRONMENT, 
SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY  

ISLAM & 
SPIRITUALITY 

LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 

 Use a decision 
making process to 
choose one item 
from a given list of 
products (e.g., food/ 
toiletries).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Make a decision 

 Apply a decision making 
process in case scenarios 
for making informed 
decisions regarding 
healthy diet, safety 
measures, engaging in 
physical activity, disease 
prevention etc. 

 Use a decision 
making process to 
choose a healthy 
meal according to 
the teachings of 
Islam. 

 

 Work in groups and use a 
decision making process to 
decide one of the following 
activities   students would 
choose to take part. 

  

        

or  

 Read a story in which a 

character makes a number of 

decisions. Then identify 

whether the influence to 

make the decisions come 

from within the person 

(internal) or outside (external) 

sources. 

 Use a decision making 
process to develop an 
action plan to promote 
health and wellbeing in the 
community. 

 

 

 

 

Reflect what you 

feel about the items 

Gather information 

& research 

Evaluate the 

consequences 
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 Key  Stage 3 (grade 7-8) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

LHL.KS3. 08 
Locate valid health 
information, products 
and services. 

 

HEALTH & WELLBEING SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Use strategies of first-
aid in teacher created 
scenarios. 
E.g., 

o insect sting, burns, 

broken bones, 

bleeding 

 

 Prepare brochures to create 
public awareness on 
emergencies and how to 
behave during emergencies. 

 

Note: students can include 

the following information in 

their brochure: 

o Describe some 
common emergencies 
that occur in the 
community. 

o Safety precautions. 
o Important emergency 

numbers 

 Learn prayers to recite 
during natural disasters. 

 

 Take part in a role-play for an 
accident-related scenario. 
E.g.,  

o You discover a fire in your 

neighbour’s house. 

o You see a man with a head 

injury on the road 

or  

 Write a description of an accident 
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Key  Stage 4 (grade 9-10) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
LHL.KS4. 08 
Demonstrate ways to 
obtain medically 
accurate information 
(e.g., from family 
members, school 
personnel, health 
professionals and 
other responsible 
adults). 

HEALTH & WELLBEING SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 

LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Research various sources and do a 
presentation on the causes, 
prevention and treatment for certain 
diseases. (e.g., diabetes, cancer). 

Or 

 Interview a health professional to get 
information about a disease and 
share the information with the class. 

 Use reliable sources of nutrition and health information to 
learn about health related issues. 

 

Note: Students can use set criteria to determine reliable 

sources of information. 

E.g., use information based on sound research. 

 

 Locate and compare information about 
health related issues from various sources 
and write a report or give an oral 
presentation. 
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 Key  Stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
LHL.KS5. 05 
Outline the possible 
and negative 
consequences of 
substance use and 
abuse (e.g., alcohol 
syndrome, effects of 
steroid use). 

 

HEALTH & WELLBEING ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 

TECHNOLOGY  

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Evaluate the short 
term and long term 
effects of the use of 
tobacco, alcohol and 
drugs. Then plan and 
implement a school 
wide campaign to 
create awareness on 
the threats involved 
in these behaviours. 

 Examine past epidemics 
such as cholera and make 
predictions about future 
epidemics.  

 

 Identify the role of Islam in the 
prevention of diseases. 

 

 Work in groups and research selected 
diseases focusing on symptoms, 
transmission, and prevention. Then 
write a grant proposal to help 
eliminate a disease in the community.  
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5 Relating to people 

This key competency is about working, interacting and living in harmony with a diverse range of 

people. To do this, young people need to develop the ability to listen actively, take turns, share 

ideas, show empathy, negotiate and find ways to resolve conflicts. By relating to people, young 

people learn to take different roles in different 

situations, they are aware of how their behaviour 

impacts others and they can come up with new ideas 

to improve their learning. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Through the key competency young people learn to: 

 work collaboratively 

 communicate effectively with a diverse range of people 

 listen actively, take turns and share ideas 

 respect different points of view 

 be aware of how their actions affect others  

 adapt their behavior and language to suit different people and 

situations 

 negotiate and resolve conflict 

 be fair 

 give and respond to feedback from others 
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5.1 Progression of Relating to People across key stages 
 

 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RP.FS.01 
Be willing to join in, 
learn to work and play 
co-operatively.  

RP.KS1.01 
Participate in paired, 
group activities and 
discussions and become 
more adept at turn 
taking, sharing and co-
operating.  

RP.KS2.01 
Engage with others, be 
willing to interact and 
help others with their 
learning.  

RP.KS3.01 
Demonstrate 
independence in 
working collaboratively 
using a team approach. 

RP.KS4.01 
Take responsibility for 
work assigned in teams 
and suggest ways of 
improving their 
approach to working 
collaboratively. 

RP.KS5.01 
Analyse group dynamics in a 
variety of situations.  
 

RP.FS.02 
Give and take within a 
group situation.  

RP.KS1.02 
Recognise their personal 
strengths and 
weaknesses in terms of 
the various roles within a 
group. 

RP.KS2.02 
Takes on different roles 
at different times (e.g., 
contributing as a 
member or as a leader 
when needed). 
 

RP.KS3.02 
Vary their roles in order 
to play to their strengths 
and address those which 
could be improved upon. 

RP.KS4.02 
Undertake a range of 
roles within group work 
and carry out these 
efficiently and with 
increasing 
independence. 

RP.KS5.02 
Adopt the roles within the 
group and identify and 
agree on working towards a 
collective goal.  

RP.FS.03 
Learn from 
demonstrations and 
modeling. 
 

RP.FS.03 
Show the ability to learn 
from shared and 
modeled activities. 
 

RP.KS1.03 
Understand and learn to 
respond to feedback 
from others. 

RP.KS3.03 
Give and respond 
appropriately to 
feedback from others. 

RP.KS4.03 
Give and respond 
appropriately to 
feedback from peers 
and adults and 
understand its 
importance for learning.   

RP.KS5.03 
Give and respond 
appropriately to feedback 
from peers and adults and 
understand its importance 
for learning.   

RP.FS.04 
Identify some verbal and 
nonverbal ways of 
communication (e.g., 
smile, nod, eye contact, 
facial expression, talking, 
writing, and reading). 
 

RP.FS.04 
Identify a few purposes 
for communicating (e.g., 
to express needs/wants, 
to share ideas and 
information, to build a 
positive relationship 
with peers/ adults). 
 

RP.KS1.04 
Identify and develop the 
skills required for 
effective 
communication. 

RP.KS3.04 
Examine the barriers to 
effective communication 
and identify ways to 
improve (e.g., poor 
listening skills, 
interference, 
assumptions, improper 
use of questions etc).  

RP.KS4.04 
Identifies strengths and 
areas of improvement in 
one’s own 
communication using a 
criteria.  

RP.KS5.04 
Identify verbal and 
nonverbal ways to present 
ideas and information to an 
audience, accurately, 
coherently and clearly. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

RP. FS.05 
Use verbal and non-
verbal communication in 
social interactions (e.g., 
sharing their needs/ 
wants, ideas, feelings 
and experiences verbally 
or by using pictures/ 
signs, miming/ role-
play). 

RP.KS1.05 
Use verbal and 
nonverbal 
communication in social 
interaction (eg: sharing 
ideas, feelings and 
experiences through 
miming/role-play, 
movement & 
discussion). 

RP.KS2.05 
Communicates 
appropriately with adults 
and peers in their 
environment. 
 

RP.KS3.05 
Communicates 
appropriately with adults 
and peers who are 
unfamiliar. 

RP.KS4.05 
Transfer skills of 
effective communication 
according to audience, 
purpose, and setting. 

RP.KS5.05 
Use effective 
communication skills 
according to audience, 
purpose, and setting to 
enhance interpersonal 
relationships. 

RP.FS.06 
Recognise the 
importance of listening 
(e.g., to interact with 
others, to enjoy, to 
follow simple 
instructions etc). 

RP.KS1.06 
Identify purposes for 
listening in different 
situations (e.g., to 
interact, to enjoy, to 
follow simple 
instructions to exchange 
ideas etc) 

RP.KS2.06 
Identify the 
characteristics of active 
listening (e.g., paying 
attention on the 
speaker, maintain eye 
contact, show 
acceptance, smile etc). 

RP.KS3.06 
Observe and describe 
the importance of 
listening skills in building 
& maintaining 
relationships.  

RP.KS4.06 
Identify, analyse and 
evaluate the impact of 
active listening skills. 

RP.KS5.06 
Distinguish between 
listening and hearing and 
explain the difference 
between empathetic and 
objective listening. 

RP.FS.07 
Listen attentively (e.g., 
follow instructions, make 
eye contact), take turns 
and share ideas 

RP.KS1.07 
Use active listening 
strategies with peers and 
adults (e.g., listens 
patiently without 
interrupting and wait for 
their turn to speak, show 
interest by maintaining 
eye contact with the 
speaker, nodding, or 
asking relevant 
questions). 

RP.KS2.07 
Listen attentively (e.g., 
give other members an 
opportunity to speak, 
respond positively to 
others, stay on topic and 
speak to the point) 

RP.KS3.07 
Use active listening skills 
(e.g., concentrate on the 
topic, show interest, 
verbal and non-verbal 
reactions, make own 
notes) and respond 
appropriately    
Use active listening skills 
to identify the feelings 
and perspective of 
others. 

RP.KS4.07 
Listens attentively and 
restate, reflect and 
summarize major ideas 
and feelings 

RP.KS5.07 
Use different types of 
listening appropriate to the 
listening situation 
(interpretive, empathic and 
critical listening). 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

RP.FS.08 
Show respect by 
listening to the views 
and opinions of others. 

RP.KS1.08 
Show fairness to others 
and respect other’s ideas 
and feelings even if they 
are different from their 
own. 

RP.KS2.08 
Listens and respect to 
others’ different view-
points and express their 
opinion using 
appropriate language.  

RP.KS3.08 
Demonstrate how to 
express understanding 
of those who hold 
different opinions. 

RP.KS4.08 
Demonstrate tolerance, 
respect diversity of 
others and respect the 
rights and feelings of 
others. 

RP.KS5.08 
Demonstrate tolerance, 
respect diversity of others 
and respect the rights and 
feelings of others. 

RP.FS.09 
Identify appropriate and 
inappropriate words and 
actions (eg: screaming, 
fighting etc) and use 
appropriate behaviour 
and words in different 
situations. 

RP.KS1.09 
Use appropriate words 
or actions and think 
about how they affect 
others.  

RP.KS2.09 
Recognise inappropriate 
behaviour and adapt 
their behaviour as 
appropriate.   

RP.KS3.09 
Analyse how one’s 
behaviour may affect 
others and adapts their 
behaviour as 
appropriate.  

RP.KS4.09 
Adapts their behaviour 
and actions to suit 
different people and 
situations. 

RP.KS5.09 
Examine and evaluate how 
the actions of one person 
affect the behaviours of 
others and adapt those with 
appropriate behaviour. 

RP. FS.10 
Show by action that they 
are trustworthy (e.g., 
respect for the rights 
and property of others, 
taking responsibility for 
one’s own actions, 
fairness, caring, etc.) 

RP.KS1.10 
Exhibit the principles of 
character (e.g.: 
compassion, 
trustworthiness, 
responsibility, respect, 
caring, honesty, justice, 
fairness, etc. when 
dealing with others.) 

RP.KS2.10 
Exhibit the principles of 
character (e.g.: 
compassion, 
trustworthiness, 
responsibility, respect, 
caring, honesty, justice, 
fairness, etc. when 
dealing with others.) 

RP.KS3.10 
Demonstrate core 
ethical values (e.g.: 
compassion, 
trustworthiness, 
responsibility, respect, 
caring, honesty, justice, 
fairness, etc. when 
dealing with others.) 

RP.KS4.10 
Demonstrate core 
ethical values (eg: 
compassion, 
trustworthiness, 
responsibility, respect, 
caring, honesty, justice, 
fairness, etc. when 
dealing with others.) 

RP.KS5.10 
Demonstrate core ethical 
values (e.g.: compassion, 
trustworthiness, 
responsibility, respect, 
caring, honesty, justice, 
fairness, etc. when dealing 
with others.) 

RP. FS.11 
Identify a problem, 
suggest a solution with 
guidance. 

RP.KS1.11 
Work with peers to 
reach agreements and 
begin to manage 
disagreements. 

RP.KS2.11 
Identify and use 
strategies for handling 
conflict in a peaceful 
way. 
 

RP.KS3.11 
Demonstrate 
compromise and 
negotiation skills to 
resolve interpersonal 
conflicts. 

RP.KS4.11 
Demonstrate 
compromise and 
negotiation skills to 
resolve interpersonal 
conflicts. 

RP.KS5.11 
Identify and uses ways to 
resolve conflicts using 
negotiation skills and 
evaluate the effects of using 
these skills to reach win-win 
solutions.  
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5.2 Weaving Relating to people into teaching and learning 

 Foundation Stage (Kindergarten) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
RP.FS.01 
Be willing to join in, 
learn to work and play 
co-operatively. 

HEALTH & 
WELLBEING 

CREATIVE ARTS LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

MATHEMATICS 
  

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY 

 Play constructively 
together with peers. 
 

 Learn to share 
equipment/ 
resources and take 
turns when playing/ 
working with others. 

 

 Play games to build 
friendship with peers 
and allow others to 
join (e.g., Spin a web 
as a group”). 

 

 Allow others to join 
play activities.  

 

 Role-play collaboratively 
and share stories about 
experiences.  

 

 Show willingness to engage 
in group music 
performances/ composing 
activities (e.g., One group 
claps, one whistles, one 
taps on their seats, one 
group makes shushing 
sounds with their mouths. 
Each group makes the 
sound when the teacher/ 
leader points at them) 

 

 Talks and share personal 
stories about their own 
artworks. 

 

 Create group murals, 
collage, printmaking and 3-
D art works. 

 Use an object/ toy 
during circle time 
activities to indicate 
who’s turn it is. 
Support the learners to 
take turns in a game, 
communicating and 
waiting in 
conversation, or 
sharing an object or 
toy. 
 

 Read as in pairs, small 
groups and as a whole 
class and welcome 
others to join in. 

 

 Share resources such 
as story books with 
others.  

 Shares, play and 
work well with 
others using 
building blocks 

 

 In groups sort out 
shapes according to 
colour, shapes, and 
size. 

 

 In pairs and in groups 
engage in play activities 
in the sand/water tray, 
playing alongside one 
another. (e.g., making 
water wheels) 
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 Key  Stage 1 (grade 1-3) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

RP.KS1.07 
Use active listening 
strategies with peers 
and adults (e.g., listens 
patiently without 
interrupting and wait 
for their turn to speak, 
show interest by 
maintaining eye 
contact with the 
speaker, nodding, or 
asking relevant 
questions). 

HEALTH & 

WELLBEING 

CREATIVE ARTS LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 

TECHNOLOGY 

 Develop active 
listening through 
games and play 
(e.g., “what’s the 
time Mr Wolf?”, 
“Ali says”) 

 Tell/ dramatise a fairy 
tale story such as 
Goldilock and the three 
bears, The three little 
Pigs, or Little Red Riding 
Hood in a different 
version where they   

 With eyes closed, listen 
to the sounds they hear 
and tell if they are 
sounds heard either 
indoors or out. 

 Draws an animal, 
building or scene by 
listening to the teacher/ 
peer giving step-by-step 
instruction. 

 Listens to another student while he/ she 
describes a favourite activity and after 
two or three minutes restate what was 
said by saying, “I heard you say that...” 
Have your peer tell you ways that you 
showed you were a good listener.  

 In a group create a story. One student 
starts the story and after sometime the 
next student continues the story. This 
goes from one student to another till the 
story ends. 

 Interview another student/ person 
about a topic such as family experiences, 
foods, movies, TV programs, etc. 
Students who are reporters write down 
the answers given. Discuss to find out if 
the reporters accurately listened and 
reported what they were told. Discuss 
how listening skills were helpful in 
completing the assignment. 

 Interview another students/ person 
about a related topic and complete a 
task/ assignment. 

 

 

 

 Key  Stage 2 (grade 4-6) 
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INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

RP.KS2.11 
Identify and use 
strategies for handling 
conflict in a peaceful 
way. 

 

HEALTH & WELLBEING LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY 

 Brainstorm on questions such as “Have you ever 

started working on a project with a friend and gotten 

into a disagreement? What caused the 

disagreement?”, “How did you feel and what did you 

say or do?” 

 Read a story or create a situation where a conflict 

arises, discuss what caused the conflict, and how the 

characters solved them. 

 Write out steps for working out conflicts. Discuss each 

step. 

 Describe a variety of conflicts that commonly occur at 

school. List these. Select one and discuss in pairs the 

how the steps for working out conflicts could be 

applied to the situation.   

 Apply the concept of using words to express feelings 

instead of blaming someone else or using physical 

force.  

 (Use “I” message to state what’s bothering him/her 
and why e.g., “It really bothers me that you aren’t 
willing to work this out together instead of arguing all 
the time.”) 

 List down several conflict situations that 

occur between students. Divide a sheet 

of paper in half and on one side write 

“blaming” messages for the situation 

and on the other side write “why” 

messages that could be used instead. 

 Write a short story about a conflict. 

Make up two endings. In one ending the 

conflict is resolved peacefully and fairly, 

and in the other the conflict is not 

resolved properly. 

 Gather knowledge about the 
principles and values in the Qur'an, 
Hadith, and Islamic tradition that 
support the application of 
nonviolence and peace building 
strategies in resolving conflicts eg: 
‘Hudhaibiyyah ge sulha  

 

 
 

 
Key  Stage 3 (grade 7-8) 
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INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

RP.KS3.09 
Analyse how one’s 

behaviour may affect 

others and adapts their 

behaviour as 

appropriate. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY 

 Defines the term ‘appropriate behavior/ actions’.  

Students list some of the benefits of it. Talk about 

how one’s behaviour/ action can affect others. 

 Students brainstorm and list down characteristics of 

‘appropriate behaviour and ‘Inappropriate behaviour’ 

Appropriate: 

 Smiling  

 Being fair  

  

Inappropriate: 

 Shouting  

 Screaming  

  

 

 Create scenario and role play various 

appropriate and inappropriate behaviour 

and words. After the presentation discuss 

with others on the skills used to deal with 

inappropriate actions/ words. 

 Suggest other ways they could handle the 

situation. 

 

 Discuss considering Islamic 
perspective of the importance of 
behaving appropriately 

 

 

 

 Key  Stage 4 (grade 9-10) 
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INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

RP.KS4.01 
Take responsibility 

for work assigned in 

teams and suggest 

ways of improving 

their approach to 

working 

collaboratively. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING SCIENCE  

 Observe and listen to one group’s discussion 
and use for whole class feedback 

 Mix up groups so they will be less prone to 
consensus. 

 Have groups agree their own ways of working. 

 Have groups self-assess their performance. 

 Ask individuals to assess their contribution to 
the group. 

 Enable peer coaching and mentoring 

 Demonstrate and share expertise with a genuine desire to help others 
to learn. 

 Respond constructively and sensitively to others. 

 Give and receive feedback within a group taking into account feelings 
and past experiences of other group members 

 Engage in peer assessment  

 Lead a group, ensure all tasks are covered, monitoring progress in a 
practical activity of group project. 

 Be aware of the structure and function of the group when determining 
how to proceed.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 Key  Stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
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INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

RP.KS5.11 
Identify and uses 
ways to resolve 
conflicts using 
negotiation skills and 
evaluate the effects 
of using these skills 
to reach win-win 
solutions.  

 

HEALTH & WELLBEING LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Students role-play a situation in which a group of people must work 

together to solve a problem (or problems) in the workplace using a 

win-win solution where both parties are satisfies with the agreement, 

secondly, a win-lose situation where one party has to compromise 

and the other wins, and thirdly a lose-lose situation where both 

parties lose. Discuss the advantages of the win-win solution.  

 Students select an issue and role play negotiations, ensuring that all 

parties who would be involved in the particular negotiations are 

represented. Other students might play the role of mediator or 

arbitrator. Include plenty of time for research and the preparation of 

each interest group's case.  

The following are examples of negotiations students might explore:  

 negotiations regarding a change in minimum wage  

 civic issue (such as smoking regulations)  

 school issue (such as rules regarding spares)  

 union contract negotiations. 

 Students find a newspaper write-up reporting on labour negotiations 

that have occurred recently in the atoll or community. Conduct 

research regarding events which led to the need for negotiation (on 

both sides), and details about the points of negotiation.  

 Students make a chart in which they draw three columns. In each of 

the two outside columns, list the demands of the employees and the 

demands of the employers respectively. In the centre column, list the 

areas in which compromise either could occur or has occurred (if there 

has been a settlement).  

 If a settlement has been reached, students should summarize what 

the settlement meant for each side in terms of gains and 

compromises. Note how long the negotiations took, and what other 

people were involved, if any.  

 Invite a guest to class who deals with negotiations in his or job. The 

person could be a union negotiator, a management representative in 

contract negotiations, a land claims negotiator, a marriage counsellor, 

a mediator, etc. Prepare questions ahead of time.  
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6 Thinking critically and creatively 

 
This key competency encourages young people to develop personal 

responses, exploration, experimentation and invention. The critical and 

creative process involves asking questions, interrogating and solving 

problems as well as exploring different possibilities and alternative 

solutions. It will also allow them to make reasoned judgments and 

decisions rather than jumping to immediate conclusions. it will allow 

them to learn from their mistakes and perceived failures. 

 

           

 Through this key competency young people learn to: 

 experiment with ideas 

 take risks and face challenges 

 generate questions 

 make assumptions and judgment 

 make decisions and solving problems 

 seek opportunities from mistakes and failures  

 monitor and evaluating their progress 

 analyse multiple perspectives 

 understand relationships and patterns 
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6.1 Progression of Thinking Critically and Creatively across key stages 
 

 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 
TCC.FS.01 
Classify sequence and 
compare simple 
objects. ( E.g. Placing 
given pictures into 
two groups)  

TCC.KS1.01 
Separate the whole 
into logical parts and 
study its parts.  

TCC.KS2.01 
Hypothesise, 
forecast and find 
cause and effect of a 
given situation. 

TCC.KS3.01 
Compare, discriminate   
and contrast on a given 
situation. 

TCC.KS4.01 
Examine parts of a 
whole, and their 
relationships.    

TCC.KS5.01 
Clearly define and use a 
set of criteria for 
studying ideas and 
critique on the studied 
areas. 

TCC.FS.02 
State an idea or 
hypothesis; give 
reasons and opinions 
to support it.  

TCC.KS1.02 
State an idea or 
hypothesis, give 
reasons to support it 
and state its 
limitations. 

TCC.KS2.02 
Construct and 
develop logical 
arguments for a 
common situation. 

TCC.KS3.02 
Assess information 
reasonableness, find 
relevance, uncover 
assumptions, and draw 
inference articulate 
reasoned judgments. 

TCC.KS4.02 
Create a logical 
argument that defends, 
promotes or challenges 
a point of view. 

TCC.KS5.02 
Reflectively create and 
critique multi-faceted 
arguments to support or 
challenge a point of 
view. 

TCC.FS.03 
Find pattern, 
similarities and 
differences to 
generate ideas. 

TCC.KS1.03 
Explore and Identify 
different perspectives 
of looking into a task 
to form new ideas and 
concepts. 

TCC.KS2.03 
Explore and imagine 
possibilities in 
discovering 
originality and 
alternatives. 

TCC.KS3.03 
Critically analyse a 
situation to imagine 
the possibilities in 
discovering originality 
and alternatives 
Elaborate, transform 
and create innovative 
ideas and possibilities. 

TCC.KS4.03 
Experiment with 
innovative possibilities 
within the parameters 
of a task.  

 

TCC.KS5.03 
Elaborate, transform 
and create innovative 
ideas and possibilities. 

 

TCC.FS.04 
Look into the positive 
consequence and the 
benefits of a given 
situation through 
guided activities. 

 

TCC.KS1 04 
Look into the positive 
consequence and the 
benefits of a given 
situation through 
guided activities. 

TCC.KS2.04 
Look into the 
positive 
consequence, values 
benefits of a given 
situation and think 
of possible ways to 
make the task work. 

TCC.KS3.04 
Look into the positive 
consequence, values 
benefits of a given 
situation and think of 
possible ways to make 
the task work.  

TCC.KS4.04 
Look into the positive 
consequence and the 
benefits of a given 
situation while 
considering the 
strengths and 
weakness. 

TCC.KS5.04 
Look into the positive 
consequence and the 
benefits of a given 
situation while 
considering the 
strengths and 
weakness. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

TCC.FS.05 
Identify some actions 
that have to be 
cautious and careful 
about. 

TCC.KS1.05 
Identify and think of 
possible actions to a 
risks and 
consequences of a 
certain action. 

TCC.KS2.05 
Identify and state 
the importance of 
being cautious when 
taking certain 
actions. 

TCC.KS3.05 
Analyze the words of 
wisdom that comes 
from certain actions or 
risks. 

TCC.KS4.05 
Look in to the insight of 
a situation and analyze 
the difficulties and 
possible consequences. 
 

TCC.KS5.05 
Look in to the insight of 
a situation and analyze 
the difficulties and 
possible consequences. 

 

TCC.FS.06 
Ask simple close- 
ended and open-
ended questions.  

TCC.KS1.06 
Ask simple close- 
ended and open-
ended questions to 
compare and contrast 
a situation.  

TCC.KS2.06 
Apply a range of 
questions in order to 
use acquired 
knowledge in a 
novel situation.  

TCC.KS3.06 
Ask probing, leading 
questions to apply, 
analyze and evaluate 
the acquired 
knowledge.  

TCC.KS4.06 
Ask probing and 
leading questions 
including intellectually 
challenging questions 
to make judgment 
about the acquired 
knowledge in making 
the right decision (E.g. 
How we could apply 
this technique in this 
particular situation? 
What priorities do you 
foresee---?) 

TCC.KS5.06 
Ask probing and leading 
questions including 
intellectually 
challenging questions to 
make judgment about 
the acquired knowledge 
in making the right 
decision (E.g. How we 
could apply this 
technique in this 
particular situation? 
What priorities do you 
foresee---?) 

TCC.FS.07 
Examine a situation 
closely to identify the 
problems or 
challenges present.  

TCC.KS1.07 
Identify the ideas or 
facts from the 
available information 
to locate possible 
solutions.  

TCC.KS2.07 
Describe and 
redefine a problem 
using own words 
and use an 
appropriate problem 
solving strategy to 
generate possible 
solutions. 

TCC.KS3.07 
Describe and redefine 
a problem using own 
words and conduct a 
fair test to generate 
possible solutions. 

 

TCC.KS4.07 
Independently provide 
workable solutions to a 
given situation or 
problem. 

TCC.KS5.07 
Independently provide 
workable solutions with 
an appropriate 
explanation of the 
process. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

TCC.FS.08 
Use a given tool 
(graphic organizer, 
metaphor, analogies) 
to organize thinking. 
(Teacher Guided) 

TCC.KS1.08 
Select and use 
appropriate tools 
(from a given set of 
graphic organizers, 
use analogies and 
metaphors) to break 
information into parts 
to and understand 
relationships. 
(Teacher guided) 

TCC.KS2.08 
Select and use 
appropriate tools 
(from a given set of 
graphic organizers, 
use metaphors and 
analogies) to break 
information into 
parts to explore and 
understand 
relationships. 
(Without Teachers 
Guidance) 

TCC.KS3.08 
Organise acquired 
knowledge and 
understanding using an 
appropriate graphic 
organizer, metaphor 
and analogy to 
organize thinking. 

TCC.KS4.08 
Organise acquired 
knowledge and 
understanding using an 
appropriate graphic 
organizer, metaphor 
and analogy to 
organize thinking. 

TCC.KS5.08 
Organize acquired 
knowledge and 
understanding using an 
appropriate graphic 
organizer, metaphor 
and analogy to organize 
thinking. 

TCC.FS.09 
Create something 
after finding patterns 
and similarities.  

 

TCC.KS1. 09 
Create an original 
piece of work after 
exploring and 
Identifying different 
perspectives of 
looking into a task. 

TCC.KS2.09 
Critically analyze a 
situation and 
imagine the 
possibilities and 
create an original 
piece of work. 

TCC.KS3.09 
Critically analyze a 
situation and imagine 
the possibilities and 
create an original piece 
of work. 

TCC.KS4.09 
Create an origin piece 
of work l after 
elaborating, ideas and 
possibilities. 

TCC.KS5.09 
Create an origin piece of 
work l after elaborating, 
ideas and possibilities. 

 

TCC.FS.10 
Accept that there are 
different viewpoints 
and that people think 
differently. 

TCC.KS1.10 
Accept that there are 
different viewpoints 
and that people think 
differently. 

TCC.KS2.10 
Show willingness to 
listen to others’ 
ideas and accept 
different viewpoints. 

TCC.KS3.10 
Accept different 
viewpoints and give 
constructive criticism. 

TCC.KS4.10 
Compare and contrast 
different viewpoints to 
adjust accordingly to 
one’s own belief 
system when taking 
actions. 

TCC.KS5.10 
Compare and contrast 
different viewpoints to 
adjust and value 
accordingly to one’s 
own the belief system 
and respect that of the 
others when taking 
actions. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

TCC.FS.11 
Show curiosity 
towards new ideas 
and accept change 
and newness. 

TCC.KS1.11 
Show curiosity 
towards generating 
new ideas and 
creation by viewing 
situation outside the 
boundaries.  

TCC.KS2.11 
Show curiosity 
towards generating 
new ideas and 
creation by viewing 
situation outside the 
boundaries. 

TCC.KS3.11 
Show willingness 
towards risk taking 
through fair test and by 
looking into new ways 
to improve. 

TCC.KS4.11 
Show willingness 
towards risk taking 
through fair test and by 
looking into new ways 
to improve. 

TCC.KS5.11 
Show fluency and 
flexibility in producing 
original creations. 

TCC.FS.12 
Respond with 
wonderment and 
discuss new ways of 
looking into things. 

TCC.KS1.12 
Appreciate existing 
practice while 
observing new 
perspectives to find 
patterns and see 
relationship. 

TCC.KS2.12 
Show the ability of 
imagination through 
word- and deed. 

TCC.KS3.12 
Show the ability of 
imagination through 
word- and deed. 

TCC.KS4.12 
Show enthusiasm in 
exploring ideas in 
different viewpoints in 
producing innovative 
creations. 

TCC.KS5.12 
Show enthusiasm in 
exploring ideas in 
different viewpoints in 
producing innovative 
creations. 

TCC.FS.13 
Show trust and 
confidence over one’s 
ability.   

TCC.KS1.13 
Show trust and 
confidence over one’s 
ability even when the 
answer to a solution is 
not immediate or 
apparent. 

TCC.KS2.13 
Respond to new and 
challenging tasks 
confidently. 

TCC.KS3.13 
Show enthusiasm to 
use knowledge and 
ability to highest 
through intensive 
engagement in tasks.  

TCC.KS4.13 
Appreciate and value 
different ideas and 
viewpoints. 

TCC.KS5.13 
Accept and use critics as 
ingredient for 
developing one’s 
potential.  

TCC.FS.14 
Recognize that they 
can learn from 
mistakes. 

TCC.KS1.14 
Recognize that one 
can learn from failure/ 
mistakes. 

TCC.KS2.14 
Recognise that 
mistakes are 
essential to the 
learning process. 

TCC.KS3.14 
Recognise that 
mistakes are essential 
to the learning process. 

TCC.KS4.14 
Recognise that 
mistakes are essential 
to the learning process. 

TCC.KS5.14 
Recognise that mistakes 
are essential to the 
learning process. 
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6.2 Weaving thinking critically and creatively into teaching and learning 

 Foundation Stage (Kindergarten) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

TCC.FS.08 
Use a given tool 

(graphic organizer, 

metaphor, analogies) to 

organize thinking. 

(Teacher Guided) 

ISLAM  & SPIRITUALITY MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 Compare things made by 
people with things Created by 
Allah. Use a Venn diagram to 
record the similarities and 
differences. 

 

 Use number grid to do simple 
operation. 

 Colour all the squares that are 
multiples of two. 

 

 Read a story to students and ask 
them to draw a story map to show 
the main events of the story.  

 

 What if you are from another 
country? Choose a country of your 
choice and make a concept map. 

 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 Use of recycled water for 
drinking. 

P – pluses, M – minuses, I – 
interesting,  

Facts, thoughts, opinion 

P M I 

   

 

 Create a Y-Chart for a concert.  

Looks like 
Feels like 
Sounds like 

 
 

 Make metaphors to identify the 
benefits of healthy food.  

Eg: Apple is a doctor; Metaphor 
sense: Apple cures diseases. 

 Make a clay model of a phone. 

Talk about the qualities of it. 

 
 
 

Venn Diagram 

Event 1 

Outcome 

Story Name: 

Event Event I am a 

 Fair 

 Speak 

Looks like 

Sounds     

Feels 

like        like 
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Key Stage 1 (grade 1-3) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
TCC.KS1 04 

Look into the positive 

consequence and the 

benefits of a given 

situation through 

guided activities. 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 Explain the meaning of 

“thedhuverikan” and the 

benefits of the act.  

 

 Explain the benefits of taking 

measurements when arranging 

given objects in a box or a 

container.  

 

 Explore words that can be used when 

comparing two things (eg. Cos and 

prons of a watching T,V)  and explain 

how those words  fit its purpose 

comparing. 

 Name 5 things that you would never 

do in the school. Talk about the 

consequences. 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 What if you lived in a 

jungle, North Pole or 

desert?  Record the 

changes to your life, how 

you would feel, benefits of 

living in that place and what 

it would be like. 

 Explore the effects that would 

bring to on an art work when 

specific colour groups are used. 

 Record the benefits of the food below: 

Food: Like  

Don’t Like 

 Feelings 

 benefits 

 

 You are the teacher of your class.   

Think of the qualities that you need to 

have and the positive consequences of 

having those qualities.  
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 Key Stage 2 (grade 4-6) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

TCC.KS2.05 
Identify and state the 

importance of being 

cautious when taking 

certain actions. 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 Valuable class time is wasted. 
Think of the consequences of 
wasting time?  

 Let the students find out the 
Islamic perspective of wasting 
time and make a brochure to 
grade one children to advice on 
use the time in a useful way. 

 

 Solve a given problem. Discuss 
on the following. 
o What went well?  
o What were the difficulties? 
o What are other alternative 

ways the same problem can 
be solved? 

o What did not work well?  

 Read a book and let the students 
have a discussion on the following 
questions. 

o What are the dangers involved 
in visiting … (the setting of the 
book)? 

o What are the disadvantages in 
trying to solve problems that 
way? 

o When ____ did _______, what 
problems did they encounter? 

 Plan an interview to find about rituals 
and ceremonies celebrated in some 
families of Maldives.  

 In your plan list down the things that 

you have to be cautious of when 

visiting homes and asking personal 

questions to people.   

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 You came across a littered 

place.  What can be the 

consequences of the act? List 

down the disadvantages of 

littering and state ways to keep 

the environment clean. 

 

 

 Design a poster to make the 
community aware of the 
consequences of global 
warming on small island nation. 

 You saw a new brand of breakfast 

cereal called ‘Bubble Flakes’ on a TV 

commercial advertisement.  The 

ingredients and the nutrition facts 

are not mentioned in the product.  

 List down the consequences of 

using this new product?  

 Discuss about the risk of using such 

an unknown food?  

 Discuss in groups, the disadvantage of 

carrying all the money you have saved 

to a fun fair held for only kids.   
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 Key Stage 3 (grade 7-8) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

TCC.KS3.02 
Assess information 

reasonableness, find 

relevance, uncover 

assumptions, and draw 

inference articulate 

reasoned judgments. 

ISLAM  & SPIRITUALITY MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 Research on the divisive issues 
in Islam and create a logical 
argument on the right way of 
practicing the studied issue.  

 

 Give a problem and ask the 

students to solve. 

(E.g.: If 1 red marble equals 3 
purple marbles, and 1 purple 
marble 
equals 4 black marbles, how many 
red marbles are in 24 
marbles? ) Ask students to think of 
possible solutions and challenge 
their point of view.  

 Make a word puzzle using names 
of different states with guideline 
of the answers. 

 

 What if your school has no rules? 

Write down 8 consequences. Think of 

a better system to make sure the 

established rules are followed. Give 

reasons to support your point of view.  

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 Look at the figure and think of 
three possible ways to save the 
fish from the contaminated 
water. Justify your answers to 
show how realistic each 
suggested way is.  

 

 Design and construct a working 
model Ferris wheel using 20 
plastic straws, 1 egg carton, 2 
items of your choice and only 1 
small roll of sticky tape. Take a 
photograph of your completed 
design. Check the gadget for it 
appropriateness. 

 Give three possible explanations 

for why millions of lemons 

suddenly begin falling out of the 

sky. 

 

 Grandfather had to monitor his salt 

intake. What changes would you bring 

to the salt bottle in order to check his 

salt intake? 
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INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
TCC.KS4.02 

Create a logical 

argument that defends, 

promotes or challenges 

a point of view. 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

 The word “taqwa”  
 in Quran is used in various 
senses.  Go through all the 
meanings and come to a 
conclusion what it means as a 
whole.  What inference could 
you make from all the different 
meanings given in Quran 
verses regarding “tagwa”? (Pg 
76, Sociology and Islam )  

 Evaluate a given expression after 
changing the order of operations. 

 Justify your reason for choosing 
the strategy selected in solving a 
problem. 

 Give a persuasive speech arguing 
for/against on the use of media 
as a way for education. 

 

 Make a booklet about five school rules 
you see as important. Convince 
others. 

 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 Prepare a list of criteria to 
judge environment friendly 
ways of using fertilizers when 
farming. 

 

 Design a public bill board advising 
on changes needed in people to 
provide a better environment. 

 Prepare a case to present your 
view about the unhealthy food 

sold in local restaurants.  

 

 Carry out a panel discussion to find 
different viewpoints on how to 
manage home economy in a beneficial 

way. 
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Key Stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

TCC.KS5.03 
Elaborate, transform and 

create innovative ideas 

and possibilities. 

ISLAM  & SPIRITUALITY MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 Review the chapter on “drug 

abuse in Islamic Law” and 

create a “madhaha” or a song 

to make the youth of the 

country aware on the 

consequences on using drug. 

 Describe some patterns that you 

recognized in the construction of 

Pascal’s Triangle.  

 What kind of table can you create 

that represents change in 

temperature? 

 Make up a new language and use 

it in an example. Ask others for 

meaning and translate what is 

communicated. 

 

 Design new type of money, while 

keeping all the characteristic of money 

in mind.  

 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

 Write a TV show play, puppet 

show, role play, song or 

pantomime about proper 

waste management 

techniques.  

 Design a record, book or magazine 

cover for education. 

 Write a TV show play, puppet 

show, role play, song or 

pantomime about the importance 

of regular exercise for a better 

mind and body. 

 Create a new product. Give it a name 

and plan a marketing campaign.  
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7 Making Meaning 
This key competency is about discovering in-depth meaning from different forms of representations and ideas. 

Through making meaning students develop the ability to understand and use language, symbols, and text 

effectively for various purposes such as communicating information, experiences, feelings and ideas. Students, 

who are competent in making meaning, are able to use language, adapt to new ideas and situations, and 

interpret symbolic representations and visual texts to make meaning in various contexts.  

 
 

   
 

 
 

Through this key competency young people learn to: 

 

 communicate with different audiences. 

 organise information and ideas in order of priority  

 use a variety of skills to access information and ideas from a 

variety of sources.  

 justify own interpretation of ideas, information and events  

 analyse and explain how features of text types are arranged 

to construct and communicate meaning in various contexts. 

 explore point of view and opinions presented in different 

information sources. 

 interpret communication in various forms and audiences. 

 demonstrate critical listening and viewing skills and 

strategies.  
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7.1 Progression of Making Meaning across key stages 
 

 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 
MM.FS.01 
Identify and explain 
meaning from print, 
symbols and images. 

MM.KS1.01 
Identify some symbols 
used in different subjects 
(e.g., recycle symbols for 
science, addition sign for 
mathematics) and 
contexts and explain 
what they mean. 

MM.KS2.01 
Use symbols to create 
text and form messages. 

MM.KS3.01 
Evaluate the way 
symbols are used in 
specific contexts and 
suggest ways to improve 
the used symbols. 

MM.KS4.01 
Evaluate the way 
symbols are used in 
specific contexts and 
suggest ways to improve 
the used symbols.( e.g.,  
think of a new road sign) 

MM.KS5.01 
Create own symbols that 
could be used for various 
purposes to communicate 
certain messages. (e.g., Logo, 
Symbols. icons, billboards) 

 
MM.FS.02 
Explain what they 
understand from 
environmental text.  

MM.KS1.02 
Interpret meaning from 
variety of visual texts 
such as advertisements, 
photographs, videos and 
music scores. 

MM.KS2.02 
Interpret meaning from 
various sources of visual 
texts and relate to 
appropriate context. 
 

MM.KS3.02 
Interpret meaning from 
different sources of 
visual texts and choose 
appropriate source 
relevant to intended 
purpose.  

MM.KS4.02 
Interpret and analyse 
meaning from different 
sources of visual texts 
and communicate its 
understanding.   

MM.KS5.02 
Justify own interpretation of 
ideas, information and 
events from a range of texts. 

 
MM.FS.03 
Indicate whether or not 
information is useful for 
answering questions. 

MM.KS1.03 
Examine gathered 
information to decide 
what information to 
share or omit.      

MM.KS2.03 
Determine whether 
collected information is 
sufficient or inadequate 
for established purpose  

MM.KS3.03 
Recognise gaps in the 
information gathered 
and locate additional 
information needed for a 
particular form, 
audience and purpose. 

MM.KS4.03 
Evaluate the 
appropriateness of 
information for a 
particular form, 
audience, and purpose 

MM.KS5.03 
Assess the appropriateness 
of the amount and quality of 
information collected 

 
MM.FS.04 
Categorise objects and 
pictures according to 
visual similarities and 
differences. 

MM.KS1.04 
Identify and categorise 
information according to 
similarities, differences 
and sequences. 

MM.KS2.04 
Organize information 
and ideas into categories 
(e.g., who, what, where 
when, why, how) using a 
variety of strategies  

MM.KS3.04 
Organise information 
using graphic organizers 
(e.g., comparing and 
contrasting)  

MM.KS4.04 
Organise information 
and ideas by selecting or 
developing categories 
appropriate to a 
particular topic and 
purpose. 

MM.KS5.04 
Organize information and 
ideas in order of priority 
according to topic and task 
requirements. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 
MM.FS.05 
Ask questions to satisfy 
personal curiosity and 
information needs. 

MM.KS1.05 
Ask questions to clarify 
information and develop 
new understandings. 

MM.KS2.05 
Formulate a variety of 
relevant questions on a 
topic to establish a 
purpose for seeking 
information. 

MM.KS3.05 
Appraise ideas for clarity 
and ask extending 
questions; select from 
other’s experiences and 
ideas to extend ways of 
knowing the world. 

MM.KS4.05 
Ask specific and focused 
questions for 
elaboration and 
clarification; engage in 
dialogue about 
experiences and 
understanding. 

MM.KS5.05 
Reflect initial understanding 
in light of new information, 
formulate relevant main and 
subordinate questions; listen 
to diverse opinions and 
recognise ambiguity. 

 
MM.FS.06 
Share experiences, 
feelings, and thoughts 
with a familiar audience. 

MM.KS1.07 
Use a variety of forms 
(gestures, expression…) 
to organize and give 
meaning to familiar 
experiences, ideas, and 
information. 

MM.KS2.07 
Experiment with 
alternative forms of self-
expression to share and 
convey messages. 

MM.KS3.07 
Experiment with 
language to convey 
personal perceptions, 
feelings, experiences, 
thoughts, and ideas in 
various forms. 

MM.KS4.07 
Communicate fluently 
and be discerning of 
information from a 
variety of sources. 

MM.KS5.07 
Talk coherently and 
effectively in any given 
situation. 

 
MM.FS.08 
Retell and represent 
ideas to clarify meaning. 

MM.KS1.08 
Revise illustrations and 
representations by 
adding or deleting words 
and details to make 
sense. 

MM.KS2.08 
Revise to create an 
interesting impression 
and check for sequence 
of ideas. 

MM.KS3.08 
Revise to eliminate 
unnecessary information 
and be concise with 
information. 

MM.KS4.08 
Revise to create 
effective sentences that 
convey content clearly 
and generate reader 
interest. 

MM 

 

.KS5.08 
Revise to enhance meaning 
and effect according to 
audience and purpose. 

 
MM.FS.09 
Share information and 
ideas in a group using 
gestures and facial 
expressions.  

MM.KS1.09 
Report briefly using clear 
voice, gestures, facial 
expressions and 
appropriate phrasing and 
intonation. 

MM.KS2.09 
Select, monitor, and use 
appropriate volume, 
expression, and non 
verbal cues in 
presentation, Use 
physical stance and 
gestures to enhance 
communication. 

MM.KS3.09 
Use gestures and facial 
expressions to enhance 
oral presentations (e.g., 
use and monitor 
emphasis and 
appropriate pacing, 
arrange presentation, 
space to focus audience 
attention). 

MM.KS4.09 
Deliver short oral 
presentations, debates 
and reports using verbal 
and non-verbal cues 
(e.g., diction, pacing, 
presence, project 
emotion appropriate to 
the subject and point of 
view). 

MM.KS5.09 
Present information after 
revising to enhance meaning 
and effect according to 
audience and purpose. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

MM.FS.10 
Use illustrations, 
photographs, video 
programs, objects and 
auditory cues to 
understand ideas and 
information. 

MM.KS1.10 
Use specific library 
organsational system to 
locate information and 
ideas; use visual and 
auditory cues to make 
meaning.  

MM.KS2.10 
Use visual and auditory 
cues to identify 
important information 
such as indices, maps, 
atlases, charts, 
glossaries, typographical 
features, card or 
electronic catalogues, 
and dictionaries. 

MM.KS3.10 
Use a variety of tools to 
identify relevant 
information including 
bibliographies, thesauri, 
and technology to access 
information and ideas; 
use visual and auditory 
cues such as captions, 
intonation, and staging. 

MM.KS4.10 
Expand and use a 
repertoire of auditory 
and visual skills to access 
information and ideas 
from a variety of sources 
including visual and 
auditory. (e.g., formal 
interviews, surveys, 
documentaries, and 
broadcasts). 

MM.KS5.10 
Recall, expand, and use a 
variety of skills to access 
information and ideas from a 
variety of sources including 
subtitles, marginal notes and 
key words, electronic 
searches, previews and 
reviews, visual effects, and 
sound effects. 

 

MM.FS.11 
Listen to spoken texts 
that are personally 
significant (e.g., songs, 
stories poems).  

MM.KS1.11 
Actively listen to spoken 
texts such as personal 
experiences, action songs 
and rhymes using 
appropriate listening 
behaviours (e.g., asking 
questions, looking at the 
person who is speaking) 

MM.KS2.11 
Actively listen to 
conversations and other 
spoken texts (e.g., 
rhymes, simple 
narratives, recounts, and 
instructions). 

 

MM.KS3.11 
Actively listen to spoken 
and electronic texts such 
as narratives, poems, 
recounts, instructions, 
procedures and reports. 
 

 

MM.KS4.11 
Actively listen to spoken 
and electronic texts to 
identify and select 
specify information. 

MM.KS5.11 
Actively listen to spoken and 
electronic texts to broaden 
knowledge for a given 
purpose. 

 

MM.FS.12 
Demonstrate active 
listening skills and 
strategies (e.g., showing 
attentive facial 
expression, keeping 
respectful silence).  
 
 
 
 
 

MMKS1.12 
Demonstrate active 
listening and viewing 
skills and strategies (e.g., 
as giving non-verbal 
encouragement, asking 
questions).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MM.KS2.12 
Show respect for 
presenter(s) through 
active listening skills and 
other appropriate 
audience behaviours 
(e.g. giving polite 
feedback, responding to 
the speakers gestures, 
showing attentive body 
language…) 
 
 
 
 

MM.KS3.12 
Demonstrate critical 
listening and viewing 
skills and strategies (e.g., 
recognising main ideas 
and details, identifying 
inferences) and show 
respect for presenter(s) 
through appropriate 
audience behaviours 
(e.g., giving non-verbal 
encouragement, 
responding to emotional 
aspect of the 
presentation). 

MM.KS4.12 
Demonstrate critical 
listening and viewing 
skills (e.g., evaluating, 
content, quality, 
presentation delivery) to 
focus audience 
attention; project 
emotions appropriate to 
the subject and point of 
view. 
 
 
 
 

MM.KS5.12 
Demonstrate critical listening 
and viewing skills and 
strategies (e.g., activating 
prior knowledge, integrating 
new information, evaluating 
the effectiveness of the 
introduction and conclusion) 
and show respect for 
presenter(s). 
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7.2 Weaving Making Meaning into teaching and learning 

 Foundation Stage (Kindergarten) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MM.FS.01 
Identify and explain 

meaning from print, 

symbols and images. 

MATHEMATICS CREATIVE ARTS LANGUAGE & 

COMMUNICATION 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 

TECHNOLOGY 

HEALTH & WELLBEING 

 Matching 

numbers with 

pictures and 

objects. 

 Move paint brush 

on the paper 

according to the 

tune of a music 

been played. 

 - Colours can be 

selected 

according to the 

mood of the 

song. - Ask the 

student to 

explain what the 

painting  means 

to them. 

 Talk about certain 

images that appear in 

their mind while 

teacher reads the 

poem.    

 Sort and match things that are 
the same or different; arrange 
things in simple patterns, 
based on their characteristics 
and communicate meaning of 
words and phrases like 
"more," "less," "a lot," and 
“the same as."  

 

 Think of a colours that make them 
feel : 
-very comfortable 
- peaceful, and relaxed.  
Then practice -- with closed eyes -- 
breathing in that colour and 
"sending" it (blowing it) throughout 
the body.  
For example, if the colour “blue," is 
chosen, visualise the blue going 
down the  throat, into the neck and 
chest, down to the stomach, and so 
on until you are filled with the 
beautiful, peaceful, wonderful 
turquoise . . . and is relaxed and in 
control.  
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Key Stage 1 (grade 1-3) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MM.KS1.07 
Use a variety of forms 

(gestures, 

expression…) to 

organize and give 

meaning to familiar 

experiences, ideas, 

and information. 

MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & 

COMMUNICATION 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 

TECHNOLOGY 

ENTRENEURSHIP 

 Discuss the steps followed when 

solving a given problem and explain 

to peers and others clearly and 

coherently the reasons for choosing 

those particular steps. 

 

 

 Listen to different 

video clips and identify 

the audience and 

purpose of each of the 

clip.   

 Identify the audience and 
purpose in order to convey a 
message to make the public 
aware of soil erosion. 

 Role play a scenario of a 
shopkeeper carrying out a question 
and answer session to promote his 
products to public. 

 

 Key Stage 2 (grade 4-6) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MM.KS2.02 
Interpret meaning 
from various sources 
of visual texts and 
relate to appropriate 
context. 
 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY MATHEMATICS ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

 Watch movies, read stories from 

Quran and read various text books 

to find about the life of some 

prophets.  

 

 Read aloud, reformulate, draw 

pictures of a given problem to 

understand the problem and 

think of the various ways to 

solve the problem. (multi 

representation). 

 

 Watch a movie (documentary film on planets) and relate what is 

seen in the movie  to what they have already learnt from the 

lessons. Carry out a discussion of the important points explored. 
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 Key Stage 3 (grade 7-8) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MM.KS3.05 
Appraise ideas for 

clarity and ask 

extending questions; 

select from other’s 

experiences and ideas 

to extend ways of 

knowing the world. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

 Students extend their understanding of dairy nutrients and bone health 

by reading a variety of texts.  Students may then share/communicate 

their collective findings in a school paper article. 

 Read information from a given document to find about the some 

global issues.  Do share-pair.  Discuss with the partner about 

what you understood from and the ideas that you think are 

important in the document.  

 

 

 Key Stage 4 (grade 9-10) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MM.KS4.02 
Interpret and analyse 
meaning from 
different sources of 
visual texts and 
communicate its 
understanding.   

SOCIAL SCIENCES  CREATIVE ARTS 

 Show a part of a movie which shows a gathering of people from diverse 

cultures. Record important points which are features and characters that 

belong to a certain culture. 

 

 Create a role play emphasizing on the expression, voice and 
sound effects used to create mood and atmosphere.  
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 Key Stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

MM.KS5.04 
Organize information 

and ideas in order of 

priority according to 

topic and task 

requirements. 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY  ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

 Compile a booklet on a given topic after researching and gathering 

relevant information. Relate prior information and experiences to the 

new information and research for relevancy of its information.  

 

 Carry out a research to acquire information on an emerging 
technology.  
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8 Using Technology and the Media 

Using technology and the media as a key competency enables students to 

gain the knowledge, skills, values and attitudes which are necessary to 

engage with technology and the media. This helps students to use technology 

and the media productively, safely and confidently. 

Through this key competency young people learn to: 

 
1. become familiar with commonly used technologies and understand visual 

and technological means of communication . 

2. citically analyse messages presented through different forms of media for 

accuracy and coverage. 

3. evaluate information collected to determine its accuracy, authority, 

validity, objectivity and coverage. 

4. use appropriate tools and technology resources to complete tasks and 

solve problems 

5. communicate with others using appropriate technology (e.g. chats, instant 

messaging, blogs) 

6. demonstrate ergonomically safe use of equipment.  

7. value the intellectual property associated with technologies and 

demonstrate ethical principles. 
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8.1 Progression of Using Technology and the Media across key stages 
 

 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

UTM.FS.01 
Recognise that different 
media messages give 
different information 
and ideas. 

UTM.KS1.01 
Recognise that media 
messages have multiple 
perspectives and 
different opinion. 

UTM.KS2.01 
Analyse media messages 
to identify different 
points of view. 

UTM.KS3.01 
Explore point of view 
and opinions presented 
in different information 
sources. 

UTM.KS4.01 
Explore point of view 
and opinions presented 
in different information 
sources. 

UTM.KS5.01 
Explore point of view and 
opinions presented in different 
information sources. 

UTM.FS.02 
Describe details and 
feelings portrayed by 
illustrations. 

UTM.KS1.02 
Recognise choices that 
photographers make 
when taking pictures. 

UTM.KS2.02 
Compare and contrast 
news photographs for 
appropriateness and 
balance. 

UTM.KS3.02 
Recognise various 
techniques of persuasion 
used in advertising and 
be aware of the 
importance of making 
the right choices. 

UTM.KS4.02 
Recognise the subjective 
values inherent in media 
messages. 
 

UTM.KS5.02 
Analyse the values and lifestyles 
promoted in mass media. 
 

UTM.FS.02 
Recognise that online 
learning materials are 
useful but they should 
be explored with the 
help of an adult. 

UTM.KS1.02 
Recognise safety rules to 
be followed while using 
the internet (e.g., should 
not disclose personal 
information to anyone 
without permission from 
a parent or a teacher). 

UTM.KS2.02 
Identify cyber bullying 
(e.g., password theft, 
using photos, sending 
viruses, phishing scams) 
and ways to deal with 
such a situation. 

UTM.KS3.02 
Explore case studies of 
cyber bullying (e.g., 
someone using a false 
online identity) and 
identify ways to resolve 
the situation. 
 

UTM.KS4.02 
Explore how bullying 
behaviour on social 
networking sites and 
mobile phones can 
affect young people.  
 
 

UTM.KS5.02 
Explore how to take action 
when confronted with online 
situations that make them 
uncomfortable. 

UTM.FS.03 
View and interpret 
information in an 
information source 
selected by themselves 
or the teacher (e.g., 
viewing books in the 
reading corner). 

UTM.KS1.03 
Locate and retrieve 
information from a 
specified source (e.g., 
classroom display, 
computer folder, book, 
Web site, DVD, video). 

UTM.KS2.04 
Explore a variety of print 
or multi-media sources 
to meet information 
needs of a particular 
task. 
 

UTM.KS3.04 
Recognise when and 
how to use print, non-
print and electronic 
resources (e.g., online 
catalogues, specialised 
databases, search 
engines, website). 

UTM.KS4.04 
Identify sources most 
likely to have the needed 
information (e.g., search 
databases and other 
electronic reference 
resources). 
 

UTM.KS5.04 
Determine the best resources 
or sources of information to 
accomplish a given task 
considering readability, 
timeliness, bias, point of view, 
authority, reliability, relevance. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

UTM.FS.05 
Sort, organise, and 
represent specific 
information. 
 
 
 
 

UTM.KS1.05 
Use different strategies 
to sort or organise 
information (e.g., 
graphic organisers). 
 

UTM.KS2.05 
Use a systematic plan for 
organising information 
(e.g., use a basic 
organising concept 
map). 
 

UTM.KS3.05 
Use mind maps or some 
kind of graphical 
conceptualisation of 
information to organise 
information from a 
variety of primary & 
secondary sources. 

UTM.KS4.05 
Organise and analyse 
information, finding 
connections that lead to 
a final product. 

UTM.KS5.05 
Synthesise search results 
retrieved from a variety of 
resources to create an 
information product for a target 
audience. 

UTM.FS.06 
State where information 
used in a work came 
from (e.g., books from 
the classroom, wall 
charts).  
 

UTM.KS1.06 
State where information 
used to complete a task 
came from (e.g., name of 
Websites, software).  

UTM.KS2.06 
Credit information used 
to complete a task or a 
product with teacher 
guidance. 

UTM.KS3.06 
Credit information used 
to complete a task or a 
product with teacher 
guidance. 

UTM.KS4.06 
Provide proper citation 
of sources of 
information used to 
complete a task. 
 

UTM.KS5.06 
Provide proper citation of 
sources of information used to 
complete a task. 

UTM.FS.07 
Explore age-appropriate 
technologies and 
different types of media 
formats used to 
communicate 
information (e.g., TV, 
WebPages, and phones). 
 

UTM.KS1.07 
Use technologies for 
particular content areas 
(e.g., calculators for 
math, and books on CD-
ROM for language arts). 
 

UTM.KS2.07 
Produce a slide show 
from storyboard, using 
text, graphics and sound 
with appropriate 
transitions and effect. 
 

UTM.KS3.07 
Use appropriate tools 
and technology 
resources to complete 
tasks and solve 
problems. 
 

UTM.KS4.07 
Demonstrate 
understanding and use 
of media formats and 
collections (for example 
reference, periodicals, 
and databases). 

UTM.KS5.07 
Assimilate productivity and 
technological tools into all 
aspects of solving problems and 
managing personal information 
and communications. 

UTM.FS.08 
Engage in teacher-
directed online learning 
activities (e.g., online 
field trips). 

UTM.KS1.09 
Communicate in a 
monitored, online 
discussion (e.g., discuss 
books being read). 

UTM.KS2.09 
Investigate technology 
resources for 
communication (e.g., 
online discussions, e-
mails). 

UTM.KS3.09 
Participate in different 
types of online learning 
environments (e.g., 
online classes, distance 
learning, video 
conferencing and 
productions). 

UTM.KS4.09 
Communicate with 
others using appropriate 
technology (e.g. chats, 
instant messaging, 
blogs). 
 

UTM.KS5.09 
Use all available online 
communication capabilities to 
make inquiries, do research and 
disseminate results. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

UTM.FS.10 
Use computer and 
multimedia technology 
with teacher assistance 
(e.g., use computer, DVD  
player, review teacher-
selected internet 
resources). 

UTM.KS1.10 
Use input and output 
devices to operate and 
interact with computers 
and multimedia 
technology resources 
(e.g., digital cameras). 
 

UTM.KS2.10 
Investigate technology 
tools used to research, 
acquire information and 
data. 
 

UTM.KS3.10 
Use advanced software 
features to publish 
information in printed 
form (e.g., card, 
calendar, one-page 
report, flyer, 
newsletter). 
 

UTM.KS4.10 
Use equipment related 
to computer and 
multimedia technology 
imaging (e.g., 
digitalization, scanning,). 
 
 

UTM.KS5.10 
Apply the rules & conventions 
of formal presentations, 
including speeches, news 
reporting, and dramatic 
monologues. 

UTM.FS.11 
Demonstrate 
understanding of 
ergonomics and 
electrical safety when 
using computers. 

UTM.KS1.11 
Demonstrate 
understanding of 
ergonomics and 
electrical safety when 
using computers. 

UTM.KS2.11 
Demonstrate 
ergonomically safe use 
of equipment.  
 

UTM.KS3.11 
Demonstrate 
ergonomically safe use 
of equipment.  
 

UTM.KS4.11 
Demonstrate 
ergonomically safe use 
of equipment.  
 

UTM.KS5.11 
Demonstrate ergonomically 
safe use of equipment.  
 

 

UTM.FS.12 
Follow classroom rules 
for safe and responsible 
use of technology (e.g., 
Do not use the internet 
without the presence of 
an adult). 
 

UTM.KS1.12 
Protect one’s own safety 
and respect the privacy 
and safety of others at 
school or at home. 
 

UTM.KS2.12 
Protect one’s own safety 
and respect the privacy 
and safety of others at 
different levels (e.g., 
home, school, global 
contexts). 

UTM.KS3.12 
Protect one’s own safety 
and respect the privacy 
and safety of others at 
different levels (e.g., 
home, school, global 
contexts). 
 

UTM.KS4.12 
Protect one’s own safety 
and respect the privacy 
and safety of others at 
different levels (e.g., 
home, school, global 
contexts). 

UTM.KS5.12 
Advocate for safe, secure and 
responsible use of technology 
and the internet. 
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8.2 Weaving Using Technology and the Media into teaching and learning 

 Foundation Stage  

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UTM.FS.05 
Sort, organise, and 
represent specific 
information. 
 

 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE 
& TECHNOLOGY  

SOCIAL SCIENCES MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & 
COMMUNICATION 

CREATIVE ARTS  
 

 Observe and record daily 
weather in a chart 
provided by the teacher. 
Children can also be 
asked to predict the 
natural phenomena. 

 

Sunday 

 

 

Monday  

 
 

 Children create 
structures with blocks 
that represent what they 
know of their community 
and neighborhood.  

 Do simple surveys such 
as finding about what 
fruits their friends like 
and represent the data 
in a pictograph. 

 
5 
 
4               
 
3 
 

2    
 

1    
 
 

 Draw pictures to show 

the main events of a 

story that was read in 

class. 

 Draw pictures to 
show personal 
hygiene practices. 
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Key  Stage 1 (grade 1-3) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UTM.KS1.05 
Use different 
strategies to sort or 
organise information 
(e.g., graphic 
organisers). 

 

 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY  

MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Use a graphic organizer to show the life cycle 
of a butterfly. 

 

 

 Use a table to show different types of transport 
used in the community. 

 
Land Air Water 

   

 
 
 

 Read an information text (about birds) and 
represent the information using a graphic organizer. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

MATHEMATICS ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY HEALTH & WELLBEING 

 Solve problems by using tables or charts to 
sort or classify information. 

 Use a biography diagram to make notes on the 
important events that took place in Prophet 
(SAWs) childhood.  

 

 

 Use a clock graphic organiser to record what 
students did the previous day and evaluate whether 
they had enough food, physical activity and rest. 
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Key  Stage 2 (grade 4-6) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UTM.KS2.04 
Explore a variety of 
print or multi-media 
sources to meet 
information needs of a 
particular task. 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCES HEALTH & WELLBEING LANGUAGE & 

COMMUNICATION 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY  

 Students research 
information about three 
different countries and 
create charts that include 
the following information 
about the countries. 

 
o Location 
o Population 
o Type of government 
o Currency 
o GDP 
o Any other information 

relevant to the group 
of students 

 

 Research internet websites 
to find out about various 
diseases that are caused by 
tobacco.  

 

. 

 Collect information about 
plants that grow in the 
Maldives and prepare a 
booklet. 

 

 Work in a group and research about an animal using 
print or multi-media resource and do an oral 
presentation about the animal. 
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Key  Stage 3 (grade 7-8) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UTM.KS3.09 
Participate in different 
types of online learning 
environments (e.g., 
online classes, distance 
learning, video 
conferencing and 
productions). 

SOCIAL SCIENCES LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Create a class blog and get students to post news about 
current events and take part in online discussions.  

 
. 

 Chat with a student who is on another island and find out about the island/ write a guide 
book entry of the island. 

 

 

  
 
 

 
Key  Stage 4 (grade 9-10) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UTM.KS4.02 
Recognise the 
subjective values 
inherent in media 
messages. 
 

LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION HEALTH & WELLBEING 

 Watch video clips of advertisements on TV and analyse them  

: 

 

o Who the target audience is 

o Effects used 

o The message conveyed 

 

. 

 Analyse different media messages related to health and wellbeing, using the following 

questions as a guide. 

o Who is behind this message? 

o What is the message? 

o How is the person trying to convince me? 

o Is the person qualified to tell me what to do? 

o Why is this person sending me a message? 
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 Key  Stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

UTM.KS5.05 
Synthesise search 

results retrieved from a 

variety of resources to 

create an information 

product for a target 

audience. 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Examine the different views of women’s roles in Islam and do a 
PowerPoint presentation to the class. 

 
 

 Research various information sources and write an article to answer the following 
question: Should our society permit human cloning? 
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9 Using Sustainable Practices 

 

Through this key competency young people learn to: 

 
1. understand the importance of taking ones responsibility.  

2. make decisions that reflect social responsibility 

3. value the importance of natural and cultural diversity to the wellbeing of 

the community. 

4. value and respect the participation of people in the development of the 

community. 

5. appreciate the interconnectedness of people and nature. 

6. recognise that our actions may have implications for current and future 

generations. 

7. accept and use critics as ingredient for developing one’s potential.  

8. analyse their individual consumption of resources and identify ways to 

reduce, reuse and recycle. 
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9.1   Progression of Using Sustainable Practices across key stages 
 

 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

USP.FS.1 
Identify basic needs 
(e.g., food, shelter). 

USP.KS1.1 
Recognise that people all 
over the world have the 
same basic needs (e.g., 
food, shelter). 
 

USP.KS2.1 
Differentiate between 
human needs and 
human wants (e.g., food 
is a need/ having a car is 
a want). 

USP.KS3.1 
Analyse how supply and 
demand create stress on 
particular resources. 

 

USP.KS4.1 
Analyse the potential 
costs and benefits of 
dependence on 
imported goods. 

USP.KS5.1 
Analyse how the imports 
and exports have been 
growing and identify the 
overall trend. 

 

USP.FS.02 
Recognise that human 
beings get their food 
from plants and other 
living things.  

USP.KS1.02 
Recognise the 
consequences of being 
unable to replace plants 
used by humans. 

 

USP.KS2.02 
Define the roles and 
interactions of 
producers, consumers, 
and decomposers within 
an ecosystem.  

USP.KS3.02 
Describe how energy is 
transferred in a food 
chain and the effects of 
decline in any part of the 
chain.   

USP.KS4.02 
Explain how plants used 
by humans are 
replenished and the 
consequences if plants 
are not replenished. 

USP.KS5.02 
Explain the importance of 
conserving natural 
resources. 

USP.FS.03 
Identify safety 
precautions related to 
daily weather (e.g., carry 
umbrellas on sunny 
days, walk carefully 
when the road is 
slippery).  

USP.KS1.03 
Explain unsafe situations 
related to the 
environment (e.g., 
floods, lightening) and 
safety rules to be 
followed in these 
situations. 

USP.KS2.03 
Differentiate between 
natural (e.g., Tsunami, 
coastal erosion, 
earthquakes) and human 
made hazards (e.g., fires, 
road accidents, sea 
accidents). 

USP.KS3.03 
Develop a family disaster 
plan for a situation that 
the Maldives experience 
(e.g., thunder, lightning, 
floods). 

USP.KS4.03 
Explore different ways of 
protecting ones 
properties and the 
community from 
disasters (e.g., insurance 
coverage). 

USP.KS5.03 
Develop an evacuation 
plan for a natural disaster. 

USP.FS.04 
Identify different jobs 
people in the community 
do. 

USP.KS1.04 
Classify jobs according to 
the nature of work and 
skills required for 
different jobs (e.g., 
outdoor, indoor).  

USP.KS2.04 
Explore different aspects 
of careers available in 
the community and their 
requirements. 

USP.KS3.04 
Explore different 
careers, the skills, 
interests and school 
subjects helpful for 
success. 

USP.KS4.04 
Analyse and explain how 
work contributes to the 
wellbeing of individuals, 
the community and the 
world.  

USP.KS5.04 
Research and find out 
careers in the community 
that are expected to grow 
and have a future. 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

 

USP.FS.05 
Identify the kinds of 
waste produced in the 
classroom (e.g., food and 
kitchen waste, plastics, 
glass). 

USP.KS1. 05 
Identify the kinds of 
waste produced in the 
classroom (e.g., paper, 
food wrappings). 

 

USP.KS2. 05 
Identify and classify 
types of waste produced 
by their school (e.g., e-
waste, metals, paper, 
and plastics). 

USP.KS3. 05 
Analyse positive and 
negative environmental 
impacts related to the 
disposal of pure 
substances and 
mixtures. 

USP.KS4. 05 
Investigate how 3R’s are 
being followed in the 
community. 

USP.KS5. 05 
Investigate economically 
viable and environmentally 
convenient ways of  
recycling and waste 
disposal. 

 

USP.FS. 06 
Reduce, reuse, and 
recycle materials during 
classroom learning 
experiences (e.g., reuse 
books, paper).    

 

USP.KS1. 06 
Reduce, reuse, and 
recycle materials during 
classroom learning 
experiences (e.g., reuse 
books, use both sides of 
the paper).    

USP.KS2. 06 
Plan and carry out a 
classroom course of 
action for minimising 
waste (e.g., place a 
garbage bin in class and 
weigh the contents 
regularly).  

USP.KS3. 06 
Reduce, reuse and 
recycle materials and 
encourage others to 
minimise societal waste 
problems.  

USP.KS4. 06 
Organise and establish a 
recycling programme at 
home and school (e.g., 
collect and sell 
recyclables from home 
and school). 

USP.KS5. 06 
Organise and establish a 
recycling programme at 
home, school and in the 
community.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

USP.FS.07 
Analyse their individual 
consumption of 
resources with teacher 
support (e.g., water, 
paper, food, electricity).                                                                   

 

USP.KS1. 07 
Assess personal and 
family uses of water as 
responsible/efficient or 
wasteful, and create a 
plan to reduce the 
amount of water used, 
where possible.  

USP.KS2. 07 
Conduct a survey to 
estimate how much 
water is used in the 
school and come up with 
ideas for minimizing 
school’s use of water.  

USP.KS3.07 
Organise school wide 
campaigns to advocate 
responsible consumption 
of water.  

 

USP.KS4.07 
Develop action plans 
that reflect the 
principles of sustainable 
development. 

 

USP.KS5.07 
Establish sustainability 
guidelines for school and 
participate in community 
sustainability projects. 

 

 

USP.FS.08 
Reduce personal use of 
energy (e.g., turn off 
lights and fans when 
leaving a room, don’t 
leave water running 
when brushing teeth).  

USP.KS1. 08 
Reduce personal use of 
energy (e.g., turn off 
lights and fans when 
leaving a room, don’t 
leave water running 
when brushing teeth).  

USP.KS2. 08 
Reduce personal use of 
energy (e.g., turn off 
lights and fans when 
leaving a room, don’t 
leave water running 
when brushing teeth).  

USP.KS3. 08 
Use energy from 
alternative ways where 
possible. (e.g., energy 
from the sun).   

 

USP.KS4. 08 
Conduct an energy audit 
of the school and 
develop an action plan 
to reduce energy 
consumption. 

USP.KS5. 08 
Evaluate energy efficiency 
at home and make 
suggestions for 
improvement (e.g., using 
energy efficient appliances 
- light bulbs). 
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 Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
 

USP.FS. 09 
Identify and perform 
roles that contribute to 
their classroom and 
family (e.g., help the 
teacher in keeping the 
classroom clean). 

USP.KS1. 09 
Identify and perform 
roles that contribute to 
their school community. 

 

USP.KS2. 09 
Participate and 
contribute to the 
community. (e.g., take 
part in cleaning the 
island). 

 

USP.KS3. 09 
Participate in activities 
that promote a sense of 
community. (e.g., take 
part in activities carried 
out in the school).  

 

USP.KS4. 09 
Develop, implement, 
and evaluate personal 
and group action plans 
that contribute to a 
healthy environment for 
themselves and for other 
living things. 

USP.KS5. 09 
Plan, implement, and 
evaluate their 
participation in activities 
and organisations that 
improve school climate.   

 

 

USP.FS.10 
Make decisions that 
reflect care, concern, 
and responsibility for the 
environment (e.g., avoid 
wasting food, use school 
supplies wisely).   

 

USP.KS1.10 
Make decisions that 
reflect care, concern, 
and responsibility for the 
environment (e.g., avoid 
buying products made 
from endangered plants 
and animals).  

USP.KS2.10 
Make decisions that 
reflect social 
responsibility (e.g., avoid 
purchasing disposable 
items).   

 

USP.KS3.10 
Make decisions that 
reflect social 
responsibility for the 
environment.   

 

USP.KS4.10 
Make decisions that 
reflect social 
responsibility for the 
environment.     

 

USP.KS5.10 
Make decisions that reflect 
social responsibility for the 
environment.     

 
 

 

USP.FS.11 
Appreciate and respect 
the natural environment 
while participating in 
outdoor physical 
activities.  

USP.KS1. 11 
Appreciate the natural 
beauty of the Maldives 
(e.g., beaches, coral 
reef). 

 
 

USP.KS2. 11 
Appreciate the 
significance of the land 
and natural resources in 
the development of the 
Maldives. (e.g., fish, sea, 
beaches). 

USP.KS3. 11 
Demonstrate behaviours 
that contribute to the 
well-being of the 
environment, at home, 
school, and in the 
community (e.g., use 
resources wisely). 

USP.KS4. 11 
Demonstrate behaviours 
that contribute to the 
well-being of the 
environment, locally, 
nationally, and globally 
(show preference to use 
a sustainable form of 
transport). 

USP.KS5. 11 
Demonstrate behaviours 
that contribute to the well-
being of the environment, 
locally, nationally, and 
globally. 

USP.FS. 12 
Show care and kindness 
to living things (e.g., do 
not kill living things). 

USP.KS1. 12 
Show care and kindness 
to living things (e.g., feed 
animals in the 
environment). 

USP.KS2. 12 
Show care and kindness 
to living things (e.g., do 
not destroy animal 
habitats). 

USP.KS3.12 
Show care and kindness 
to living things. (e.g., 
make sure that the living 
conditions of their pets 
are comfortable). 

USP.KS4.12 
Show care and kindness 
to living things (e.g., 
avoid behaviours like 
animal sporting). 

USP.KS5.12 
Show care and kindness to 
living things (e.g., follow 
the conditions of 
slaughtering in Islam). 
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Foundation Stage Key stage 1 (grade 1-3) Key stage 2 (grade 4-6) Key stage 3 (grade 7-8) Key stage 4 (grade 9-10) Key stage 5 (grade 11-12) 

USP.FS.13 
Believe that their 
personal choices 
regarding natural 
resources have certain 
implications. 

USP.FS.13 
Believe that their 
personal choices 
regarding natural 
resources have certain 
implications. 

USP.KS2.13 
Believe that their 
personal choices 
regarding natural 
resources have certain 
implications. 

USP.KS3.13 
Believe that their 
personal choices have 
economic implications.   

 

USP.KS4.13 
Believe that their 
personal choices have 
economic implications.   

 

USP.KS5.13 
Be willing to consider 
ethical questions related 
to sharing wealth and 
resources. 

USP.FS.14 
Avoid wasting food (e.g., 
When they are in a party 
do not take more than 
what they could eat).    

USP.KS1.14 
Believe that Islam calls 
for moderation in the 
use of resources (e.g., do 
not waste water while 
performing ablution).  

USP.KS2.14 
Believe that the natural 
resources are the 
provision of Allah for 
survival and for 
maintaining good health. 

USP.KS3.14 
Believe the importance 
of sharing food with 
relatives, neighbours and 
those who are in need. 

 

USP.KS4.14 
Believe that eating less is 
a method of sickness and 
disease. 

 

USP.KS5.14 
Believe that Islam 
encourages people to live 
a balanced life. 
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9.2 Weaving Sustainable Practices into teaching and learning 

 Foundation Stage  

INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 

USP.FS.04 
Identify different jobs 

people in the 

community do. 

HEALTH & WELLBEING LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION CREATIVE ARTS  

 Use doctor/ nurse play set and role 
play doctor and nurse activities. 

 

 Mime and sing nursery rhymes related to 
jobs. 
E.g., I am a police officer. 
          

 

 Draw pictures of family members and what they 
do for work and say some of the skills/attributes 
they need in order to do the jobs.(Note: children 
would not be able to write these ideas, therefore 
it is a good idea for an adult to ask probing 
questions and to get them to speak) 

 

 helpful 
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 Key  Stage 1 (grade 1-3) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
USP.KS1. 12 
Show care and 

kindness to living 

things (e.g., feed 

animals in the 

environment). 

ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY 

 Use pictures of different animals and 
classify them into different groups 

or 
 

 Work in a group and investigate the 
characteristics of a specific animal or group 
of animals. 

 

 Write an information report about a living 
thing. 

 
or 

 Make a KWL chart for a group of living 
thing. 

E.g.,  

What 
we know 

What 
we want 
to know 

What we 
learned 

  
 
 
 

 

 

 Share some incidents from Prophet 
SAW’s life which reveal how Muslims 
should treat animals. 

 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 Make animal masks and act out stories.  Determine whether foods come from 

plants or animals.  
 

 Talk about different types of homes 
people live (e.g., igloo) and describe the 
habitats of some living things in the 
community. 
 

Animal Habitat 
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 Key  Stage 2 (grade 4-6) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
USP.KS2.04 
Explore different 

aspects of careers 

available in the 

community and their 

requirements. 

LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY 

 Visit different workplaces in the community and do a presentation on different jobs available, 
trends and requirements of jobs. 

 

 List some lawful and unlawful ways of 
earning that occur in the community. 

CREATIVE ARTS HEALTH & WELLBEING SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 Make ‘appreciation cards’ for people who 

have jobs that help students in different 
ways. 

 

HAPPY 
TEACHERS’ 
DAY 

 

 List down safety measures required for 
different jobs. E.g., wearing appropriate 
clothes  

 Identify jobs of people they know  (e.g., 
family member and people in the school) 

 Conduct interview with some of these 
people and find out about their jobs. 
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 Key  Stage 3 (grade 7-8) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
USP.KS3. 06 
Reduce, reuse and 

recycle materials and 

encourage others to 

minimise societal 

waste problems. 

MATHEMATICS LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION 

 Weigh a typical classroom waste (e.g., paper, food packaging) at the end of each day for a 
week (5 days).  
o Find the average of the weight. 
o Multiply the answer to 2 by 20 to estimate the amount of waste produced per month. 
o Do the same for other places in the school. 

E.g., office/ canteen. 
 

 Develop a brochure to encourage others to 
minimise societal waste problems. 

 

ISLAM & SPIRITUALITY ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CREATIVE ARTS 
 Work in groups and analyse how the 

principles of conservation are addressed in 
Islam. 
 

 Develop and implement an action plan to 
reduce waste in the school. 

 

 Make crafts from recycled containers or 
boxes and donate them to other students 
of the school. 
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Key  Stage 4 (grade 9-10) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
USP.KS4.13 
Believe that their 
personal choices 
have economic 
implications.   

 

Social Sciences LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION ENVIRONMENT, SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

 Compare data from different 
countries to determine 
population dynamics and 
project population size into 
the future. 

 Write a cause and effect essay about 
population growth. 

 Compare facts from different countries and describe the 
trends in energy use and population growth in different 
countries. 

 

 Key  Stage 5 (grade 11-12) 
INDICATOR LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
Evaluate the 

effectiveness of 

laws and policies 

that promote 

personal and 

community safety 

(e.g. driving age, 

domestic violence, 

and vandalism). 

 

HEALTH & WELLBEING LANGUAGE & COMMUNICATION SOCIAL SCIENCE 

 Analyse policies related to 
personal and community 
safety and identify if the 
policies need to be changed or 
strengthened. 

 

 Conduct a debate on whether to 
increase the driving age of the Maldives 
or not. 

 Conduct a survey in the community to find their views about 
some of the laws and policies related to safety and how much 
people follow these guidelines. 
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10. Developing key competencies through school wide 
activities 
Practising Islam 

 
 ނތްކައެްއި ދކެޭނެ ޞލާިޙު ދިވހެި މުވޠާިނުވތަޢަާލާގެ ރުއްސެވުން ހޯދނުކްަމުގަ ސބުްޙާނަހޫالله ތިމާމެންގެ ދރިިއުޅުމުގައި ކރުާ ކޮންމެ ކަމެއްގެ  މަޤޞުަދކަީ 

ވރެިންނާއި، އދަި ހރުިހާ މުއައޒްފަުންނށަް ، ސކްޫލުގެ ޙރަތާތްކަުގެ ތރެެއިން ކރުެވިދާނެ ގިނކަަނތްައތްކަެއް ގެބިނކާރުުމށަްޓކަައި، ދރަިވރަުންނާއި، ސކްޫލު

 :ވެ. އކެަނތްައް ތކަުގެ ތރެޭގައިފާހަގކަރުެވެއެ

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  ިނަމާދުވަގތުކަށަް ރައކްތާރެިވުންސކްޫލުގެ ޓައިމްޓބޭަލް ރޭވުމުގައި އަދި އތިރުު ހރަކަތާތްައް ހިންގުމުގައ. 

 ްީމޝަްހރޫު މހީުންގެ ބަސް، ޅެން ފދަަ ބައެއް އަދި  ،ނަސޭޙތަުގެ ބަސތްކަާއި ޢިބރްތަތްރެި ޢިބރާތާތްައް ބަޔާނކްށޮް، ޤރުްއާނުގެ އާޔތަތްައް، ޙަދޘ

 .ތކަތެީގެ ލިޔުނތްައް ސކްޫލުގެ ގތޯތިރެޭގައި ހރަކުރުުން

 ްނަމާދުވަގތުުޖެހުމނުް ނާދެއކްުން )މިސާލކަށަް: އްޒފަުންވެސް އިސްލާމދްީނުގެ ނމަޫޓޗީރަުން އަދި އެހނެް މުއަ ލީޑނިްގޓޗީރަުން،، ޕރްިންސޕިަލުނ

 .ކިޔުމުގެ އާދަހފިުން(  عليكم السلامބައްދަލުވާ ހިނދު، ވކަިވާހިނދު ނމަާދށަް ދިއުން، 

 ާތިޒާމކުރުުމާއި، ދރަިވރަުންނށަް ހެޔޮނަމނޫާ ކަމުގައި ބެލެވޭ މތަިވެރި ގުޅިގެން އކެިއކެި މަވްޟޢޫުގެ ދށަުން ސމެިނތާައް އިން ތކަާތފަތާު މުނާސަބ

 .ޝަޚުޞިއްޔތަުންނާ ބެހޭ ފރޯަމތްައް ބޭއްވުން

 .ްދީނީ ހޭލުނތްރެކިަމުގެ ޕރްޮގރުާމތްައް ބެލެނިވރެިންނށަާއި ޓޗީރަުންނށަާއި އަދި ދރަިވރަުންނށަް ބޭއްވުނ 

  ާތކަެއްޗާއި ފަސޭހތަކަާއކެު ތައްޔރާުވފެައިހރުުން.ނމަާދކުރުާނެ ތަނެއް އކެަމށަް ބޭނުންވ 

 ަެން ދރަިވރަުން، އާއިލީގުޅުން ބަހައްޓާވރަާއި ނމަާދށަް ފރަުވތާރެިވާ މިންވރަާއި، ކުލާހުގެ ޑިސޕިްލިން ދަމހަައްޓާ މިންވރަު ބަލައި އކ

 ފާހަގކަރުުން.

 .ްއަޚްލާޤީ ކަނކްަމށަް ހތިްވަރުދިނުމށަް ފރާުނޫސްނރެުނ 

 ްމިނެޓް ޤރުްއާނކްިޔެވުން. 10މެވެސް އެއދްުވަހކަު ދަނފްަޅި ފށެުމުގެ ގތޮުން ހރުިހކާުދިން ހފަތްާގެ ކޮނ 

 .ްމަދުވެގނެް ހފަތްާއކަު އެއްދުވަހު، އެސމެބްްލީގައި ދީނީ ނަޞޭޙތަްދިނުނ 

 ްުއެސެމްބްލީއޮނންަ ކޮންމެ ދުވަހކަު، އެސެމްބްލީގައި ކިޔަވާ އާޔތަތްކަުގެ މާނައިއްވނ 

 ަޚްލާޤީ ސފިތަކަށަް ތރަުބިޔތަކުރުުމށަްޓކަައި ކަނޑައެޅފިައިވާ މުއްދތަެއްގައި ޢަމަލކުރުާނެ ތީމތުައް ކަނޑައަޅައި އެމުއދްތަުގައި ކުދިން އކެިއކެި އ

 ބަލިމހީުންނށަް ގޮވާލަން ދިއުން.(  -ހާލުގައި ޖެހފިައިވާ މީހުންނށަް އހެީވުން -އކެަން ހިންގުން. )މިސާލް: ތލެްސިޔާމިޔކާުދިނންށަް އަޅާލުން

  ާވާހކަތަައް( އިސްލާމް މާއްދާއާގުޅޭ ވާހކަަ ފތޮތްކަާއި، މަޖައްލާ، ސޑީީ ފަދަ ތކަތެި )ޤރުްއާނުގެ ވާހކަތަކަާ ކރީތިި ރަސޫލާގެ ސރީތަާ ގުޅފިައިވ

 ލައިބރްރަީން ލިބެންހރުުން

 .ްހރުިހާ މާއްދާއެއް ކިޔަވައިދޭއރިުވެސް އސިްލާމް މާއްދާއާ ފށުުނރާާގތޮށަް ކިޔަވައިދިނުނ 

 ަރުންނށަް އިސްލާމް މާއްދާއިން ކިޔެވި އެއޗްކަާ އެއްގތޮށަް ޢަމަލކުރުުމުގެ ފރުުޞތަތުައް ފަހކިރުުންދރަިވ.  
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Understanding and Managing Self 

 

Understanding and managing self is a fundamental area of students’ development that needs to be 

emphasised in schools in order to help students to plan their learning and achieve personal goals.  Following 

are some of the activities that schools could carry out to develop students’ ability to manage themselves.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Help students to understand their strengths, and give them 

opportunities to develop these through various activities in 

the school. 

 Use portfolios to keep record of student’s progress. 

 Give opportunities for students to organise different events 

in the school. 

 Give students, leading roles in managing various clubs in the 

school (co-curricular activities). 

 Create parental awareness on aspects of self-management. 

 Involve students in decision making and leadership. 

 Get students to set learning goals. 

 Give time to reflect on their learning/ work / achievement 

and behaviour. 

 Conduct teacher –student conferences termly to discuss 

student achievement and to help them plan for future 

learning (involve parents). 

 Provide opportunities for students to share their 

achievements/ work. (E.g.,  school assembly) 

 Provide opportunities for students to organise, plan and 

manage school wide activities. 

 Have students’ reflective journals or running logs.  
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Living a Healthy Life         
 

Schools have great potential to influence students’ behaviour and beliefs about health and wellbeing by 

providing explicit opportunities to practise healthy life skills through an integrative learning approach. 

The following are some of the activities the schools could carry out in order to promote healthy life 

styles. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Have initiatives including physical education, food education 

and skills development.  

 Include physical activity as part of everyday learning. 

 Create opportunities for students with common interests to 

participate in physical activities in non-competitive settings. 

 Enable all students to participate in sports and physical 

activities. 

 Provide emotional support to students and help them build 

healthy relationships and social interactions through various 

recreational activities. 

 Conduct routine check-ups. 

 Encourage students to bring healthy meals and snacks to 

school. 

 Model healthy eating behaviours and conduct programmes 

to develop food preparation skills. 

 Engage students in cooking and growing food in the school. 

 Allow younger children (F-K2) to choose healthy meals from 

a variety of foods provided and older students to prepare 

healthy meals from a given choice. 

 Create safe play areas in the school and ensure that the play 

space is accessible for students of all ages to play. 

 Include a regular section in class or school magazines 

about healthy life styles. 

 Use a bulletin board to inform parents and students 

about proper nutrition, information about fitness 

activities and upcoming sports activities and events in the 

community. 
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Relating to People  
 

Schools have the potential to develop students’ social and interpersonal skills by engaging them in a 

wide range of collaborative activities within and after school. Following are some of the activities 

schools could carry out to promote relating to people.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Encourage open exchange of ideas.  

 Students must be encouraged and given the opportunity to 

build commitment, pride, team spirit, and strong 

relationships.  

 Help students to learn how to choose good friends to 

develop healthy relationships. 

 Provide opportunities for a wide range of club activities 

including singing (choir), band, Arts, athletics, football, 

netball, drama, science, computer, cookery, sewing, drama 

festivals and concerts 

 Provide opportunities for peer – teaching/ and peer 

assessment. 

 Provide opportunities to interact and socialise with children 

among different age groups, culture and nationality. 

 Involve students in conflict resolution and decision making 

and relate these practices to Islam. 

 Encourage sharing and caring for others. 

 Identify roles of different people in school (teachers / 

principal / students / others / parents) in trying to maximise 

this competency. 

 Foster an environment that supports diverse individuals and 

perspectives, fairness, dignity, compassion, and creativity in 

the school. 
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Thinking Critically and Creatively  
 

Schools could play a critical role in the development of thinking abilities of young people by providing 

opportunities to explore and discover unlimited creative potential through teamwork, cooperation, and 

mutual respect. The following are some of the activities that could be carried out in order to develop 

critical and creative thinking skills. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Create a rich environment that invites children to discuss, 

ask questions, find their own learning journey and share 

their discoveries in different ways to different audiences. 

 Have outdoor lessons to enhance students’ creativity.  

 Use displays that stimulate memory and enhance thinking. 

 Give student time to think during different activities. 

 Use questions as a process to develop thinking.  

 Offer a variety of age- appropriate and challenging activities 

inside and outside the classroom.  

 Provide stimulating resources. 

 Provide leadership roles with specific roles and 

responsibilities. 

 Create opportunity for the students to interact and socialise 

through different activities. 

 Provide opportunities to discover, experiment and 

experience new things and places.   

 Relate lessons to daily problem solving. 
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Making Meaning 
 

The ability to make meaning in different contexts is the key to success in all the learning areas. 

Therefore, it is crucial for schools to create opportunities for students to interact with others, express 

their ideas and feeling, and interpret messages in authentic settings. The following are some of the 

activities that could be carried out in order to develop students’ ability to make meaning for different 

purposes and in different contexts. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Display posters with variety of text types, 

symbols and imagery.  

 Provide comfy reading corners with frequent 

rotation of books. 

 Provide variety of reading materials. 

 Display signs and symbols used in science, 

mathematics and other subjects with its 

meanings. 

 Use variety of tools and strategies to make sense 

of and convey meaning.  

 Use multi- representation for each lesson and 

activity.  

 Allow sharing of ideas and understanding during 

the lesson.  

 Make sure what is taught is understood by 

reviewing and asking questions. 

 Offer opportunities to express feelings through 

different means. 
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Using Technology and the Media  
 

The ability to use technology and the media is essential for young people who are living in a rapidly 

changing world. For optimum-result, technology and the media need to be an integral part of the 

learning process. The following are some of the activities the schools could carry out in order to 

promote the use of technology and create media awareness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Have school based policies that encourage teachers to 

integrate technology into everyday teaching and 

learning. 

 Help students to develop digital literacy and information 

literacy skills through hands-on activities. 

 Design interdisciplinary projects that combine multiple 

technologies to assist and encourage technological skill. 

 Provide opportunities to investigate issues, solve 

problems, to communicate, share and work 

collaboratively in local and global environments.  

 Establish networks with other schools. 

 Encourage students to share opinions, ideas and research 

using the internet. 

 Use ICT as a teaching and learning tool integrated into all 

learning areas. 

 Allow students to publish class magazines and create 

opportunities to gather meaning from information 

presented in different formats. 

 Organise events where students can share information 

with different audiences. 

 Allow students to access, analyse, evaluate and 

communicate information. 
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Learning sustainable practices 
 

Developing sustainable practices require schools to employ a holistic and participatory approach. The 

following are some strategies schools could use to help students connect to the world beyond the 

classroom and to the community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ensure that school policies, programmes and operations 

are based on the principles of sustainable development. 

 Design school buildings (where possible) in ways that 

visibly demonstrate sustainable development (e.g., have 

windows to give light). 

 Schools could be good models of using renewable energy 

(e.g., wing, solar) and water conservation. 

 Promote sustainable development across all the learning 

areas.     

 Form proactive groups or clubs to encourage students to 

involve in sustainability issues throughout the school’s 

operations (e.g., coordinating waste minimisation). 

 Develop students’ confidence and self-esteem by getting 

them to plan and manage school-wide activities.  

 Organise nature trips to inspire students to enjoy the 

natural environment and to promote a caring and 

responsible approach towards it. 

 Maintain gardens in the school and help students to take 

care of the plants. 

 Encourage students to take part in community activities. 

 Encourage students to reuse text books, and other 

materials (e.g., costumes used for concerts. etc). 

 Involve students in keeping the whole school clean. 

 Invite senior citizens to school and share their stories to 

the students. 

 Rear animals in the school (where possible) and allow 

students to take responsibility of taking care of the 

animals. 

 Organise events such as ‘food days’ that promote 

healthy, local and sustainable food/drink. 

 Plan learning activities to develop cooperation and team 

work skills. 
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11. Monitoring and keeping records  
 

Monitoring and keeping records of students’ progression at each key stage is important. Monitoring of 

the key competencies could be done formatively through classroom activities and other school-wide 

activities. Key competencies within the students have to be observed and monitored while students are 

involved in: 

 assigned classroom activities and tasks. 

 informal social gatherings and formal activities. 

 interactions with others, group works and group discussions.  

 performing different  tasks in real situations. 

 applying the key competencies in day- to -day life at school. 

Teachers need to provide sufficient opportunities to develop the key competencies as well as keep the 

records of students’ development in each of the key areas.  This can be done by: 

 Keeping anecdotal/ portfolio notes of students (qualitative and quantitative information).  

 Creating an e- portfolio to be communicated with parents. 

 Making students do self and peer assessment in the form of learner logs or journals.  

 Evaluating lessons /units for both content and key competencies. 
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11.1 Involving the students 
 

Successful development of the key competencies takes place when students are aware of the key 

competencies they are expected to develop during a lesson or during the course of a school term. 

Student’s involvement could take place through a range of activities such as reflection, self and peer 

evaluation. These methodologies help students to celebrate their achievements, gain an understanding 

of the skills, and knowledge they are to acquire and build a common understanding and a language to 

describe the key competencies and the next steps. This enables students to take responsibility of 

developing themselves and assist others too. 

 

 

11.2 Involving the parents 
 

It is imperative to take the parents on board if the students are to develop the key competencies. 

Therefore, it is crucial to create a common understanding of the key competencies so that parents are 

able to support and contribute in developing the key competencies. 
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12. Sample strategies to assess the key competencies 
Peer Assessment Check List (Relating to people: key stage 2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 3 
 
 
 
                                                                 2 
 
 
 
                                                                  1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Listen to others with respect 

Know when and how to be assertive. 
 

Know when to refuse. 

Use verbal cues to express ideas. 
 

Can handle conflict. 
peacefully 

Help team to work towards a goal 

Respect others’ view points 
 

Take personal responsibility for 
working with others. 
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Key: 

1- Very Good 
2- Good 
3- Needs improvement 
4- Self-Management  (Understanding and managing self: key stage 1) 

 
Instruction: Use the following sheet to see how you are improving. 
 
 
Performance Criteria: 

- Plan and organise the work. 
- Finish tasks on time.  
- Organise tools and learning materials. 

 
 

Date Performance task: 

When my work is 
compared against 
the criteria these 
are my strengths: 

When my work is 
compared against 
the criteria these 
are my weaknesses: 

My next steps 
toward 
improvement and 
achieving the 
targets: 
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Thinking Rating Scale (Thinking Critically and Creatively: key stage 5)  
 

 Thinking Skill Constantly Usually Sometimes Rarely 

K
n

o
w

le
d

ge
 

Recall and adapt information to be used in 
a given situation 

    

Translate and communicate information in 
own words. 

    

Apply knowledge in the most 
appropriate novel situation. 

    

Critique on the studied areas using a set 
criteria. 

    

Critique multi-faceted arguments to 
support or challenge a point of view. 

    

Elaborate, transform and create 
innovative ideas and possibilities. 

    

Adjust feelings into the best way based 
on emotions and perceptions while 
considering the prejudices that are 
present 

    

Gather and assess relevant information 
(using abstract ideas to interpret it) and 
carry out research work 

 

    

Look into the positive consequences and 
the benefits of a given situation while 
considering the strengths and 
weaknesses. 

 

    

Make an action plan based on the big 
idea while considering all the 
consequences of each plan.  

    

Analyse the difficulties and possible 
consequences. 
 

    

S
k

il
ls

 

Ask probing and leading questions 
including intellectually challenging 
questions  

    

Provide workable solutions with an 
appropriate explanation of the process. 
 

    

Organise knowledge and understanding 
using an appropriate graphic organiser, 
metaphor and analogy. 

    

Create an original piece of work after 
brainstorming ideas and possibilities. 
 

    

V
a

lu
e

s 

Adjust and value one’s own belief system 
after comparing and contrasting other’s 
viewpoints. 

    

Show fluency and flexibility in producing 
original creations. 

    

Show enthusiasm in exploring new ideas 
and viewpoints. 

    

Appreciate and value different ideas and 
viewpoints. 
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Student Anecdotal Notes (Making Meaning: key stage 3)  
  
 
 
 
 
Learning Contract (Learning for sustainable development: foundation stage) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Learning contract 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Teachers and children could have one-to-one meetings to complete this contract. 

Name:  Amira                                   Class:    6B                        D.o.B: 12. 10 1998 

Eg: Amira is able to examine visuals that are used to add meaning to 

multimedia texts. She can interpret meanings of drawings and 

communicate her understanding with others.    

12.02.

2 

 

Interpretation of visuals 

in media text.  

 

Date Identify organisational 

patterns and features of 

spoken texts.  

Details  

Date Convey personal 

perceptions, feelings, 

and experiences. 

Details  

My Topic for this contract is living things  

To learn about living things:  

I will read about living things.  

I will look and listen to living things.  

I will draw living things.  

I will make clay models of living things.  

I will share what I know with my friends.   

I will finish my tasks by  

Date: 

Signature:  
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Student Assessment Check List (Using Technology and the Media: key stage 4) 
 

Student Self-Assessment  

Using Technology and the Media 

Name: ____________ Grade:_________________ 

Read the descriptions of tasks that you can do.  
Check the appropriate areas that indicate how you rate yourself. 
 

Description 

I can do the following: 

Yes No Comment What I need to 
improve 

 Generate questions that foster 
investigations & explorations relevant 
to the task assigned.  

    

 Explore point of view and opinions 
presented in different information 
sources. 

 

    

 Identify sources most likely to have the 
needed information (e.g., search 
databases and other electronic 
reference resources). 

    

 Compare and contrast the accuracy of a 
message or a communication product 
presented in different sources. 

    

 Uncover and identify values and 
lifestyles embedded in media messages 
and the target audience intended for 
different media texts. 

    

 Recognise the subjective values 
inherent in photographs. 

    

 Provide proper citation of sources of 
information used to complete a task. 

    

 Select the appropriate device to store 
needed information, save and access 
stored information from portable 
devices. 

    

Describe other tasks that you can perform.  

Which of the above descriptions are you willing to demonstrate? List in priority order. 

_____________________     _____________________     ______________________ 
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Caring for My Body 

I understand to keep my body, mind and soul healthy I need to: 

 eat the right choice of food 

 understand how physical, social and emotional changes affect my 

identity and self esteem 

 follow good hygienic practices 

 participate in varieties of activities. 

 apply safe practice, rules, and procedures in all activities.  
 

From the above I was able to accomplish:  
My thoughts towards my achievement are: 
My feelings towards my achievement are:  
What I learnt is: 
The progress I made includes: 
My experiences are: 
What I found best was: 
My next plan is: 
Things I need to do differently next time:  

 

 
My reflective health journal (Living a healthy life: key stage 4) 
 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My Details 

My Name is: 

 My Height is: 

My Weight is: 

My favourite food is: 

My favourite sport is: 

My overall health is: 
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Appendix: 1 

 ދސަކްށޮް އނުގނެމުށަް ހވޮލާވެފިއަވިާ ޙދަޘީތްއަް

 

 

 

ِتََرَْةٍِِِ)البخارىِوِمسلم(إ ِ -1 قِّ  ت َّقُواِالنَّارَِوَلَوْب ش 

 ."ސަލާމަތވްާށވެެ ނަރަކައިން( ކޮށގްެންނަމވަެސް ޞަދަޤާތް) މިނވްަރުން ކަދުރފުަޅިއެއގްެ"

يْكَِصَدَقَةٌِِِ)الترمذي( -2 ِوَجْه ِأَخ   تَ بَسُّمُكَِفِ 

 ވެ."ޞަދަޤާތެކެ ހިނިތުނވްުމަކީ ކުރިމަތގީައި އަޚގާެ ތިބގާެ"

ِكُلُِّمَعْرُوْفٍِصَدَقَةٌِِِ)البخارىِومسلم( -3

 ."ޞަދަޤާތެކވެެ ހެޔޮކަމަކީ ކޮންމެ"

يْْانَِِِِِِ)مسلم( -4 ِالَطَّهُوْرُِشَطْراُلْْ 

 ."އެއބްައވެެ ދބެައިކުޅަ އީމާންކަމގުެ ސާފުޠާހިރުކަމަކީ"

ِالصَّلاةَُِنُ وْرٌِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِ)مسلم( -5

 ."ނޫރެކވެެ ނަމާދަކީ"

ِقُرْآنُِحُجَّةٌِلَكَِأوَْعَلَيْكَِِ)مسلم(الَِْ -6

 ."އެއްޗެކވެެ ހެކވިާނެ މައްޗަށް ތިބގާެ ނވުަތަ ތިބާއަށްޓަކައި ޤރުްއާނަކީ"

ِ)مسلم(ِِِِِِِِِالصَّدَقَةُِبُ رْهَانٌِِِ -7

ޅުމުގުައި މއިީ އިސްލމާީ ތރަބުިޔަތގުެ މަތގީއަި ދރަވިރަުން ހާނވުއަި ތރަބުިޔަތުކރުުމަށްޓަކއަި، ރވޭިފއަވިާ ޤއަމުީ މަންހޖަގުެ ތރެއެިން ދރިއި

ޓޭޖްތަކަށް އިސްލމާދްީނަށް ޢމަަލުކރުމުގުެ އދާަ ދރަވިރަުނގްެ ކބިއަގިއަި ހރަުލއެވްުމަށް ކރުވެޭ މަސއަްކަތގުއަި އެހީތރެވިމުގުގެޮތުން، ކީސް

 ބަހާލއަގިެން ހިތދުަސްކޮށދްީ، މާނއަިން ޢބިްރަތް ލބިގިަތުމަށް ހވޮާލވެިފއަވިާ ނބަވަީ އރިޝުދާުތަކެކވެެ.  
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.( ދަލީލެކވެެ މައްޗަށްހުރި ރަނގަޅުކަމގުެ އީމާންކަން މީހެއގްެއެ) ޞަދަޤާތަކީ")އެމީހަކުކުރާ( 
 ."ހެއްކެކވެެ

يَار كُمِْاَِ -8 نُكُمِْأَخْلَاقاًِِِِ)البخارىِوِمسلم(وَإ نَِّم نِْخ   حَاس 

ތިޔަބއަިމީހުނގްެ ތރެެއިން "ތިޔަބއަިމީހުނގްެ ތރެެއިން އެންމެ ހެޔޮބަޔަކީ، ހަމަކަށވަަރުނވްެސް 

 އެންމެ އަޚްލާޤު ރަނގަޅުމހީުންނވެެ."

ِالَْْمْر كُلِّه ِِِِ)البخارىِوِمسلم( -9 ِالرِّفْقَِفِ   إ نَِّاللّهَِيُُ بُّ

ލޯބވިވެޑޮގިެނވްާ ކަމެއްކަން الله "ކޮންމެ ކަމެއގްައވިެސް އޯގާތެރިވުމީ ކީރިތި ވަންތަ 

  ކަށވަަރވެެ."

ِ)م -10 ُّحُسْنُِالْْلُْق   سلم(الَْبِ 

 "އިޙުސާންތެރވިުމަކީ ރިވެތި އަޚުލާޤެކވެެ."   

 مَنِْلاَِيَ رْحَمِْالنَّاسَِلايََ رْحََْهُِاللّهُِِِِِِ)البخارىِومسلم( -11

  އޯގާތެރިވެ ވޑޮގިެނއެްނވުެއވެެ."الله "މީސްތކަުންނަށް އގޯާތެރިނވުާމީހަކަށް ކީރިތވިަންތަ 

كَِ -12 ثُِفَ يَكْذ بُِل يُضْح   ب ه ِالْقَوْمَِوَيْلٌِلَهُِوَيْلٌِلَهُِِِِ)أحَد(ِوَيْلٌِل مَنِْيَُُدِّ

"އެމހީެއގްެ ވާހަކައިން ބަޔަކުމީހުން ހީނ މަޖާވުމަށްޓަކައި ދގޮުހަދައގިެނވްާހަކަ ދައްކާ 

  މހީާއަށް ހަލާކުހުށްޓވެެ. އޭނާއަށް ހަލާކުހުށްޓވެެ. އޭނާއަށް ހަލާކުހުށްޓވެެ."

 كُمِْمَنِْيُُاَل لِِِِِْ)أحَد(رِْأَحَدُِخَل يْل ه ِفَ لْيَ نْظُِِعَلىِد يْنِ ِءُِالَْمَرِْ -13

" ކޮންމެ މީހަކވުެސވްަނީ އޭނގާެ އެކވުެރިޔގާެ ދީންމަތގީައވެެ. ފަހެ، ތިޔަބައިމީހުނގްެ 

 ބަލާހުށިކަމވެެ." ތެރއެިން ކޮންމެ މީހަކވުެސް އެމީހަކު އެކގުައި އުޅޭ މީހާ  އުޅގޭޮތަކީކބޮައިތޯ

نَّاِمَنِْلََِْيَ رْحَمِْ -14 رَناَِِِِِ)الترمذى(ليَْسَِم  كَِب ي ْ رَناَِولَََِْيُ وَق ِّرْ  صَغ ي ْ

"އަހަރެމެނގްެ ކުޑަކުދިންނަށް ރަހުމުނުކުރާ އަދި އަހަރެމެނގްެ ބޑޮެތި މީހުންނަށް 

ِ ގަދަރުނުކުރާ މީހާއީ އަހަރެމެންގެ ތރެެއިނވްާ މީހއެްނޫނވެެ."
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15- ِ ِل سَان ه  نْ ِم  ِالْمُسْل مُوْنَ ِسَل مَ ِمَنْ ِعَنْهُِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِالَْمُسْل مُ ِاللّهُ ِهَجَرَمانََ هَى ِمَنْ رُ ِوَالْمُهَاج  ِ وَيدَ ه 
ِ)البخارىِومسلم(

 ސަލާމަތވްފެައވިާ މުސްލިމުން( އެހެން)  ނުބައިކަމުން އަތގުެ ދުލާއި އޭނގާެ،ِމުސްލިމަކީ ފުރިހަމަ"
 ދުރުހެލވިފެައވިާ ކަންކަމުން އެންމެހައި ނަހީކުރެއވްިالله  މުހާޖިރަކީ ޙަޤީޤީ އަދި. މހީާއވެެ
ِ".މހީާއވެެ

ِا -16 ِيَ رْحََُكُمِْمَنِْف  ِالَْْرْض   السَّمَاء ِِِ)أبوداود(ِرْحََُواِمَنِْفِ 

ِ ތިޔަބއަިމީހުންނަށް الله( އޭރުން! )އގޯާތެރވިާށވެެ ތިޔަބއަިމީހުން ފަރާތްތަކަށް ބިންމަތގީައވިާ"
 ".ވޑޮގިަންނވަާނެއވެެ އޯގާތެރވިެ

ِعَلَىِخَيْْفٍَ لَهُِ -17 ثْلُِأَجْر فاَع ل ه ِِِِ)مسلم(مَنِْدَلَّ ِم 

 ."ސވަާބުހއުްޓވެެ އެއްފަދަ ލިބޭސވަާބާ  ކުރާމީހާއަށް އެކަން މގަުދައްކައފިިމީހަކަށް ހެޔޮކަމަކަށް"

ه ِِ)البخارىِومسلم(ِلاَِ -18 ِل نَ فْس  يْه ِمَايُُ بُّ َخ  ِلْ  ِيُُ بَّ ِيُ ؤْم نُِأَحَدكُُمِْحَتََّّ

 އޚަާއަށް މުސްލިމު ތިމގާެ ހެޔޮކަންތައްތައް އެދޭ ނފަްސަށް ތިމގާެ މުސްލިމަކވުެސް ކޮންމެ"  
ِހިނދަކު ނޭދޭހާ ޓަކައި  )ފުރިހަމަ އީމާނަކުން( އެކަކވުެސް ތިޔަބައިމީހުންކުރެ،

 ."އީމާނވްީކަމގުއަިނވުެއވެެ

ِالَْمُسْل مُِأَخُوالْمُسْل مُِِ)مسلم( -19

 ."އަޚެކވެެ އެއްބފަާ އއެްބޑަު އަނެއްމުސްލިމގާެ މުސްލިމަކީ ކޮންމެ" 

ِحَراَمٌ،ِدَمُهُِوَمَالهُُ،ِوَع رْضُهُِِِِِ)مسلم( -20 ِعَلَىِالْمُسْل م  ِكُلُِّالْمُسْل م 

ِލެޔާއި އަނެއްމުސްލިމގާެ މައްޗަށް މުސްލިމެއގްެ ކޮންމެ" ِމުދަލާއި،  އަބުރު އޭނގާެ އަދި،
 ."ޙަރާމވްގެެނވްެއވެެ

مٍِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِِ -21 ِقاَط عُِرَح   )أبوداود(ِِِِلايَدَْخُلُِالْْنََّةََِ

 ." ހއުްޓވެެ ނވުަންނަ ސވުަރގުެ މީހާ ކޑަާ ގުޅުން  ރަޙިމގުެ"
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ِلايَدَْخُلُِالْْنََّةَِمَنِْلايَأَْمَنُِجَارهُُِبَ وَائ قَهُِِِِِِ)مسلم( -22

ِގެއްލުންދިނުމާއި) އަނިޔވާެރިކަމުން އެމހީެއގްެ" ِކުރުމާއިއުދގަޫ، ِޖެއްސުންކުރުމާއި،  މަލާމާތްކށޮް،
 ސވުަރގުެ މީހާ މިންޖުނވުާ އަވަށްޓެރިން އޭނގާެ( ކަންކަން ފަދަ ފުރައްސާރަކުރުން
 ."ނވުނަްނަހއުްޓވެެ

كُِلِِّشَيْئٍِِِِ)مسلم( -23 حْسَانَِعَلى كَِتَبَِالْْ  ِإ نَِّاللّهَ

 ފަރުޟުކރުައވްފާައވެެ."الله  މާތް އިޙުސާންތެރވިުނވްަނީ އެއްޗަކަށވްެސް ކޮންމެ ހަމަކަށވަަރުން"

كَِل مَةَِأفَْضَلُِالْْ هَاد ِمَنِْ -24 ِع نْدَِسُلْطاَنٍِجَائ رٍِِِِِِِِ)أبوداود(ِقِ حَِِقاَلَ

 ."ޖިހާދވެެ މާތް އެންމެ ބަސްބުނުމަކީ ޙައްޤު ގާތގުައި ވރެިއެއގްެ އަނިޔވާެރި"

نِِْغُِدَلِِْلاَِي ُِ -25 ِرٍِمَرَّتَ يْْ ِ)البخاريِومسلم(جُحِْالْمُؤْم نُِم 

 ޖެހނޭެއވެެ."ނު އްކަށްޓެ ދެފަހަރަކު އެއްހަރަކުން ގައގިައި މުއުމނިެއގްެ"

ب لِ إ نََِّّ -26 كَِالْ  ئَةِ ِِاِالنَّاسُ لَةٌِِالْم  هَاِراَح  تَكَادُِتجَ دُِف ي ْ ِ)البخاريِومسلم(ِلاَِ

 ސވަރާއީކަށަް ތރެއެނިް ސތަކޭޖަމަލަގުެ. ކަށވަރަވެެ ވާކަން ބއަެއްކަމގުައި  މީސްތކަުން ޖަމަލފުަދަ"
ِޖަމަލެއް ފނެްނަނީ މަދުންނވެެ."  ކަމުދާ

ِالْمَرْء ِتَ ركُْهُِمَالاَِيَ عْن يْه ِ)الترمذي(ِم نِْحُسْنِ  -27 ِإ سْلَام 

 އިސްލާމްކނަްއެމީހެއގްެ  ދޫކޮށްލުމީ  ކަންތައްތްނެ ފައިދާއެއް އާޚިރަތަށް ދުނިޔއެާއި"
 ."ކަމެކވެެކަމުގެ ތެރއެިން ހިމެނޭފުރިހަމަ

ةُِوَالْفَِ -28 ِالصِّحَّ نَِالنَّاس  رٌِم  كَِث ي ْ ِمَغْبُ وْنٌِف يْه مَا ِراَغُِ)البخاري(ن عْمَتَان 

 ޞިއްޙަތާއި އެއީ. ދެނިޢުމަތެއވްެއވެެ ދޫކޮށްލާ އަޅާނުލައި ގެ ތެރއެިން ގިނަބަޔަކުސްތކަުން"މީ
ِ  ."ހުސވްގަުތވެެ

يْهِ ِمَاِم نِْعَبْدٍِمُسْل مٍِيَدْعُوِْ -29 َخ  قاَلَِالْمَلَكُِوَلَكَِبِ  ثْلٍِ)مسلم(ِلْ  ِإ لاَِّ ِب ظَهْر ِالْغَيْب 
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 އކެމަާ( ނމަަ) ކުރާ ހެޔޮދޢުާ އނޭާއަށްޓަކައި ނެތްތަނެއގްައި އަޚާ އޭނގާެ ،މުސްލިމަކު އެއވްެސް"
. ދަންނވަައވެެ ހއުްޓޭ ތިބާއަށވްެސް ހެޔޮކަން ތިޔފަަދަ(  އާމީންކިޔުއވްައި) މަލާއިކަތާ ޙަވާލވުގެެނވްާ

 ."ކުރައވްައވެެ ހެޔޮދޢުާ އޭނާއަށް މަލާއިކަތާ އެބަހީ)

كُِلَِّ -30 يْد  يْنَِ)مسلم(يَ غْف رُِاللهُِل لشَّه  الدَّ ِذَنْبٍِإ لاَِّ

 ފފާަ ދރަނަގީެ( ނމަވަސެް. )ފުއްސވަައވެެ الله ފފާއަެއް ހުރިހާ  މީހގާެ ޝަހީދވުާ މގަގުައި ގެ"الله
 ." ފިޔވަައވެެ

يْحَةِ)مسلم( -31 يْنُِالنَّص  ِالَدِّ

އަށް ކިޔަމަންތެރވިެ، މުޙައްމަދގުފެާނަށް ތބަާވުމަށް الله" )އެބަހީ،  .ނަސޭހަތެކވެެ ދީނަކީ"

 ނަޞޭހަތްދީ ދޢަވުަތު ފެތުރުމވެެ.(

نْكُمِْمُنْكَراًِفَ لْيُ غَي ِّرِِْىمَنِْرأََِ -32 ب يَد ه ِفإَ نِْلََِْيَسْتَط عِْفبَ ل سَان ه ِفإَ نِْلََِْيَسْتَط عِْفبَ قَلْب ه ِوَذَل كَِأَضْعَفُِِهُِم 
ِ)مسلم( يْْاَن  ِالْ 

 !ހއުްޓވުާށވެެ އަތުން އޭނގާެ އެކަން ފެނިއްޖެނަމަ މުންކަރާތެއް މީހަކަށް ތެރއެިން ތިޔަބއަިމީހުނގްެ"
ِފަހެ  ދލުނުް އދަި !މނަކާރުށާވެެ އެކަން ދުލުން ނގާެނވަގެެން ނވުާނަމަ، އޭކުޅަދާ އޭނާ އެކަމަށް،

ِނވުާނަމަ ވގެެންކުޅަދާނަމަނާކުރުމަށވްެސް އޭނާ   އަދި !މަނާކުރާށވެެ އެކަން ހިތުން އޭނގާެ،
 ."އެއީއވެެ މިނވްަރަކީ ނިކަމެތި އެންމެ ކަމގުެންއީމާ

يْن ه ِفَ قَدِْأوَْجَبَِاللهُِلَهُِالنَّارَِوَحَرَّمَِعَلَيْه ِالْْنََّةَِ)مسلم( -33 ِامْر ىءٍِمُسْل مٍِب يَم  ِمَن ِاقْ تَطَعَِحَقَّ

 ހަމަކަށވަަރުނވްސެް ހަކަށްނިގުޅައގިނެްފިމާ ޙައްޤު މުސްލިމެއގްެކު ކޮށފްައވިާ ހވުއާިން އެމީހަ"
 ."ޙަރާމްކރުެއވްިއވެެ ސވުަރގުެ މައްޗަށް އޭނގާެއެކަލާނގެ  އަދި. ނަރަކަވާޖިބުކުރެއވްިއވެެالله 

ِبَ عْضُهُِبَ عْضًاِ)متفقِعليه(الَْمُؤْم نُِل لْمُؤِْ -34 ِيَشُدُّ يَان  كَِالْبُ ن ْ ِم ن 

. މިސާލވެެ ޢިމާރާތެއގްެ އެއް މިސާލަކީ ގުޅުމގުެ ދެމެދގުައވިާ ކާމުއުމިނަ އނަެއް ކުއެއްމުއުމިނަ"
  ގުޅުމގުެ މެދގުައވިާ މުއުމިނުނގްެ ބާރުލިބގިަންނފަަދއަިން ގުޅި އނަެއގްގާޑަާ އެއގްގާޑަު އެޢިމާރާތގުެ

 ."ބާރގުަދވަެއވެެ
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هَاِآخَرَِ) -35 ن ْ كَِر هَِخُلُقًاِرَضيَِم  نَةًِإ نْ نٌِمُؤْم  ِ(مسلملاَِيَ فْرَكِْمُؤْم 

ނުރުހޭ ސފިަތަކެއްކަމގުައި  "އެއވްެސް މުއުމިނު އނަްހެނެއގްެ އަޚުލާޤީ ހުރިހާ ސފިަތަކަކީ

މުއުމިނު ފިރިހެނަކަށް ނުބުނވެނޭެއވެެ. ނުރުހޭ ސފިައެއް އޭނާގެކބިައގިައި ވީނަމވަެސް ރުހެވޭ 

ِއެހެންސފިަ އޭނގާެ ކބިައގިައި ހުންނާނވެެ."

،ِوَالْيَمِ  -36 شْراَكُِب الله ،ِوَعُقُوْقُِالْوَال دَيْن ِ،ِوَقَ تْلُِالن َّفْس  ِ)البخاري(ِيِْْ الَْكَبَائ رُ:ِالْ   الْغَمُّوْس 

ِޝަރީކުކުރުމާއި އަށް"الله ِނުވުމާއި ނަށް އިޙުސާންތެރިމއަިންބފައަިން،  މީހަކު ނުލާ ޙައްޤަކާއި،
 ."ފފާަތަކވެެ ބޑޮެތި ވާކުރުމަކީހުދގޮު އަދި މެރުމާއި

ِفَ قُوْلُوا:ِوَعَلَيْكُمِْ)البخاري/مسلم(إ ذَاِسَلَّمَِعَلَيْكُمِْأَِ -37  هْلُِالْك تَاب 

ކިޔައި عَلَيْكُمِْ الَسَّلامُِ"ތިޔަބއަިމީހުންނަށް އަހުލުކިތާބީނގްެ މީހަކު )އެބަހ؛ީ ކފާިރަކު( 

ِމހިެންބުނާށވެެ!" وَعَلَيْكُمِْސަލާމގްވޮައފިިނަމަ ތިޔަބއަިމީހުން އޭގެ ޖވަާބގުައި 

يِْمُرِْالِْوَِِيِْاشِ الرَِّاللهُِِنَِعَِلَِ -33  (أحَدِوالطبِانيِ)ِِِِِِِِِ شِ ائِ الرَّوَِتَش 

ރިޝވްަތުދޭ މީހާއަށާއި، ރިޝވްަތު ހިފާމީހާއަށާއި، އަދި އެކަނފްަހިކޮށްދޭ މެދުވެރިޔާއަށވްެސް "

 ލަޢުނަތްލެއވްިއވެެ."الله 

ِْمَاِبَ يَِْْلََْيَ يْه ِوَماَِبَ يَِْْر جْلَيْه ِأَضْمَنُِلَهُِالْْنَّّةَِِ)البخاري( -33  مَنِْيَضْمَنِْلِ 

ހަމައަށް އަދާކޮށފްިމީހަކަށް، "ދުލާއި، ލަދވުެތި ގުނވަަންތަކގުެ ހއަްޤު ފުރި

ِސވުަރގުެލިބޭނެކަމަށް ތިމަންކަލގޭފެާނު ޖާމިނުވަމވެެ."
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 އކެޙިލާތަތްކަގުއަި ކޔިނަް ވރާދިވުފެއަވިާ ދޢުާ

 

 

 

 

 ނދިނަް އށޮނޯންމަނުް ކޔިދާޢުާ

 بِسْمِكَ اللَّهُمَّ أَمُوْتُ وَأَحْيَا )البخارى /مسلم( -1

އިބައިލާހގުެ މަތވިެރި އިސްމުފުޅުން ވާގިލިބގިެން މިއަޅާ  !ހައްދވަައި ގެނގްުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު"

 "ނިދަމވެެ. އަދި ހޭލަމވެެ.

  ކޔިދާޢުާ ހލޭފާައި ނދިނިް

 )البخاري(لِلّهِ الَّذِى أَحْيَاناَ بَ عْدَماَ أَمَاتَ نَا وَإِليَْهِ النُّشُوْر  الَْحَمْدُ  -2

 الله ދރިުއވްި އަޅަމެން މަރގުެންނެވުމަށފްަހު،އެންމެހާ ޙަމްދާއި ތޢަުރފީާއި ޘަނވާަނީ އަޅަމެން "
 ".ވެށެޙަޟުރަތަ އެކަލާނގެ ދިއުނވްަނީ ބުރިނއެ އަދި ށވެެ.އަ

 ކޔިދާޢުާ ހދެނުލްއާރިު

ةٍ  -3  )البخارى /مسلم(  الْحَمْدُ لِلّهِ الَّذِي كَسَانِي هَذَا)الث َّوْبَ( وَرَزقَنَِيْهِ مِنْ غَيْرِ حَوْلٍ مِنِّيْ وَلاَ قُ وَّ

،ِނވިާކޮށްދެއވްައި މިއަޅާ މފިޭރާމުން އެކަލާނގެއީ. އަށވެެ اللهސަނވާަނީ ތާރފީާއި ޙަމްދާއިއެންމެހާ "
ِ"  އިލާހވެެ. ދެއވްިމިންވަރުކޮށް ހެދުން( އެ)މިއަޅާއަށް   އރާެއްބާރއެްނެތި އެއވްެސް މިއަޅގާެ

 އއަހުދެމުެއް  ލހާނިދކުޔިދާޢުާ

 أَسْألَُكَ مِنْ خَيْرهِِ وَخَيْرِ مَا صُنِعَ لَهُ، وَأَعُوْذُ بِكَ مِنْ شَرِّهِ وَشَرِّمَا صُنِعَ لَهُ الَلَّهُمَّ لَكَ الْحَمْدُ أَنْتَ كَسَوْتنَِيْهِ،  -4
 )أبوداود(

މިއީ އިސްލާމީ ތަރބުިޔަތުގެ މަތީގައި ދަރިވަރުން ތަރބުިޔަތުކުރުމށަްޓަކައި، ރޭވިފައިވާ ޤައުމީ މނަްހަޖުގެ ތެރެއިން 

ދިރިއުޅމުުގައި އިސލްާމްދނީަށް ޢަމަލުކުރުމުގެ އާދަ ދރަިވަރުންގެ ކބިައިގައި ހަރލުެއްވުމަށް ކުރެވޭ މަސައްކަތުގައި 

 ތަކުގައްޔާއި ހދެުނާއި ހަވީރު ކޔިނާެ ދުޢާގެ ގޮތުގައި ހޮވލާެވިފައިވާ ޙަދޘީްތަކެކެވެ. އހެީތެރިވުމުގެގތޮުން ތަފާތު ޙލާަތް
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"ހައްދވގާނެްގުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު! އެންމެހާ ޙަމްދާއި ތޢަުރފީާއި ސަނވާަނީ އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެއަށވެެ. މި 

ފޭރާމުން މިއަޅާނިވާކޮށްދެއވްީ އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެއވެެ. މި ހެދުމގުައި ހެޔޮކަމެއވްާނަމަ އެ 

މގުައި ހެޔޮކަމަށްއެދި މިއަޅާ އިބަ ރަސްކަލާނގެ ޙަޟުރަތގުައި ދަންނަވަމވެެ. އަދި މި ހެދު

ނބުައިކަމެއވްާނަމަ އގޭެ ނުބައިކަމުން މިއަޅރާައްކާތެރި ކޮށްދެއވްުންއެދި އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެ 

 ޙަޟުރަތގުައި މިއަޅާ ދަނންަވަމވެެ."

 ކޔިދާޢުާ ބލާއާރިު ހދެނުް 

  )الترمذي(بِسْمِ اللّهِ       -5

 ."ފަށަމވެެ ނަންފުޅުން ގެالله"

 ކޔިދާޢުާ ކރުނިް ވނަމުގުެ ފޚާނާއާށަް

 ()البخارى /مسلمالَلّهُمَّ إِنِّى أَعُوْذُبِكَ مِنَ الْخُبُثِ وَالْخَبَائِثِ   )بِسْمِ الِله(  -6

 ޝއަިޠާނުނގްެ ޖިންނި އިލާހު! ގެނގްުޅުއވްާ ހައްދވަާގެ އިސްމުފުޅުން ވގާިއެދި ފަށަމވެެ. "الله
 އެދެމވެެ."ށްދެއވްުން އެދި އިބަ އިލާހގުެ ޙަޟުރަތުން ރައްކާތެރިކޮ މިއަޅާ ނބުައިކަމުން

 ކޔިދާޢުާ ނކުމުފެައި ފޚާނާއާނިް

 )أَصْحَابُ السنن إِلا النسائي( غُفْرَانَكَ     -7

 ."އެދެމވެެ މިއަޅާ ވުމަށްފުއްސެ ފފާަ ޙަޟްރަތުން ގެއިލާހުއިބަ"

 ގއެނިް ނކުނުންމަނުް ކޔިދާޢުާ

ةَ إِلاَّ باِالِله وَ ت َ  بِسْمِ الِله  -8 لْتُ عَلَى الِله، وَلاَ حَوْلَ وَلَا قُ وَّ  (/الترمذي)أبوداود كَّ

އަށވްަކީލުކޮށްފީމވެެ. اللهން ވގާިއެދި ގެއިންނުކުންނަމވެެ. އަދި މިއަޅާ ގެއިސްމުފުޅު"الله

        ގެ ޙަޟުރަތުންމެނވުީ ނވުެއވެެ."اللهބާރވުެރިކަމާއި ކުޅަދާނަކަން 

  ދޢުާ ވނަންމަނުކްޔިާ ގއެށަް

لْنَا   )مسلم وأبوداود( -9     بِسْمِ الِله وَلَجْناَ، وَبِسْمِ الِله خَرَجْنَا، وَعَلَى ربَ ِّنَا تَ وكََّ
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 މިއޅަާވގާިއެދި  ގެއިސްމުފުޅުންالله އަދި. ވަންނަމވެެ( ގެއަށް) މިއަޅާން ވގާިއެދި ގެއިސްމުފުޅު"الله
  ."އިލާހަށވެެ ވެރި ވަކީލުކުރަނީ ހައްދވަައި ގނެްގުޅުއވްާ، އަޅަމެނގްެ އަޅަމެން. ނުކުންނަމވެެ( ގެއިން)

 މސިކްތިށަވްނަންމަނުް ކޔިދާޢުާ

لَامُ عَلَى رَسُوْلِ اللهِ بِسْمِ الِله  -10  )أبوداود،مسلم(   اللَّهُمَّ افْ تَحْ لِيْ أَبْ وَابَ رَحْمَتِكَ  ،وَالصَّلَاةُ والسَّ

ގެ ރަސޫލާއަށް ޞަލަވާތާއި ސަލާމް ހއުޓްވެެ. އޭ اللهފަށަމވެެ. އަދި ން ވގާިއެދި ގެއިސްމުފުޅު "الله

ހައްދވަާ ގެނގްުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު އިބަ އިލާހގުެ ރަޙުމަތގުެ ދޮރުކޮޅުތައް މއިަޅާއަށްޓަކައި 

  ހުޅުއވްފާާނދވޭެ!"

 މސިކްތިނުް ނކުނުންމަނުކްޔިދާޢުާ 

لَامُ عَلَى رَسُوْلِ الِله الَلَّهُمَّ إِنِّيْ أَسْئَ لُكَ مِنْ فَضْلِكَ، الَلَّهُمَّ اعْصِمْنِيْ مِنَ بسْمِ الِله  -11 ، وَالصَّلَاةُ والسَّ
يْطاَنِ الرَّجِيْمِ     (ابن ماجة)  الشَّ

ގެ ރަސޫލާއަށް )ޞަލވަާތއާި( ސަލާމް ހއުްޓވެެ. اللهން ވގާިއެދި ފަށަމވެެ. އަދި ގެއިސްމުފުޅު"الله 

ދވަާ ގެނގްުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު! ތިޔަ އިލާހގުެ ދީލަތި ދެއވްުންތަކަށްއެދި ތިޔަ އިލާހުގެ އޭ ހައް

ގެ( ރަހުމަތުން ބޭރުކުރވެފިައވިާ ޝއަިޠާނާގެކބިައިން )اللهޙަޟުރަތގުައި މިއަޅާ ދަންނަވަމވެެ. އަދި 

 އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެ މިއަޅާ ރައްކާތެރިކުރައވްފާާނދވޭެ!"

 ކޔިދާޢުާ އދެި ދއެވްނުް ރޒިޤްު ޢލިމްާއި

 بن ماجه(اوَعَمَلًا مُتَ قَبَّلًا   ) اً ناَفِعًا وَرِزْقاًطيَِّبا الَلّهُمَّ إِنِّى أًسْئَ لُكَ عِلْمً  -12

 ،ރިޒްޤަކާއި ރަނގަޅު ކާއި،ޢިލްމަ ލިބޭފައިދާ މއިަޅާއަށް އިލާހު! ބޮޑުކރުެއވްި ހައްދވަާ"
 ."ދަންނަވަމވެެ އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެއަށް ދއެްވުމަށް ޢަމަލެއް ޤަބޫލުކރުެއވްގިެނވްާ

  ކޔިދާޢުާ ހވަރީު ހނެދނުއާި

لْتُ وَهُوَرَبُّ الْعَرْشِ الْعَظِيْمِ    )أبوداود( -13  حَسْبِيَ اللهُ لاإَِلَهَ إِلاَّ هُوَعَلَيْهِ تَ وكََّ
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 އކެލަނާގއެށަް މއިޅަާ. ނވުއެވެެއލިހާކަު  އހެނެް ފޔިވައަި އކެލަނާގެ. ފުދގިެނވްެއވެެ الله މއިަޅާއަށް" 
 ."ރަސްކަލާނގެއވެެ ވެރި ޢަރްޝގީެ މަތވިެރި އެކަލާނގެއީ ށްފީމވެެ.ވަކީލުކޮ

دٍ  -14  نبَِياًّ )أبوداود(  رَضِيْتُ باِلِله ربَاًّ وَباِلِإسْلَامِ دِينْاً وبِمُحَمَّ

އީ ހައްދވަާ ގެނގްުޅުއވްާ އިލާހުކަމގުައި މިއަޅާ ރުހިޤަބޫލުކޮށް އީމާނވްެއްޖައީމވެެ. އަދި "الله

އަށް( ކިޔަމަންތރެިވުމަށް އޮތް ދިރިއުޅުމގުެ މގަު ކަމގުއަި اللهއިސްލާމްދނީްއެއީ )އިބަ 

އަޅާ ފޮނުއވްި( ރަސޫލެއްކަމަށް މި)اللهރުހިޤަބޫލުކޮށް އީމާނވްެއްޖައީމވެެ. އަދި މުޙައްމުދގުފެާނީ 

 ރުހިޤަބޫލުކޮށް އީމާނވްެއްޖައީމވެެ." 

 سُبْحَانَ الِله وَبِحَمْدِهِ )مسلِم( -15

އަށް اللهގެ ހުސްޠޯހިރވުަންތަ ކަމާއވެެ! އެންމެހައި ރވިެތި ސަނއާާއި ތޢަުރފީގުެ ބަސްތަކުން "الله

 މިއަޅާ ޙަމްދުކުރަމވެެ."

 ކޔިދާޢުާ ގވޮއަލިނަގްސޮް ބލަމިހީނުންށަް

 لابَأَْسَ طَهُورٌ إِنْ شاَءَاللهُ  -16

 .("ފފާފަުއްސވެުމެކވެެ. )ޠާހިރުކަމެކވެެ ދެއވްި ތިބާއަށް ތިޔައީ އިރާދަފުޅުން ގެاللهމާތް. ދެރަނވުާށވެެ"

 )الترمذى وأبوداود(  أَسْئَلُ اللهَ الْعَظِيْمَ رَبَّ الْعَرْشِ الْعَظِيْمِ أَنْ يَشْفِيَكَ  -17

އދެި ޝިފާދއެްވުމަށް އަށްތިބާގައި ގެ ޙަޟުރަތުاللهކީރިތވިަންތަ މަތވިެރި ޢަރުޝިކޮޅގުވެެރި، " 

   މިއަޅާ ދަނންަވަމވެެ."

 ކޔިދާޢުާ ވއަގިދަވަމުނުް

رَهَا وَأَعُوْذُبِكَ مِنْ شَرِّهَا    )أبوداود( -18  الَلّهُمَّ إِنِّي أَسْئَ لُكَ خَي ْ

. މިއަޅާދަނންަވަމވެެ ޙަޟުރަތގުައި ގެالله އެދި ހެޔޮކަމަށް ގެ( ވައި) އެ! އިލާހު ގނެްގުޅުއވްާ ހައްދވަައި"
 ."ދަނންަވަމވެެ ޟުރަތގުައިޙަ ގެ الله މިއަޅާ އެދި ރަށްކާތެރިކޮށްދެއވްުން ނބުައިކަމުން ގެ(ވައި) އެ އަދި

 ވރާފޭނެށައްދެކިޔިދާޢުާ
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رَ  -19 رَ ضَارٍّ ، عَاجِلًا غَي ْ  آجِلٍ   )أبوداود(اللّهُمَّ اسْقِنَا غَيْثاً مُغِيْثاً مَريِئْاً مُريِْ عًا ، ناَفِعًا غَي ْ

 ބޯކށޮް ލަސްނުކރުައވްވަާ ވާރޭ ގެއްލުމއެްނެތް ފައިދާހުރި އަޅަމެންނަށް! އިލާހު ގެނގްުޅުއވްާ ހައްދވަާ"
 !"ވެއްސވަާނދވޭެ

 اللَّهُمَّ صَيِّبًا ناَفِعًا )البخاري( -20

 ހައްދަވާ ގނެްގުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު! ފައިދާހުރި ބވޯާރޭ )ގިނވަާރފޭނެް( ވެއްސވަފާާނދވޭެ!""

 ވއިސްރާއަގިެ ޠފޫނާގުެ ޙލާތަގުއަި ކޔިދާޢުާ

نَا، اللَّهُمَّ عَلَى الَأركَْامِ والظَّرَابِ، وَبطُوُْنِ الَأوْدِيةَِ، وَمَنَابِتِ الَأشْ  -21 نَا وَلَا عَلَي ْ جَارِ )البخاري/ اللَّهُمَّ حَوَاليَ ْ
 مُسلِم(

ޠފޫާނގުވެާރޭ ނވުެއްސވަައި، "ހައްދވަާ ގެނގްުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު! އަހަރެމެނގްެ މައްޗަށް ވިއްސާރގޭެ 

 އަހަރެމެނގްެ ވަށައގިެނވްާ ކަނޑުތަކާއި ފަޅުތަކަށް އަދި ގަސްތަކަށް ވެއްސވަާފާދޭނވެ!"

ِގގުރުގީެ އޑައުވިހޭނިދު ކޔިދާޢުާ

فَتِهِ )الموطأ( -22  سُبْحَانَ الَّذِيْ يُسَبِّحُ الرَّعْدُ بِحَمْدِهِ وَالْمَلائَِكَةُ مِنْ خِي ْ

ހއަިބަތަށްޓަކައި ބިރވުެތވިާ ޙާލު، މަލާއިކަތުންނާއި އެހެން މަޚުލޫޤުން އެކަލާނގެއަށް "އފެަރާތެއގްެ 

 ޙަމްދާއި ތޢަުރީފުކޮށް އެކަލާނގެ ހުސްޠޯހިރވުަންތަކަން ބަޔާންކުރެއވެެ."

 ފރުވުނަދްާ މހީނުް، ފރުމާހީނުންށަޓްކައަި ކރުާ ދޢުާ

سْتَ وْدعُِ اللهَ  دِيْ نَكَ، وَ أَمَانَ تَكَ، أ -23  وَخَوَاتيِْمَ عَمَلِكَ  )أحمد/ الترمذي(ََ

 އާ މިއަޅާ ހވަާލުކުރަމވެެ."اللهތިބގާެ ދީނާއި، ތިބގާެ އާމާނާތް އަދި ތިބގާެ ޢަމަލުތަކގުެ ނިމުން، "

 ފރުމާހީނުް، ފރުވުނަދްމާހީނުންށަޓްކައަި ކރުާ ދޢުާ

 أَسْتَ وْدِعُكُم اللهَ  الّذِيْ لَا تَضِيْعُ وَدَائعُِهُ  )أحمد/ ابن ماجة( -24
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ގެ ހަޟުރަތަށް ތިޔަބއަިމީހުން ޙވަާލުކުރަމވެެ. އެއީ އފެަރާތާ ޙވަާލުކުރވެޭ ތަކެތި "الله

 ގެއްލގިެންނުދާނފެަރާތވެެ."

ِދޢުާ އއެޗްކަށަސްވަރާވުއާރިކުޔިާ

قَلِبُ وْنَ     )القرآن( -25 رَلنََاهذَا وَمَا كُنَّالَهُ مُقْرنِيِْنَ وَإِنَّاإِلَى ربَ ِّنَالَمُن ْ  سُبْحاَنَ الَّذِى سَخَّ

 އެކަމށަް އަޅަމެން !ހުސްޠާހިރވުަންތަކަމާއވެެ ގެالله ލެއވްި ޚިދުމަތގުައި އަޅަމެނގްެ ސވަާރީ މި"
 ޙަޟްރަތަށް ވެރިރަސްކަލާނގެ އަޅަމެނގްެ އަޅަމެންނަކީ ހަމަކަށވަަރުން. ނވުަމުއވެެ ކުޅަދާނވަގެެން

 ."ބަޔަކުކަމގުައވިަމުއވެެ އެބުރިދާންޖެހފިައވިާ

 ކޔިދާޢުާ މޑަކުށޮލްއާރިު ތނައެގްއަި

 )أبوداود والترمذى(    أَعُوْذُ بِكَلِمَاتِ الِله التَّامَاتِ مِنْ شَرِّمَاخَلَقَ  -26

 ބަސްފުޅުތަކުން އެކަލާނގެ ރައްކާތެރިކޮށްދއެްވުމަށް ނުބައިކަމުން އެއްޗެހގީެ ހެއްދވެި"الله
 ."ދަންނވަަމވެެ( އެކަލާނގެއަށް)

 ތސަބްޙީަ ކޔިާ ފނެމުނުް ކމަެއް ޢޖައަބިވުނަވިި 

 )البخاري/مسلم(سُبْحَانَ الِله     -27

 ގެ ހުޞްޠާހިރވުަންތަކަމާއވެެ!"الله "

 އފުވާރެކިމައެް މދެވުރެވިމުނުް ކޔިދާޢުާ

 أَكْبَ رُ )البخاري /الترمذي/ مسند أحمد( الله -28

 "ބޑޮވެެ.اللهހުރިހއާެއްޗަކާއި ފަރާތަކަށވްުރެ  "

 ކޔިދާޢުާ ރއިސްނާމަަ ތނަެއގްއަި ގއަގިެ

 حَاذِرُ     )مسلم(وَأُ  مَاأَجِدُ  وَقُدْرتَهِِ مِنْ شَرِّ أَعُوْذُ باِلِله  -29
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 ނުބައިކަމުން ކަންތައްތަކގުެ ބިރގުަންނަ މިއަޅާ ނުބައިކަމުންނާއި ކަންތައްތަކގުެ ފެންނަ މއިަޅާއަށް"
 ގެ ހަޟުރަތުންނވެެ."اللهއެދެނީ ކުޅަދުނވްަންތަ  ރައްކާތެރިކޮށްދެއވްުން

ِ ކޔިޛާކިރުު ނމަަ ފނެިއޖްެ ބރިގުނަންކަމައެް

 )البخارى(     لاإَِلَهَ إِلاَّ اللهُ  -30

 ."ނވުެއވެެ އެހެންއިލާހަކު ޙައްޤު އަޅުކަންކުރުން ފިޔވަައި"الله 

                      ކރުދާޢުާ އދެި ތވަބްވާމުށަް ފއުސްވެމުށައާި ފފާަ

 إِليَْهِ     )أبوداود(أَسْتَ غْفِرُالله الَّذِي لاإَِلَهَ إِلاَّ هُوَالْحَيُّ الْقَيُّومُ وَأَتُ وْبُ  -31

 ހރުހިކާމައެް ދރިދިމެވިޑޮގިނެވްާ ،ނވުާއލިހާކަު އހެނެްހައޤްވުގެނެް އޅަކުނަވްވެޭ  ފިޔވަައި އެކަލާނގެ"
 ކަލާނގެ އެ އަދި .އެދެމވެެ މިއަޅާ ދެއްވުމަށްއި ފފާފަުއްސވަަ ޙަޟްރަތުންގެ الله މަތވިެރި ހިނގްވަާ

 ."ބވާަމވެެއުތަ މިއަޅާ ޙަޟްރަތަށް

 ކއެމުމުއާި ބއުމިގުެ ކރުނިް ކޔިދާޢުާ

 بِسْمِ الله    )أبو داود/ الترمذى( -32

 ގެ އިސްމުފުޅުން ވގާިއެދި ފަށަމވެެ.""الله

 )الترمذي( هُ نْ راً مِ يْ خَ  ناَ مْ عِ طْ أَ وَ  هِ يْ فِ  ناَ لَ  كْ ارِ بَ  مَّ هُ للَّ اَ  -33

ބަރަކާތްލައވްާނދވޭެ! "ހައްދވަގާނެްގުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު! އަހަރެމެންނަށްޓަކައި އގޭައި )އެކެއުމގުައި( 

ِ އަދި އަހަރެމެންނަށް އެއަށވްުރެ ހެޔޮކެއުމެއް ދެއވްާނދވޭެ!"

 )الترمذي(  هُ نْ مِ  ناِ دْ زِ وَ  هِ يْ فِ  ناَ لَ  كْ ارِ بَ  مَّ هُ للَّ اَ  -34

"ހައްދވަގާނެްގުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު! އަހަރެމެންނަށްޓަކައި އގޭައި )އއެެބުއިމގުައި( ބަރަކާތްލައވްާ ދޭނވެ! 

ِ އަހަރެމެންނަށް އެއަށްވުރެ ހެޔޮ ބުއިމއެް ދެއވްާދޭނވެ!"އަދި 

 ކނާފްށެމުށަފްހަު ދޢުނާކުޔިކޭނަް ހދަނާވްމުނުް ކޔިދާޢުާ
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 بِسْمِ الِله فِي أَوَّلِهِ وَآخِرهِِ )أبو داود/ الترمذى( -35

 ގެ އިސްމުފުޅގުެ ބަރަކާތުން ކާނފްަށަމވެެ. އަދި ކއެުންނިންމަމވެެ.""الله

ِ ކޔިދާޢުާ ފހަނުް ކއެމުގުެ

ةٍ        )أبوداود والترمذى(مِنْ غَيْرِ  يهَذَاوَرَزقَنَِ  يْ لِلّهِ الَّذِى أَطْعَمَنِ  الَْحَمْدُ  -36  حَوْلٍ مِنِّيْ وَلَاقُ وَّ

އަށވެެ. އެކަލާނގެއީ މިކއެުން މިއަޅާއަށްދެއވްި الله"ހުރިހާ ޙަމްދަކާއި ތޢަުރފީާއި ސނަާއެއވްަނީ  

 މއިޅައާށަް  ކއެުން އެކަލާނގެ( މި) ނެތި އާރެއް ބރާެއް އެއވްެސް މިއަޅގާެރަސްކަލާނގެއވެެ. އަދި 
 ."ވިއވެެދެއް

 ތބިާއށަް ހޔެކޮމައެް ކށޮދްފީމިހީކަށަޓްކައަި ކރުދާޢުާ

رًا  -37  ) الترمذى(     جَزَاكَ اللهُ خَي ْ

  ވެ!"ތބިާއަށް ހެޔޮޖަޒާދެއވްާށިއެ"الله 

 މޖަލިހިނުތްދެވުމުގުެ ކރުނިް ކޔިދާޢުާ

ابُ الْغَفُوْرُ  رَبِّ اغْفِرْلِيْ  -38 وَّ  (/ ابن ماجة )الترمذى       وَتُبْ عَلَيَّ إِنَّكَ أَنْتَ الت َّ

"ހައްދވަާ ގެންގުޅުއވްާ އިލާހު! މިއަޅގާެ ފފާަ ފުއްސވަައި، މިއަޅާއަށް ތއަުބާލައވްފާާނދވޭެ! 

  ހވެެ."ހަމަކަށވަަރުން އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެއީ ގިނގަނިައިން ތއަުބާލައްވާ ފފާފަުއްސވަާ މަތވިެރި އިލާ

 سُبْحَانَكَ اللّهُمَّ وَبِحَمْدِكَ ،أَشْهَدُ أَنْ لاإَِلهَ إِلاَّ أَنْتَ، أَسْتَ غْفِرُكَ وَأَتُ وْبُ إِليَْكَ )الترمذي( -39

"އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެ ހުސްޠާހިރވުަންތަ ކަމާއވެެ. އިބަރަސްކަލާނގެއަށް ހަމްދުކުރަމވެެ. 

ގެ ޙަޟުރަތށަް اللهއަޅުކަމެއވްވެޭ އިލާހަކުނވުެއވެެ. އިބައިބަރަސްކަލާނގެ ފިޔވަައި ޙއަްޤވުގެެން 

 މިއަޅާ ތއަުބވާެ އަސްތޣަުފާރުކުރަމވެެ."
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Appendix: 2 

a) Thinking Hats 

                Red Hat: - This hat allows students to reflect on the emotions, intuitions and gut reactions 

when taking certain decisions and actions. This helps others to understand your reasons and 

emotions related to your decisions and actions. 

                Black Hat:  Students learn to think about things that they have to be cautious of when taking 

an action. Through this they see why ideas and approaches might not work well which in return helps 

them to highlight the weak points in a plan or course of action. It helps the students to find 

alternatives and to be prepared for the consequence of the action.  

               Yellow Hat. This hat helps students to think positively while considering all the benefits and 

opportunities available. This thinking acts as a motivating factor to go ahead when things look 

gloomy.  

                Green Hat:  The Green Hat enhances creative solutions to a problem. This hat helps to reflect 

on the ideas and possibilities when creating something new.  

                Blue Hat: The Blue Hat stands for process control. This hat helps one to think about own 

thinking 

                White Hat:  Helps in when  calling for information known or needed 

Adapted from:  http://www.thinkingschool.co.uk/resource/six_thinking_hats 

b) Blooms Taxonomy (Cognition)   

Remember:  Recalling information 

Understand: Explaining ideas and concepts  

Apply: Using information in another familiar or concrete situation 

Analyze: Breaking into parts to explore and reveal the relationships among them. 

Evaluate: Justify or make judgments of a decision or course of action. 

http://www.thinkingschool.co.uk/resource/six_thinking_hats
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Create: Generate new ideas, products or ways of viewing things from many disorganised elements or parts.  

Adapted from http://www.tedi.uq.edu.au/downloads/bloom.pdf  

 

 

  

http://www.tedi.uq.edu.au/downloads/bloom.pdf
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Appendix: 3 Graphic Organizers  

Graphic organizers are visual ways   of organizing ideas.  This helps the students to exhibit complex information 

in a simple easy-to-understand manner. Example: 

 

Star: This can be used to identify all the related ideas of a single topic Example: 

Finding how the body functions. E.g., listing the organs, systems, and functions. 

 

Spider: Can be used to obtain more details of a central idea.  E.g., Investigating 

factors affecting the global warming.   

 

Fishbone: Used to investigate the cause and effect of a complex topic and how 

they inter-relate with each other. E.g., Examining the cause and effect of cancer 

 

Cloud/Cluster:  Can be used when brainstorming to show a cluster of ideas.  

 

Tree:  Used if the topic ends with multiple outcomes or results. E.g., Displaying 

the probabilistic results of tossing coins.  

 

Continuum/Timeline: Used to show a number of events in between where a 

definite beginning and end is identified.  E.g., Showing how a child develops. 

 

 

Venn Diagram: Used to find similarities and differences of two or three items. 

E.g., when comparing the similarities and differences between two civilizations. 

 

Y-Chart Diagram: Can be used when comparing three qualities. E.g., Take a 

character and identify how he/she looks like, what positive and negative qualities 

he/she has. 

 

T-Chart Diagram: Used when analysing two aspects of a topic or an idea.  E.g., 

Identify the pros and cons of the internet. 

 

PMI Diagram:  Used to analyse a concept and identify a Positive, Negative and 

something Interesting about a topic. E.g., evaluate the positive, negative and 

interesting points associated with a new job.  

 

KWHL Diagram: K stands for what you already KNOW about the subject. W 

stands for what you WANT to learn. H stands for figuring out HOW you can learn 

more about the topic. L stands for what you LEARN as you read. E.g., Fill out a 

KWHL chart before, during, and after reading about a topic.  

Adapted from http:// www.enchantedlearning.com  

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/star/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/spider/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/fishbone/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/cloud/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/tree/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/timeline/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/venn/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/ychart/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/tchart/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/pmi/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/graphicorganizers/KWHL/
http://www.enchantedlearning.com/
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Appendix: 4 

Goal Setting (steps) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

8.Develop an action 

plan. 

2. State why the goal is 

important (write down the 

benefits). 

3. List down the 

constrains/ obstacles you 

might face. 

4. Identify inforamtion and 

skill that you might need to 

reach the goal. 

5.Identify people 

whom you get can 

help from 

1. Define a goal 

 

6.Monitor the 

progress. 

7.Identify a starting 

and ending date. 
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Appendix: 5 

Decision making process /Conflict resolution  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Define the 
problem 

 

Identify possible 
solutions 
 

Consider the 
consequences  
 

Select the best 
solution 
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Appendix: 6 

Songs 
Everybody says 
Everybody says 
I look just like my mother. 
Everybody says 
I'm the image of Aunt Zeena 
Everybody says 
My nose is like my father's, 
But I want to look like ME!)  
 

I am different  
I am different from my head to my toes  
(point to self then to head and toes)  
I am different from my eyes to my nose  
(point to self then eyes and nose)  
I come from a place that is far and wide  
(point to self then spread arms wide open)  
A place where we all smile instead of cry  
(act like you are tracing your lips into a smile and bring hands down eyes as if you were crying)  
I am very different as you can see  
(point to self then at a friend)  
But I still have a lot of love in me!  
(point to self place hand over the heart  then hug yourself) 
 

Allah made me: (Tune: "The Farmer in the Dell") Slap your thighs and clap your hands as you sing it.  
Allah made me, Allah made me,  

Allah made everything and Allah made me. 

(Go around the room and use each child's name.)  Allah made ____, Allah made _____,  

Allah made everything and Allah made ____.   

“I am special” (Tune: "Are You Sleeping")  

I am special, I am special (close fist and hold up little finger and bring to chest-- this is the sign for I) 
Allah made me, Allah made me. (raise outstretched arms to the sky)  
I am special, I am special. 
So are you, so are you. 
 
 

 


